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EDITORIAL NOTE

In November 2003, the President took over the Defence Ministry and two other
Ministries from the United National Front (U.N.F.) Government. She dissolved
Parliament later and elections were held in April, 2004.

The Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) which had formed a coalition with the Janatha

Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP) and others under the name of United Peoples Front (UPF)

obtained a slender majority in Parliament and formed the Govemment.

The major issue was the continuation of the "Peace Process" rvhich i.vas abruptly
halted by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (L.T.T.E) in 2003. The L.T.T.E. had

in the meantime proposed the establishment of an Internal Self Governing Authority
(ISGA) in the Northern and Eastern Provinces. This rvas unacceptable to the

Government. However, the President rvas anxious to continue r,vith talks whereas

the J V P element in government vehemently opposed the resumption of talks as

long as the ISGA was on the Agenda.

Although the people did not want war and were content with the status quo because

despite its shortcomings the ceasefire had been immeasurably better than the 20

years of prolonged conflict resulting in death and destruction on a large scale.

In the meantime there r.vere continuous killings in the North and East numbering

around 200, mainly Tamils who w-ere opposed to the LTTE and military informants.

There rvere also significant killings of LTTE personnel, presumably the members of
the Karuna faction (breakarva-v group) from the East.

In the last ferv months of 2004 the country appeared to be heading for renerved

conflict although neither the Govemment nor the LITE declared their intent to resume

hostilities. the situation lvas tense.

The "Tsunami" rvhich came in on 26 December 2004. \\'as an unprecedented disaster

with over 40,000 deaths and hundreds of thousands u.ere left homeless - Hox.ever-

there were accounts horv military and LTTE cadres saved each other from death in

the swirling seas. At the ground level human decency seemed to prevail in the

relationship between the Securrty Forces and the LTTEI

Consequent on the prevailing uncertain situation and non availability of officers to
attend lectures, ARFRO held only three lectures in the course of the year and one

discussion on matters of professional interest rvas held. The annual essay on a given

military subject for which aprize of Rs. 25,000 was offered by ARFRO had a very
poor response - of over 1,500 eligible serving offtcers only two essays were submitted

- One was very poor and belorv standard, whilst the other had to be rejected on

technical grounds.

ARFRO had two social gatherings of members, their spouses and guests in 2004

rvhich were well attended and successful.

A separate report on the activities of the Ranaviru Famil1' Counselling Sen'ice is

given elsewhere in this journal.

The membership of ARFRO grerv to 107 during the course of the rear.
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GOING TO WAR

(Srx Tzu)

In Chinese, this chapter's title is *make battle"

where battle (zhan) means meeting an enemy or a

,t uit"ng. In it, SunTzu looks at the economics of war'

ii. J".t "", 
define victory as beating opponents' He

J"rrr., success as making victory pay' This economic

focus is why this strategy works so well in today's

business world'

lnbing-fa, the cycle of expense and income canbe

Augra*ni"A (Figure 01) using the fwe-element star

introduced in the last

Movement (hang)

is a physical act and is

associated with
increasing cost, but its

opposite, knowledge
(zh i ), is a mental ablliV

and is just as strongly

associated
reducing
generating
(Figure 0j).

with
costs or

income

contrast, come from the glound (di),wltrch-1s solid and

r"Oj.;iio .ort.ol, *ui"ty through 'feeding off the

enemy."

Sun Tzu describes three dimensions that increase costs

(Figure 02). Cosls aren't only expenses but time and

Sun Tzu said

EverJthing depends onyour use of military philosophy'

tvtoving tlie army requires thousands of vehicles'

These iehicles mustbe loaded thousands of times'

The army must carry a huge supply of arms'

You need ten thousand acres of grain'

This restrlts in internal and external shortages' Any

aflny consumes resources like an invader'

It uses uPglue and Paint for wood'

It requires armorr for its vehicles'

e"opi. complain about the waste of a vast amount of

metal.
ft *lfi t"t you back when you attempt to raise tens of

thousands of trooPs'

Using a huge army makes war very expensive to wm

mnfaeUys create a dull army and sharp defeats

,tttaiking enemy cities drains your forces'

io"g "iJ.rt 
campaigns that exhaust the nation's

resources are wrong.

To subdue the enemy without frghting is the acme

skill.

ooi probabilitY of
success (sing) as well.
The first dimension is

size, but the Chinese
concept wan means

literally "myiad" or'ten
thousand," imPlYing
complexitY as well as

size. The next dimension

is time, jlz, which means

a 'long time" and

calculations h b i ng-fa'

chapter. ExPenses
(gwai) &long to the

realm of heaven or

climate (tian), which
means that theY are

associated rvith time

and are beYond our

control. Most of this

chapter deals withthe
expense side of this

equation. Income or
provisions (iang),irt

t*q?'"*rl"l;*1

of

h
W

s

Ioggar,r"a"Uy. The final Figure 02: The Dimensions ofCost 
.

aiiinsion is di sarrce, yuan,which is used in many other

Figure 03

Figure 01: The Expense-Income Cycle



STR{TEGIC ENVIRONMENT OF SOUTH ASIA
(\'Iajor General DrpaNrcn BnNemo)

Director Inistitute of Peace and Con{lict Studies
Nerv Delhi

(9ft September 2004)

. : .': --;.-, i- - \Ia1or General Mxs Srna

; :, ':. r -:i Drpattkar Banerjee is no stranger to us. He has come here and delivered lectures in
:..r li;.-' :s rlte rhird time we are having Gen. Banerjee with us and on behalf of the president
: : . !,:t:ttirve Conmittee I take this opportuni$t to tuarmly welcome him. Mii. Gen. Banerjee' ' ' '' '; -' '1: :ite lrtdran Arruy in 1 996. His career included command of the \th Mountain Diviiion" , -;-';-ri;'7;;7- l'alley (1991 - 1992) andthe deputydirectorshipof theMinistryofDefenceblnstitute

' -' : 'r 'rjr' Srudies andAnalyses (1992 - 1996). After retirement, Maj. Gen. Baneijeefounded the-r"';,': ' Peace and ConJlict Studies in New Delhi, and served as its Co-directo:r through t999.
- :: ::::cutive Director and Chief Executive of the Regional Centre for Strategic Sludies in

'': : ' Srt Lanka (t 999 - 2002). Major General Banarjee took part in the Amerlcan society of
'-.''".:;; s'ral Lcnt"s (1999 - 2001) project onAccountability and the Use of Force, andwas a Senior
i. ':-.- le !lov at the Henry Stimson Centre in 1997. He has been active in the Anti-personnel Mine

' ':': '.1-'. enent, addressing the organization's lggT plenary session and preparing the SouthAsian: . i -':";i Surveyfor the 1999 Landruine Monitor Report.

-" J,tt. Baneriee has edited and co-edited several volumes on security topics including Kashmi4':-:, -irrils proliferation, andregional confidence buildingmedsures, He has also cintributed
' ':. - :.'-r ro jottrnals and newspapers in India and elsewhere. He is a graduate of India's National
- -'r'irJ .lcademy and holds a l{aster b Degree in Political Science from Karnataka (JniverstQt
-- i :;:.tertce Studies of the Madras [Jniversity, in addition he is a graduate of the ],trational Defence

. :-ga o.f India. May I now invite Major General Banerjee to address us on the Stu;tugict . " ',t,11p11 of South Asia.

-,.:"; Erening Gentlemen. It is a great pleasure
" - : :.rsonallv not only to come back to Colombo

: - .: of course my favourite city in the uorld, but
., ': oe here u'ith you. During my 3 t,/z years staY in

: :.b.".. I had frequent opportunities to interact rvith
' - 1.::r'.) regularlv. I used to go to the Staff College

-: : -1r and also to all the other functions, and I have
--:.: :leasure being rvith you once again. The Sri
- r:i,l: armed forces have done such a rvonderful job

:: ":i \ ears. specially since its expansion and norv it
l r:.i l:tg the leading armies in the world.

- amr ed last night and on my rvay from the airport
, -:re hotel I didn't see a single soldier. Since I have

:,::,L :oming to Colombo for the last 6 or 7 years, this
, r..; flrsr time I see this change. When going around
- : JrF. I see nerv constructions and new developments.
. -, s mormng I read in the papers about the contingent
,: : :. ! prepared to be sent to Haiti. A ferv years before
.: the oppornrnity to discuss some of the issues r.vith-::.:d to peace, post peace process and employment

. - :r.' armed forces. I strongly suggested that the IIN
::::: Keeping Operation is one activity in which the
: , Lankan armed forces must be involved and I am
r:D\ to see that this is norv taking place in such a

,.:bs:antive manner.

As you may knor.v Nepal also sends a large number
of soldiers around the rvorld. And the Sri Lankan forces
u,ith its enormous experience in rvar. peace and its
alrareness. of the current developrnents in the $orld
u'ould be a ven' popular force in IIN peace Keeping
Operations. This also represents hotr.sn Lanka in this
period ofpeace. is beginning to enlerge once again as
a major economic power in South Asia and in larger
Asia. I hope that this will continue. But I must say, in
keeping with the subject of my talk ,.The SouthAsian
Strategic Environment', the conditions do not look all
that favourable. We realize that a lot has to be done
and the conditions are not conducive for peace. There
is a lot of r.vork ahead.

I will not talk too much about the Sri Lankan
situation as I have been away for about a year and a
half. I rvould like to listen to your comments and also
discuss about the r.vorld and also about South Asia.
When rve look at the world today, the strategic
environment and security considerations, the most
important thing that rvill strike us is the impact of 9/
1 I . September I I n, has left a very strong irnpression in
the rvhole strategic environment and has shaped manv
o{the current events that are taking place. That should
be a suitable point of departure from u'here one can
address and try to understand a situation as they are
evolr,'ing.



Why 9/11 in particular? After all we are aware

that terrorism is not new. It has been prevalent perhaps

as long as history. So what was different about 9/11?

The major difference was that terrorism for the first

time struck the heart of the United States' And the

response to that particular act also became global As

America was involved, it was why the global war on

terror began. It is a study of this phenomena and the

"orraqu*.s 
that should attract our attention for the

p..r.ri. It has substantially changed the strategic

equation of the world. Thebi-polar global confrontation

una tn. Cold Warbetween the NATO countries of the

West and Warsaw countries to the East commurust block

ended in 1990, and for the decade or so, there was no

central theme that guided the strategic environment'

As I mentioned, terrorism or 9/11 was not a new

phenomenon. Even today or in recent years, there have

L..., *uny such killings and the results of those have

been no less disastrous or damaging'

I would ltke to consider, even before 9/ I 1 , the attack

on the Katunayake Airport in July that year, the attack

on the India's parliament in December 200 1, the attack

in Bali followid by the Madrid train blast' Just last

week we had the massacre of the school children by

Chechyan militants. Just as I rvas leaving my room to

come to this lecture today, I heard of the Jakarta

bombing. Again 8 persons were targeted in the

Australian Embassy in the heart of Jakarta' That again

brings terrorism closer home.

These are the issues that have characterized the

world because the US war on terrorism needs to be

understood in its larger strategic context' The US today,

in a sense, is at war with the world against an enemy

that is unseen, undefined and unsure as to what its exact

objectives are (though one has some idea about its

motivations). In this complex situation, the US has

defined its response to terrorism as one of war' That

war is international in nature and requires an enormous

amount of forces and resources to deal with it and that

is how the US forces are dealing with the situation' Its

impact will be felt all over the world, it is beginning to

be lelt everywhere. Whichever administration comes

into power in the US in November, it is quite clear that

the policies will by and large will be the same as have

been foilowed in the last 3 years. It looks more and

more like Bush is going to retain power but even if it is

Kerry, there could be no substantial difference'

Therefore the US policies will continue perhaps sffiing
in nuances, and in ideas but the central theme will
conlinue to be the same.

This has had a major impact on the US forces

around the rvorld. It requires a reallocation ofpriorities

in US strategic commitment. So we are beginning a

deployment ivhich may be enforced for a whole decade

or haif a century, a 100,000 US soldiers in Asia and a

150.000 in Europe. NATO is now being restructured

in different ways. We ur. ...ing withdrawals from

Korea. This will get accelerated in the future' There is

already a substantial reduction of forces in Germany

and the US forces in Saudi Arabia who were deployed

after the Gulf War, are being redeployed to deal with

the new threats. Where are the new deployments taking

place? They are in the periphery ofthe disturbed parts

of the world which is in fact, West Asia. West Asia has

the oil resources of the world and is also the Islamic

world. Therefore you will see the US forces deployed

peripherally in those areas. In the Central Asian

i.p,rUtl.t of Afghanistan and Iraq itself, the US forces

will remain there for many more years' Other

deployments will be in conducive areas in West Asia

p".t u-pt no longer in Saudi Arabia but in Qatar, Kuwait

and such areas.

It also means a substantive reorientation of strategic

priorities. The strategic priorities of the cold war of
ttlgt ty sophisticated weapon systems to be used in a

nuclear war or Defence against nuclear weapons, star

war initiatives and such will be less and less funded

and prioritized and instead there will be greater

..rour"", devoted towards special forces operations,

accurate weapon systems for targeting small terrorist

hideouts, deep bunker bursting bombs, greater

surveillance, greater observation capabilities, thus rve

also willbe seeing a change in the technology too' That

is another phenomenon that we have to keep in mind'

How will some of this impact on the world? I rvill

highlight some of the basic issues and come to South

Asia. Horv does it impact the world? Firstly a nerv

global coalition is becoming effective. The East vs the

West, Cold War is over and it is now a new coalition of

the willing. Even if it is not too willing, it will come to

the aid and join in the coalition. France and Germany

have certain reservations about the conduct of global

affairs but they also know given US's pre-eminence in

the world they will have to adjust and deal with these

issues.

The focus now is on terrorism and terrorists who

have the ability to strike at will and the motivation to

do so. Now what motivates ayoung man or woman to

become a suicide attacker? What are the reasons that

lead to that situation? What actually motivates them?

Ofcourse, there's also the technology aspect ofit and

how it makes a suicide attack more and more effective

as weapons of destruction, so one has to study these

nerv developments.

Strategically, the Iraq war will last a long time lt
is not likely to go well as I think there have been some

fundamental mistakes in the conduct of the US

campaign. The US also has learnt as it got along' One

can accept a mistake in the beginning' There is a neu

type of war that everybody is trying to confront but as

one rvent along, there should have been a learning



prmess. that unfortunately has not happened. So lve
r:e lillelv to see a continuing commitment in the Iraqi
:.slon. u hich, will lead to a situation of Islam versus
lh-3 rest. Norv that is a larger and very disturbing
li-.enomenon. Islam is not restricted to one geographical
r;ea In South Asia (Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan,
Eangladesh and Maldives) we see these tensions and
:iLrblems but yet without enough answers to address
:h: situation of political Islam, radical Islam and
-e rrorist Islam. It is not the moderate Islam which is
:sainst all this violence and we are fortunately still in
.n or em'helming majority but nevertheless this is a nerv
:henomenon and we don't have the answers on how to
;:dress it.

Therefore, due to these complexities the regional
;r-rironment also needed to respond to these changes.

"".-hat 
has been the impact on the regional security

e nrironment? Firstly, Pakistan is most affected in the
:: slon in this recent phenomena of the rise of terrorism.
Currentlv much of the fighting is in Iraq, Afghanistan
;:rd tn South East Asia and in Pakistan. Pakistan has
s:ro\\rr a remarkable ability to turn around. The policies
r-at Pakistan had adapted and implemented - (1980 war
rgarnst Afghanistan and the Soviet aggression) and the
::-orism it sparvned and spread to the rest of the world,
;:nnot be just a turn around all of a sudden. The result
a:.3 impact rvill be long. But since 9/11, Pakistan has
s:rr\\'n a rvillingness to turn itself around. That is a
str.rggle that lvill continue in Pakistan for many more

":.lrs to come.

Questions that arise because of this phenomenon
.s 'riill this phenomenon of rising terrorism tvithin
JJ.rstan and large sections of the population in this
-::ection. be sustained?' 'Can it be contained?' 'And
;.n rt be removed?'There is no clear cut ansrver. There
'",,lli be setbacks and many challenges. Nevertheless.

-.rruring of terrorism must not happen in any society.
-:':'u 

canrot have terrorism in a uni-focal direction. Can
',r 

= 
allou' development of terrorism in a country and

"-,,:p that it rvill be targeted/focused on your enemy?
Tl:at same r.iolence can turn against you. That is a
.:r,r;r problem of impact. It requires enormous
::;lacilin' and resources to turn around this phenomena.
',i-:li 

Pakistan by itself rvith external support, have that
:.:aLrtlrn ?

Role of external porvers- America and others and
:.:',i 1lE1 look at the situation rvill be fundamental.''\-:.;t 

sort of help are they going to offer? Horv will it
.:rpa,-t on the situation? Will that support become
:,- sr:rr.el Perhaps it becomes counter productive and
'.'r r:i.ns the situation sometimes. These are major issues

--.i: Pahstan s'ill have to face. Challenges lie ahead.

\ext countn'is Bangladesh. It has in recentyears

-:r:C to a be more radical. Bangladesh rvas one of the
..'.:.'; islanuc countries that tvas democratic. Thev had

a democratic policies and universal franchise. Bui lately
the trend in the country gave lvay to identi8/ its own
interest rvhich is now taking the shape of an Islamic
identity strongly within the country. This is manifesting
itself and developing with groups outside of the country,
in South East Asia and movements where, the radical
elements in Indonesia, some radical groups in Malaysia
and Philippines too are all coming together and
supporting in a sense the nexus of terrorism. About 5

or 6 months ago, a large quantity of arms and
ammunition was suddenly discovered being smuggled
into Bangladesh at the Chittagong port. The quantity
rvas so enormous that it could equip one division with
small arms; ammunition, grenades and such. Where
was it heading to? Was it for Bangladesh terrorist
groups? The Bangladesh government itself is not in a
position to investigate this phenomenon. We all know
that ifone such consignment gets caught, there could
well be the possibility of many such consignments
having gone through. If that is the case, it paints a
horrendous picture within Bangladesh itself. To whom
was this consignment meant.? Was it for Bangladesh
or for distribution elsewhere like North East India,
Nepal? It has happened before and many of these get
channeled through smaller ships to Sri Lanka. There
are no answers to rvho, horv and why it happened.

I sarv in the papers today that Ambassador Kofer
Black rvas here. He is the counter terrorist expert from
the US state department. I met him in Delhi 5 days ago
and had a long discussion with him. He went to
Bangladesh and is now in Sri Lanka. We rvere
discussing about Bangladesh. The US is rvorried
because they know the linkages that develop through
this. Because thel'knew that this has the potential to
affect the American interests all over the u.orld. So
these become important issues today..

We see in Nepal today a rapid spread of Maoism.
It took root in 1996 and is norv strongly entrenched in
that country. Today unfortunately Nepal is considered
a failed state. The democratic status that it attempted
since 1990, has just not taken root within the country.
The process has failed and every year the government
has changed and the politicians have proved tobe utterly
corrupt and lost the popular support and sympathy of
the people. Currently you have three institutions
functioning in the state: a monarchy, a political system
and of course the terrorists; they call them Maoists.
And in the triangle of these three forces (there are
people who are not in any of these and left in the blue)
the politicians are the weakest. The monarchy is losing
its credibility. You are all ar.vare of the regicide that
took place in Nepal in 2001 , where the whole monarchy
rvas rviped out. Murdered by the Prince apparent
hjmself. In the rninds of the people of Nepal, the king
and the group of people who took over, do not have
legitimacy or credibility. The king is supposed to be
the embodiment of God. Lord Vishnu in Hinduism. He



is worshiped in the whole country' But that legitimacy

L. goo" ,"d along rvith it his ability to control the

rituai;r. So we arJseeing a ffierent situation inNepal

with the ascendancy of communism' This is also

,pJing to Nepal's Lorders, to India in the South and

ui* g*;luA"sh- The communists have formed a group'

,tt V .uUit. Communist, Marxist People'sAssociation

tCfveal and there are 16 parties in this gtoup' There

irave bee., formal 
"oop"'itiott 

among them for the

sharing of weaPons and training'

If I were to look at the South East Asian situation

in the immediate future (5-10 years ahead)' this is the

most serious challenge that faces us'

Then we come to India which continues to face a

major problem with terrorism for the last two decades'

Sr;, ,ir". the 1980's when terrorists struck South of

tnJ*O"t in the Punjab in the 1980s' and Jammu and

Kashmir in 1989 and 1990s' It is now spreading to other

;;;. "t 
well. This has been an experience of very

."i"* terrorism' It is a war that India has to fight on

its own but it has also become part of a global

pt."o*ru. Considering all this and when I look at

it 
" 

r.gion and perhaps thi world, in a sense Sri Lanka

il #;" positively^impacted by 9/11' Perhaps it is

stretching the analogy a bit but one-consequence was

,t. A.-t.[l i*izing oithe LTTE and the tactics it had

adopted o=ver the years. They also became a part of the

i*iit gro"p ,nd *.," targeted by the International

Co*miriry rrith its activities being proscribed as well'

Of course, we see that the problem has not been

,"rot r.A, serious issues and diffrculties remain' The

larger challenge is whether this can be addressed by

thJcountry in its own way and thereby put across as a

lesson for the whole world'

There are many elements to a resolution (without

going into details of facts, etc',) it is essentially an

ic"oIr*odution of the political aspirations of all parts

of a society within a single state structure'-which really

;;;t a counter insurgency ttluttcyi How does one

ir,.o.porut" this? Perhaps initially tT:lgh violence

Uut uitimatety it has to be through a political process -

a political process that can be brought about and

iu.iti u,.a, orly if oth.t factors are conducive towards

that end. There are numerous factors and one can go

into details if one wants to' But that essentially is the

problem. How one addresses that is a major question'

In spite ofall these negative things, there are also

positive developments. All of South Asia for the last

io-tz y.urr, have had one characteristic' The national

economies have grown fairly well in each of the

countries in South Asia by a minimum of about 5o/o per

annum and in some countries substantially more' Only

when there has been a major catastrophe like the

Katunayake attack, or the current developments in

Nepal where the economy been badly affrccted in the

tasi few years, in other parts of the region there has

been steady economic growth' Secondly, regional co-

operation is beginning to gtow' In the SAARC summit

in January this year and follow-up again in January

,r"*, y.ur, a number of issues will be addressed' India

pakistan ielations are being addressed as a part ofthe

SAARC Normalisation Revival Process' That has some

hopes for the region.

Therefore, on a macro level, issues that have to be

looked firstly are those in the region itself' There has

to be a common counter terrorism poliry' That is a

large issue and there are many sub-sects in that whole

qoiuiorr, each of these need to be identifred and

"o-op..uiio, 
developed in each ofthose areas' There

has to be larger co-operation on economic interaction'

Many of the insurgencies in South Asia has a large

economic component within them' Unless such issues

are dealt with, insurgencies will not go away from these

.egio.,s. One ihould address it through

co-"operation rvithin the region' With larger trade and

technology exchange and iddressing the mutuality of

economil-potential of each country and maximizing

tt 
" 

poritir. impact of it. Thirdly and mostimportantly

is how to embody it in a politically cooperative structure

that is positive and fonvard looking which can address

these serious issues in the region'

Discussion

Major Gen Mike Silvu Gentlemen we have

listeneito avery absorbing lecture on a subjectwhich

offects a Geneial down to a Second Lieutenant' It is

question time now I wilt take the privilege of asking

General Banerjee the first one'

Can you please explain to us the similarities and

dtfferences bitween terrorism, insurgency and guerilla

iir? I" the process of answering that' could you give

us some examples where a nation in order to pursue

their military obiectives, have used terrorism'

The Lecturer: This whole question of defining all

issues of terrorism, insurgency and guerilla rvar'

becomes extremely complex and difficultbecause these

are political acts and the definition is also political' The

rvhole question becomes 'who is a terrorist' who is a

freedom fighter?' The defining line between these trvo

is a very thin line' Each country sees it in a different

perspective.

How does one see the way ahead? What are the

ttrings ttrat one needs to address? Particularly in South

eri"'f et r mentioned, the sihration is somewhat dismal

anJchallenging. And in many of these countries the

problems *itt g"t worse before it gets better' I would

tarticularlv address the question of Nepal' Bangladesh

;;Prki#". Things wii get much worse there.before

ifr.y U"gi" to get better. But in order to ensure they get

better, some measures have to be taken' Broadly

strategic issues.



, ': . : i:i ii:tne di_fferences behr-een insurgenry and

: .. , ..i::: br organized groups under some sort. :i- --;nrnrand and structure and more often
" - i ::: slille cause. It may not be liberation but
. - - -.: i -.beratron perhaps could be one definition"- :,:..--: *ar. Insurgency could be defined as

- : ;:::t-',\triltn a nation, by disgruntled elements
- , : r ::1.-e agatn for political reasons and fighting

- :"...ii:;l cause. The Political cause could be
-:ir- tclt3 ior a part ofthat country and greater
- - . :.'. :,: couid be for overthrowing a particular
. - : . Eur rr is essentially a movement from within
. . . ,i -:-. L,ur rn all these conditions, external support

' 
" . , -: : i rr tmportant ingredient for the success of this
l.i: --ll

l:::::rsnr perhaps can be more easily defined as a
i - :--r essentially against non military persons in

- : *:sLii of certain objectives. There is always an
: -.:'--' . bur rn terrorism that may not be ahvays clearly

- - .' :.:: Frrr e\ample the Al Kheida objectives are not
, -.,--- : ' - i ;r en readil-v realizable. But it is in the contexl

. --., I;.:;al objective. What the world is coming to
. . :r. :],-ri\ rs that terrorism or insurgency rvhich is

:. ::jll) of riolence, targeting unarmed or civil
-.:lr.'n. rnust be considered acts of terrorism.

::::-ri. it should be condemned and concertedly
:,:r b1 the international communitv.

.:e defimtion is norv moving torvards an act of
. -r,r ::rlcr of violence, rather than trying to define
. : -:.rntenon itself - that way one gets into all the

:. r : rltor1s regarding liberation struggle, freedom
::r r'nts. autonomy and issues like that. Any act of

.. r::'. ranicularly against unarmed people is utterly
:: -:l:.able to the tvorld and it must be straightarvay
r;:rrs'd and acted upon.

\Iajor Gen Mike Silva: f 1 may add please,
- ' ". :'li )tas been described as the implementation of
. '"-r:.-+ of fear as opposed to the implementation
. :: " ,,',i:onol v,ar, guerilla war and insurgencies. In
,: ."i,j.r-r of conJlict it is very often the armed

" : ' 1 ,1 
", 
i v ho confront each other by adopting various

':-.:actics.

.' ., coming back to my second question, in the
. ... ::rrorisnt ythere lrlations haye implemented the

' .::. :. o.''.lbar to achieve their military objectives, the
.: .-i 'i:,7)tr bonbing of Hamburg and other German
. , jr.r-i been described officially as National

' - :'1 Though qs you correctly pointed out that
: : .i i):) ercuse for unarmed civilians to be targeted.

. .:':',. up squares of the city and they allocated
'- : .'r i , tite oir forces to be bombed day and night.

:,, l;:lltt t|rcy, lost approximately 30,})1mostly
.; .-. .riri'urg tltat carpet bombing. Now that is an
. ..:,:;.:tiiotl oJ the strategy of terrorism where

during a time nobody had even heard of teruorir*. l.ll"
were tinyfellows then. Theywent to the extent of telling
the Gerntan government that they haye no chance and
if they go on, the population gets knocked off so better
surrender nov.

The second outstanding example ytas the bombing
of Hiroshima and itlagasaki where they told the
Japanese army through the bombing. The Japanese
qrmy was suicidal, determined and never gave up.
There was neyer suruender and the American army had
great dfficulty fighting them across the philippines.
So they quickly brought out the A-bomb and tested it
out rn Hiroshima. Then the Japanese governmenl
immediately was negotiating to try and stop the war
because they knew the game was up. Despite that the
USA dropped the second bomb at Nagasaki. In this
context, wouldn't this come under the category of
national terrorism?

The Lecturer: Absolutely, you have explained it
very rvell indeed. There is no doubt in the definition
those incidents fall clearly lvithin the category of
terrorism. Another form of terror is state terrorism.
That of course to a certain extent can be justified, but
not because there rvas a uar going on. Hiroshima and
Nagasaki were essentially civilian targets and the
cumulative count of instant deaths rvere 300,000. I hare
been to ground zero and actually seen the area. One
can see r.vhat could have happened and the area where
it rvas actually detonated and the utter mindlessness of
the act is obvious. Even the bombing of Iraqi civilians
can also be considered as state terrorism. It is this state
terrorism that leads to a escalation of violence. When
do you stop? This is a big question.

Brig. Chandrasiri: This is basically not about
South Asia but is about what you said initially about
the deplolment ofAmerican Forces gradually spreading
towards West Asia. )rlow they have plans to withdraw
front Korea and Germany. As you said they should
haw bases right round the region as that is the breeding
groundfor muslimfundamentalisnt. They are trying to
sumound these areas and ntake sure that it is contained
and not allowed spread to other areas. It could spreacl
even to Australia and as you said the philippines too.

Where are they going to have these bases? During
the cold war there were bases in Germany and Korea.
l{ow they have a problem having bases around West
Asia itself. Wat I suggest is that they should have
bases on the ocean, troops deployed and kept in
platforms. By doing so they can contain terrorism in
WestAsia initially and aJterwards crush them andfinislt
it off. Your contntents, sir.

" 
The Lecturer: That is very true. In the orrerall

American strategl-, the technology of rvar haviug
changed substantialll, the US has norv got euormous



capabilities of deploying forces, d11ecjl1 from

continental USA to any part of the world' It has got

the fleet of aircraft, money is not a constraint and

deploying forces far apart requires very heavy

maintenance over a period of time' So this is one line

of ini*i"g. Specially Donald Rumsfeld said that firstly

the US army shouldbecome more modernized less troop

related, cui back on manpolver, have more equipment'

more weapons and capacity for quick deployment

around the rvorld' But you require a focal point in order

io p.oi..t forces in the region' Those focal points need

,,o'tong., necessarily hold troops' Large number of

ior."r"d.ployed abroad become very expensive and

therefore notvery cost effective' Forces can come from

elsew'here but they require facilities and establishments'

communication syitems, information gathering

agencies/institutions and things like that' That cannot

tripp." except in the region and that precisely is what

ttre i-lS is planning to do. All around the Central Asian

repuUtics, Uztekistan, Tajrkistan, Kurdistan' not yet in

Turkmenistan, in Kazakhstan, Philippines and the Sulu

and Julu Islands, in Indonesia, some places in Nepal'

substantial presence in Pakistan, facilities in Singapore

and such areas as Kuwait, Qatar and Oman' They have

puff.O out of Saudi Arabia because of the sentiments

ii ttt. p.opt.. So that is a phenomenon that is taking

place.

Col. W M S Goonarxtna: Terrorism came as a

new termino logt and after 9 / I t' War Against Terrori sm'

came into action as political policy' The American

concept towards these terms is always encouraging

counlries that are affected by terrorism to go for
negotiations. But they themselves have.gone into

citntries like Afghanistan and lraq on the basis of

counter-terrorism or war against terrorisnt' Recently

an interesting statement was made by the Russian

President vii 'why is the western world having a

dffirent opinion on this kind of issue' why don't you

"ott 
Bin L)den to the lilhite House and negotiate and

jnitn i, off for the sake of peace'' Even on the Sri
"Lankan "is'sue 

the IJS Government is always

encouraging us to go for negotiations' On^the other

hand the Americans aie inviting the rest of the world

to handle counter terrorism as war against terrorism

and a lot of countries are trying to participate' (even

powerful countries,) by way of contributing troops or

whatever resources they have' But if the issues within

our country are not addressed we will be isolated to

iglrt ou, oi" problerus' Wll this lead to a big problem?
'i 

tne US having a hidden agenda? What is their real

concePt?

The American position l, u..y clear' Recently I
spent a year in Washing[on DC with all the people and

ii ls stiti sort of a mindset - like the Texan corvboys!

Bad man must be killed and demolished' Only good

and bad no grey areas. If somebody has hurt you' he

must be beaten black and blue That is the response' I

was in Nepal couple of months back, and two years

ago hvo guards were killed by the Maoists in the US

nLUassyln Nepal. These were not actually US citizens

and noi even employed by the US but were security

guards on contraci. iire American will not let go until

ihey find the culprit and take action against them' That

is essential and ttre culprits must be punished' Again

in the Philippines in the Julu island 500 special forces

were in operation because some Americans were taken

hostage. That area is terrible. They have been caphrring

hostales from Malaysia and taking them there l have

beenihere and seen genuine problems there' The

Philippines government is trying to address that issue'

But the American attempt is just force itself The

Philippines don't like that very much' They feel that it
is makrng the situation worse. One also has to accept

that some fundamental reasons rvhy violence takes

place. They also need to be addressed' We are seeing

the fall out of the actions in lraq. If an American soldier

is shot, you drop a 10001b bomb from 40,000 feet and

rvhoevei gets killed, is none of America's business' If
you adopla poliry like that then Americans will not be

uttot .a to visit West Asia. Pakistan and even

Bangladesh have become no-go areas for Americans'

Is thlat what is going to serve US interest overall? Is

that a policy that all countries could adopt? These are

questions lve have to ask ourselves'

So there is no clear answer' The whole counter

insurgency of winning the hearts and mlnds remain an

important factor.

Vote of thanks by Major Gen' Lalin Fernando:

Gen Mike Silva, Gen. Baneriee members of AfuFRO'

and Officers of the j services'

Gen Banerjee, thank you very much and as usual I
have been an enthusiastic listener to him as this is the

third time that I heard him speak' The last time was

iust before the Afghanistan war and he made some
"prediciions whic'i I hoped would be correct but he
'lil'totus 

that predictions in a war of this lype are a bit

dangerous. They donl play to plan' But as usual I
havi always found that when Indian fficers speak to

us, it stirs us and there were some excellent questions

asked. Because they understand our situation sowell'

The Lecturer: Very interesting question on avery Gen Banerjee and myself went to a common Staff

importantissue.ItisaquestionallcountrieswillhaveCoilege,inCamberley'Hewasthereoneyearbefore
,"i.tio*rv address' 6ne ofco"'se is' horv counter 

"n' i kno* this because after I listened to him and I
tenonstoperations,counterinsurgenciesareformulated heard he had been in Camberley' I looked at the

ur..rr""i*ffy national decisioni. Each nation.has to previousyear'sphotosof studentsbecauselwassurel

decideforitselfthestrategyandtacticsthatitwilladopt 
'ruor'tnrirraBineriee. Banerjee'scomefrontBengal

in a giten sihration



il1flil,"1 ix ;;. "r,. -': ..' i-i ] ;rn ven, tmpressed vith his
;rs.j,' :r :-;,i :ii o.f .tottttere very impressed

.':):e .. er) rrich, question that Gen

South Asia, and found it much easier to und)rsnnd
what they are saying.

It is not what they tell us, whether they come from
America or India, these are our own people and we
have to live with them. We have to have afuture in our
countryfor the younger generation. My children have
grown and I think most of yours must be still in school.
It is their future you should be thinking of. llhat Gen
Banerjee said he saw when he came to Colombo _ peace
and prosperity. He must hoye seen very little of
Colombo, whereas I have seen a lot because I walk the
streets early in the morning for about an hour in
Wella,,vatte-little Jaffna. I meet a lot of Tamil people
and they are scared to go back to Jaffna because they
dont like to be under people who rule with a gun. And
they have settled downvery happily in Colombo. And
they are making big investments in Colombo. I saw a
big building complex built by a Tamil gentlemen who
has comefrom England and invested here. He has also
invested in my hometown Ambalangoda by building a
big hotel there. I would have never thought of putting
up a hotel in my hometown. He is also putting up one
in Vavuniya where he was born. So these are the signs
of a possibly good future .for us.

I thinkl speakfor all of uswhen I tell Gen Bane:rjee
that we are very happy to hove him with us and listen
and learnfrom him. Before I finish I wish to thank the
Commanders of the Tri Services and the Commanding
Officer of the 1't, Engineer Regiment, for giving us this
lovely little place to assemble and listen to Gen
Banerjee and the Commander Signals for the pA
equipment and staffto operate same. Thankvou.

r j ..: r_r.,ir t,):ti.e lot of rhem) asked on the
t ', . r" ,":_i:. -:;,i:s. gyerrllas and terrorists. Gen

--r.1.r : -- :ac. :arnt state lerrorism.

'.. I ;:-;,1. .1; that in our ov/n setting it is a
. r!. iri . -, *:intaer that vhen the Japanese were

rr .n :. -::-i --irc7 the Germans (quite a lot in,,, *,:' ::: -._; ;rt i-lantburg) were hit by carpet
m " rT-i. *., ,1titJ vent back to the concentration
-.ii- -{..; '':j .;.:i oi'-\'ankingbytheJapanese. They

;ir:4 ''. .r,' :':. .lns oii,ugrrnryChinesetheycouldlay
"' - "*.rr,;' :t l7e hllingofhumanbeingsorhundreds

' r . i r- f. _r. But sontething must tell us that f
r &!,i .,r.,,r. ,r roorrrbackonyou. Mymindwent

*, :ir . :;-i -i:;,nrd o-fyouyounger onesmayhavejust
r ".*' "l _:.:: -.]r1 iie arnty some of you probably not.

'.",- rr,1-rp.ry.eJ tn lhe streets of Colombo and spread
-. ,! , : :r :, erlasting shame for the government of
'" ,.ri;.;* :,,i possibly the securityforces also. Now
'... r ;..: :a r\:i/i:-nt. Innocent people were massacred.
' :r!k! ,i,'il 

-:'Ji rhe carpetbombingandtheHiroshimas
-.'r i -'::': :r.r'ou. I thinkwe also should exomine

_," .,F..i- :cc: and say,never again.'

,.. { 1-.1i:f i er the _4mericons say about negotiation,
' ;. .' ' t; :t,. en.drfficult to understand anything the
-, - - rl-i -ir-L Gen Banerjee spoke about gentlemen

' /,,, , ,, : . : env here from the US and I rapidly went
"' , i- "1i c.ntents ofwhat he had spoken and Ifind
".;.: '. L,*,ierstand. I find it even more dfficult to

. '' i : " it r,: j hts president. I immediately started
h.-,i;!. .:_i :t to people who come from our continent,



KASHMIR-AWAYFORWARI)
(His Excellency BesHBBn Ar-t Mour'aaNo)

The High Commissioner For Pakistan In Sri Lanka
(25n November 2004)

Inroducuon -AVM Paddy Mendis President ARFRO

--i $r'es me great pleasure to welcome our Guest Speqker His Excellency Basheer Ali Mohmand the

i:gh Commissioner for Pakistan In Sri Lanka. He will talk to us today on Kashmir - a way

.fort+vrd Kashmir has been the main stumbling block in Indo Pakistan relations andwe are happy
:o see that there is a thatting in their relations. Let us hope that it is concluded satisfactorily. His
Lxcellency was born on the I't of November 1946, and was commissioned in the Pakistan Army in
i )66. He has Graduated from the Command and Staff College Quetta, and an alumuni of the

\anonal Institute of Public Administration. His Excellency is also a Graduate of the Peshowar
L'nn,ersity. He also holds a Bachelors Degree in war and strategic studies from Baluchistan
'-'4n,ersity in Baluchistan. He has a varied command staffand instructional experience withvast
c'perational, administrative and training acumen. He commanded a cavalry regiment during the

B,angladishi war in 197 l. He has held various staff and operational appointrnents, and After

"ertrement held varied appointments in both Pakistan and abroad. He has served as additional
s;ecNplary to the federal government and has been decorated by the President of Pakistan. May I
:.a; uprn His Excellency to address this assembly of senior oficers ofthe three services. Thankyou

, r.mr rn,r3eed honoured to address this august
plfii!ffmg !ili4 " I em gratefirl to General Gerry De Silva
i',m n', img m to share rvith you some thoughts about
1r. j+rrrmx - - tbre issue rvhich has bedevilled relations
rrflr*,xr Ps,lirs-an and India over the last 57 years. I
uiu irs elarad to be amongst men in uniform with

" :u'rn, I "r,rJ 5pEa1 more than a quarter of a century.

irn'ir-ld cr er- the Armed Forces Officers display a
l"iri:Ltffir" :u]]n:tion to enhance their knowledge about
:lu ;mi:;ts- *hich lead to war, the domain that is
--{rxr' ::flrs }(ashmir is one of those issues that may

:rffiRfi j,ru more than others because it not only affects
:"tJ a-r.i Pakistan but other regional countries

51;;r:,tr':,:l{ Sn T anka.

" mJ be telking to you about the genesis of the
i"ar:m,,rr r"ssue -background, recent developments and
'a:rrrus possrble options for its eventual settlement.

llc starc of Kashmir was one of many Princely
'fifliis -r tbe Sub<ontinent. At the time of partition, the
ioriru r,r,i a \{uslim majority of 78 per cent. The total
r:r. :r the state is 222,236 square kilometres. Two
rxris il .&,€ temtory with over 7 million people is under
.n.:r,*r :r.ntrol- rvhile one third with a population of
r r I j nnillion people forms Azad (Free) Kashmir
lnder ihe rndirect administration of Pakistan. The
lr-L;'r.. of Grigit and Baltistan with an area of 28, 000

*r;urs rniles and over one million people is under thd

r:sr a&mnistration of Pakistan. About 1.5 million
:r,l!,rix-u1s are settled in Britain and about 100,000 of
rdr rJ3 satterd around the world.

Bistoricd Perspective. The Indian Independence
u ri I 911 governed the partition of the Subcontinent
rff ln:ii: 316 Pakistan. The Muslim majority provinces

of Bengal, Punjab, Sindh, Frontier and Baluchistan
formed Pakistan. Over 560 Princely states, which
formed one third of the Subcontinent, had to join either
of the dominions on the basis of their geographical
position, communal composition of population and
wishes of the people. Accordingly all states, with the
exception of Kashmir, Hyderabad and Junagadh,
acceded either to India or Pakistan. Muslim rulers of
Hyderabad and Junagadh with Hindu majority decided
to join either Pakistan or remain independent rvhile,
the Hindu ruler of Muslim dominated Kashmir opted
to accede to India. Ironically, India forcibly occupied
Hyderabad and Junagadh as their rulers (as Indians
presumed) had acted against the wishes of the majority
community but whole-heartedly accepted the decision
of the ruler of Kashmir thus refusing to apply the same

principle for Kashmir. At the time of partition, the State

of Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) was ruled by a Hindu,
Hari Singh, a descendant of Gulab Singh, who had
purchased the Kashmir valley on payment of Rs. 7.5

million rupees.

Kashmiris uprising of 1947: Even before
partition, Muslim sentiments were simmering due to
oppression and hear.y taxation bythe ruler of Kashmir.
The Raja had ordered his Muslim subjects to surrender
all the arms they possessed. He further orderedthat the
Muslim personnel of his army be disarmed. This was
followed by a State-supported campaign of the RSS- a

Hindu fanatic organization- to exterminate the Muslim
population of Jammu or to force them to migrate to
Pakistan. When he announced accession to India against
the wishes of majority, Muslim troops of Jammu and
Kashmir Rifles (Ruler's Army) and war veterans of the
2"d World War from Poonch district, who were about
20,000 revolted. Sikhs and Hindus along with the
Ruler's Army had already unleashed systematic ethnic
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cleansing of Muslims in Jammu which added fuel to
this uprising. Ian Stephens in his book "Pakistan' puts

the figrrre of Muslims killed in this carnage at 200,000

while about 300,000 fled to Pakistan. Bruce Fein in his

book "self Determination for Subiugated Kashmir" also

confirms the same tragedy. When news about massacre

of Muslims reached Pakistan, tribesmen from the North

Western Frontier Province rushed to Kashmir to save

their brethren. Kashmiri Muslim soldiers with the help

of war veterans and tribesmen managed to liberate the

area which now forms part of AzadKashmir.

Accession of Kashmir: The Raja of Kashmir
signed a standstillAgreement with Pakistan to maintain

status quo. While at the same time he was conspiring

with Indians . On26 October 1947, Indians claimed to

have received an Instrument of Accession from Ruler

and on the mo ming of 27 October, Indian troops started

landing at Sri Nagar Airport. Through sequencing

events of 25 cand 26 October with evidence, Alistair
Lamb in his book "Birth of Tragedy" proved that, the

lnstrument of Accession was signed under duress by

the Ruler after Indian forces had landed in Sri Nagar.
In a reply to Maharaja while accepting accession, the

Viceroy of India, Lord Mountbatten wrote to him -

"The question of State's accession shall be settled by a

reference to the people".

Kashmir in the UN

On 1 January 1948, India referred the Kashmir issue

to LIN under Article 35 of UN Charter, which deals

with the settlement of disputes between the states. After

a long debate on the issue, UN passed resolution on 13

August 1948 and 5 January 1949. Following are

excerpts from these resolutions.

a. "The government of India and the government of
Pakistan reaffrrm their wish that the future status

of the State of J&K shall be determined in
accordance with the will of the people".

b. "The question of accession of the State of J&K to
India or Pakistan will be decided through the

democratic method of a free and impartial
plebiscite".

Nehru's pledges to Kashmiris: Kashrnir stands

out as an issue of denial of the basic right of self-

determination recognized by UN Charter and other UN
resolutions. Even Indian leadership recognized the right

of self-determination of the Kashmiri people. Indian

Prime Minister Nehru also promised - "reference to

people" - on several occasions. Just to quote a few: -

a. "The people of Kashmir would decide the question

ofaccession. It is open to them to be allied to either

dominion then" (Telegram Numtier 255 dated 31

October 1947, addressed to Prime Minister of
Pakistan'r6fers).

b. "We had given our pledge to the people of Kashmir
and subsequently to the UN, we stood by it and we

stand by it today. Let the people of Kashmir
decide". (Statement in Indian Parliament, l2
February 1951).

c. "I want to stress that it is only the people of Kashmir
who can decide the future of Kashmir".
(Statement in Indian Parliament 7 August 1952)

Even if the controversial Instrument of Accession

stood validated, its ratification was subject to people's

approval as promised by Lord Mountbatten and the

Hindu leadership for many years after partition' Even

during the debate on the Kashmir issue in the UN,
India made commitments to refer the issue of accession

to the Kashmiri peoplq Indians claim that, the plebiscite

could not be held due to non-compliance of the
resolutions by Pakistan with regards to withdrawal of
its troops. In 1949, UN Commission for India and

Pakistan (UNCIP) asked both sides for proposals for
withdrawal or accept arbitration. Pakistan forwarded
her proposals and also accepted arbitration but India
refused both. Series of proposals for demilitarisation
by UN representatives General Mc Naughton, ,Sir Owen
Dixon, Dr Graham, PrimeMinisters ofBritish Common

Wealth of Nations and finally by the Security Council
in 1952 were all accepted by Pakistan but rejected by

India. Non-pcceptance ofany proposals by India was

reflective of her insincerity towards implementation of
UN Resolutions.

In 1950, Jammu and Kashmir Constituent
Assembly was convened to rati$ the formal accession

of the State to India. When Pakistan raised the issue in
the UN, the Indian representative gave an assurance

that the government of India would not act contrary to

its commitments embodied in the UNCIP Resolutions.

Security Council adopted a resolution stating "any

action that the assembly might attempt to determine,

the future of the State would not constitute a disposition
ofthe state in accordance with the above principle"'

Indo-Pakistan war of 1965: Despite the
involvement of the United Nations and passing of
various resolutions, India dragged its feet and kept
delaying the implementation of the resolutions on one

pretext or the other. The relations between the two

countries remained strained, leading to armed conflict
in 1965.

Implications of Simla Agreement: After the 1971

war, Pakistan and India signedthe Simla Agreement. I
would like to clarify certain misperceptions with regard

to Indian interpretations.

Indian claims that after signing of the Simla
Agreement in 1972, the status of J & K as disputed
territory has changed and that it can only be discussed

bilaterally. This is not valid because:



- ?"ra 5 of the agreement lists a final settlement
:i-'enrmu and Kashmrr as one of the outstanding
: L3 stlons as aiting settlement.

- . ::s-'nce of the Lhl mission along the Line of
l:r:rrol is a further rnanifestation of its disputed
.:;rus .A.greement still refers to the term "Line
-'i Control and not an international border
--'c:-,\ een India and Pakistan in Kashmrr.

- Fira 1 1i) specifically provides that the UN
!raner shall govern relations behveen parties,
,i :r.-h protects Pakistan's right to refer the case
.:, L\ for resolution.

-' - L-:h India promised to resolve the issue through
- - : .- J : rlogue. over the last thirty years, it has been
: ,_: nreaningful dialogue on one pretext or the

-: : i.:ins into question the relevance and viabiliff
: :.iI,]l,sm

F.rrcical Elections: Delay in implementation of
, , t, F.::olutions enabled India to back track from- :-.:r "-ommitments ofholding aplebiscite. Farcical
. . ::,! c\er the period of time are norv being

-: :: ls an expression ofpeople's will. From 195 I
-": : :i:ctions held in Kashmir had never been

.' :rrr:r.i and people have not taken any interest in
. ::-r:e On 6 June 1996, Ms Sukhamani Singh of

" ': . : -:r:rc Times of India wrote, "Seeds of militanry
: r:,: State's long history of rigged polls have

- :,;::,:i,rrted b1, these elections - This provides a. - :. : urd for the resurgence of militancy".

' 
" . - i,: iess a person than Prime Mrnister Vajpayee

:..:r--1rn_9 transparency of recent elections held
- - : : l -: n-rle. confessed that all the past elections rvere

:-: .i-: fatr.

lrrshmiri Intifada: Kashmiri Intifada tvhich
. - -: i - i89 has deep roots in history and reflects
" : : - r.: ruc. culnual and political aspirations of the
. :' ...: ?opular rvave of nationalist movements in.. -, : : ,r:,rnes around the globe also had its effects.- i.;l--min people. The return of Jagmohan as

- 
* -: :n Kashmir led to an unleashing of massive

. - -:::istLrn against unarmed and peaceful people
. -,:: :: anti terrorist operations by the securiry

, ., . : .:an ofthree days, about 300 people were
- - .::. sr-cunl\ forces opened fire on unarmed

:": r.:,rs Tire resignation of Chief Minister
, ,. -.:.: r-air against the appointment of Jagmohan
' -:r ,: :n 19 Januan, 1990 catalvsed Kashmiri
- *l

:.{ -:r"n R.rghts \lolations: Todal- The Kashmir
. :: r.- * _:]i one of the darkest examples of human

.:..,irS and abuse. Torlure, murder, genocide
, -- , .-ri.,:ss atrocitics being committed on the

' : ,;.:-:ss in histon. India has pennanentlv' - - ,'. :r l.:-i a ntilliou troops in Kashurir.

Military-civilian ratio is the highest in the *o.ld in
Kashmir. These troops have unleashed a reign of terror
in J&K, massacring at will. During the ongoing uprising
since 1989, over 60,000 people have so far been killed.
House to house searches, torture, illegal detentions,
custodial killings and gang rapes are rampant due to
the srveeping powers given to security forces by
draconian larvs like the Prevention of Terrorism Act
(POTA). Reports by international human rights
organizations are as follotvs:-

In its report for 2001, Amnesty International states
that the general climate of impunity in Jammu and
Kashmir may be seen both as facilitating and
encouraging further violations of human rights by
security forces and police in the state".

Human Rights Watch in its Annual Report for 2003
concludes, "the Indian government continued to exploit
rhetoric surrounding the global war against terrorism
in order to target religious minorities and political
opponents."

Amnesty in its 2004 report states ..Civilians

continued to be targeted for gross human rights
violations in J&K and scores of allegations of human
rights violations were made agdinst the security forces."

Recent developments

Doctrine of Coercive Diplomacy.. In the
aftermath of 9/11, Indians have embarked upon a
systematic campaign ofbranding the legrtimate struggle
of Kashmins as a terrorist movement having links rvith
international terrorists groups. Using it as a pretext. the-v
increased the level of violence against Kashmiri
civilians.

A series of high profile incidents on hard targets
like attacks on the Kashmiri Legislative Assembly and
the Indian Parliament frustrated the Indians and they
resorted to coercive measures against pakistan
including:

- Severingofairandtrain links,

- Downgrading of diplomatic linksand

- Mobilization of defence forces.

Massive mobilization in 20Ot /2002brought both
the nuclear rivals to the brink ofrvar, inducing hectic
international diplomatic activity to prevent a nuclear
shorvdolvn.

De-escalation:

, Fatigrred rvith a year long mobilization and having
realised futili[ ofthe exercise, India stepped back from
its dangerous and failed experiment in coerci-. e

diplornacy. but it continued to cite "cross border"
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terrorism as an excuse to refuse dialogue' Pakistan

proposed monitoring of the Line of Control under

neutral observers under any UN or regional arrangement

but India refused to accept. The process of de-escalation

started with PM Vajpayee offering a hand of friendship

and resumption of dialogue that followedby a number

of measures initiated by the two countries like:

- Resumption of Lahore-Delhi bus service;

- A series of CBMs were announced aimed at

reducing tensions;

- Aunilateral ceasefire was declared by Pakistan's

premier in November 2003;

- Resumption of direct air links in December

2003;

- Upgradation of diPlomatic links;

- Vajpayee attended Islamabad SAARC summit

in-}anuary this year. In the lslamabad

declaration, both sides agleed to reduce tension

and hold composite dialogue to resolve all
outstanding iszues including Jammu & Kashmir'

- Indian Cricket team tours Pakistan - their first

since 1989.

The defeat of the BJP at the Indian elections in

May brought a temporary halt in the peace process'

ttri tnOlan prime Mnister Manmohan Singh pledged

to continue dialogue. After a number of working level

meetings, the two foreign ministers and foreign

secretaries met in Delhi. India agreed to discuss various

options to resolve Kashmir issue' In a historic meeting

between President Musharraf and Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh in New York recently, the Indian

leader for the first time agreed to look at various options

for the resolution of the Kashmir issue.

The Way Forward: Recently in October 2004, the

President announced that dialogue must be started to

explore new options to resolve the Kashmir issue' He

ruia if Pakistan's demand for a plebiscite was not

acceptable to India, so was Indian desire to convert the

Line of Control into a permanent border. The President

reiterated Pakistan's longstanding position that the

status quo on Kashmir was not the solution and that

the Line of Control could never be accepted as an

international border.

To put proposals by President Musharraf in the right

perspeitivi, let me take you back to the A-gra summit

ivheie he had identified four steps to break the deadlock

between the two countries. These included: -

(a) ResumPtion of dialogue

O) Acceptance of "Kashmir" as a dispute

(c) Negation of all that is not acceptable to either

side

(d) Search for a common ground through
dialogue, acceptable to all parties including

Kashmiris.

In a nutshell, the President's proposals envisage

the following as a way forward:

- Identification/categorization of distinct sub-

regions of Kashmir on both sides ofthe Line of
Conrot atcing into account their culttral and ethnic

configuration - In broad terms two are on

Pakistan's side while five fall under Indian
control.

- Demilitarisation of these regions.

- Determine through bilateral dialogue, final
dispensation of these regions which may take

the-form ofan independent entity, joint control,

under a UN mandate.

The new proposals are aimed at initiating a debate

for poliry formulation andby no means an articulation

of any final solution. The main pupose of this initiative

was to ask media to carry out a debate to elicit public

opinion, which if conducted within these broad

pirameters will bring out dozens of options, reflecting

various shades ofPublic oPinion.

The Indian Prime Minister in his recent interview

showed his willingness to discuss these proposals'

Though Indian officials tried to downplay the

importance of this paradigm shift in Pakistan's stated

poiition on the grounds that these were not made at the

offrciat forum, the Indian media and intelligentsia

showed keen interest in the evaluation of these

proposals. It is expected that this intellectual debate

will gather momentum of its own.

The President has said that Pakistan will meet India

half way. Prime Minister ShaukatAziz during his recent

visit to Sri Lanka has also reiterated our resolve to move

forward on all issues including Kashmir. During talks

with Indian leadership yesterday, both the countries

undertook to continue a composite dialogue.

I sincerely hope that India will positively respond

to this initiative by the President. Any inflexibility on

its part will only strengthen the hands of those who insist

thit resolution is only possible through armed struggle'

Notwithstanding traditional rhetoric from hawkish

elements onboth sides, it is heartening to note thatthere

are positive signals emanating from Islarnabad andNew
pairi. fnis noionly augurswell for peace between India

and Pakistan but also for the region.

Thankyou.

))



Dr-rcu-tsion

}Iejor General Mike Silva: Just a clarification.jt.'-:.t tndependence from Great Britain, I believe;i..:-ircn. Bangladesh ond Indiq were sll one sub
: :.r.::.€nt. one country including Kashmir. Then after*;t:endence and after the pirtition, two dffirent
.' .'L4:'rss u ere born _ pakistqn and India. Was Kashmir: :,.rr c-! indta?

Lerturen No sir, Kashmir was never part of India.
.r-i r .nnner of fact this is a result of the Second World
in r lr hen the Britishers found that their siy was not
1;rrrl,$.1 an\more and the political pressure in India
r ri yCdrng up. So all these factorsiccumulated and;is ftr;ed the British parliament to partitioned the::;l::1 A lot of rigmarole went on and Lord
'r turfrafton lvanted to remain as the Governor General
r. :rrr,l. lhe countries. At that time it was refused by
hu:sa:r a"d the father of the nation Ali Jinna said .No,
::crsieadence means total independence, and we.::isel to acc€pt him as our Governor General. But
.ir'r".,: &rEflted him for some time. So at the time of
Ia,r::icn_ rhe basic principle was that all those areasr:rtoi:rg both pakistan and India now) which is

':,q"'r -r,"" d,ominated will go to pakistan and all areas*r;nr:l:g domrnated rvill stay with India.

li'.;r rf tie three areas, _ Kashmir, Junagar and- Lruba"t ttre mlers ofHyderabad and Junagadh were
- ',l:L:sillrs and they showed willingness in-accession' ;- : iu;*fiirl But at that time we *"ie not in a position
;: ::a,r '-aqm and as a result the Indian troops moved::i i.astmlr $.as at no stage with India. Unfortunately
:r :r..fi[ :rE Pakistan had no uniformed troops otherwise
:.ld '-j; -sr q n ou-ld have never reached Sri Nagar which
1 u JJ,rfi .l rnilss short of the bridge and it waslhe tribal
;, i i;;n.i n ho were fighting their own war and one third
il-r . x:r::r:r *as liberated from the Maharaja. As a result
ar ''r!:r,ri ar;cEssion. Ind.ia moved their regular army into
{.,-rnlir:rT:i rn October 1947. So Kashmir was never part
:r' *e; End as 1.ou said, at that time India, pakistan
r:rl irr" gl;rdesh u-ere one country before the partition.
irr,,,r ff,, cr s,:;epted tfnt fasnmii was an integral part
I -..!r *

S,ryadier Salll': 1 want to clartfu the fact about
;,.r'1rr;.' :e:r:g -\luslim princely staii ie tie majority"" .{ l;*-r.';ni-.-. I presume that these princely states,
, r !i:,r.-,--red about 560) I don,t think had a

r: .r. ,..r;:;"!mcess o-f electing their Nqwabs or princes,
" '", "i..,r i "-rt.". cent€ by heritage. Now as an example
;. i4.;q - r";i a non--\[uslim head of state * what was'- .:,.'i:: :.. :.: hts rule?

The Lecturer: After the Mogui Empire
l"l::rr"ri:*J- rhere u.as a Sikh ruler _ Ranjit Singh _:il.;lt :f -:e gentlemen u.ho acceded to india. His"-,r ;i i;! :ghr up to the North West province of
3.-:'&

you- rightly said, all the princely Uu,., nud
diferent rulers and in this particular.u..it was Ranjit
Singh whose father had in fact bought Kashmir for cash.
It was a semi-autonomous state. If you take the North
West province of pakistan today, it was never governed
by the center and not even by a central Nawab. So it
was always a tribal chief who was doing it. I don,t
fnoy the exactperiodbut since it was solito this Sikh
leader, he was controlling it.

Rear Admiral Basil Gunasekera: you said
Kqshmir was bought by Ranjit Singhb grandfather.
From whom did he buy it?

The Lecturer: At that time it would have been the
head ofthe tribe. In the constitution ifyou see, the
system that we followed was for,.one partiiular tribe to
be headed by one man who may not U" a tno*r,
personality. Who ever the custodian was, at that time
would have probably sold it.

RearAdmiral Basil Gunasekera: As the British
controlled this area, it is the British who would have
sold this land / territory to him. But an important thing
you must keep in mini is that even iougi-ii*^ *H,
the Rajoh was asked to pay a small trlbute. He then
becomes_the.owner of this tand. Basicalty the tand
was under the British Raj.

The Lecfurer: Overall the entire system was under
the British umbrella. They just soldthis part and a
certain part in the North West also. Even today when
we talk we say that this area is l00oZ under our control.
Some of these states did not even have land route. So
they had to travel all the way to Kashmir, Sirinagar
and almost touch the Chinese border and then come
trown to Gilgit. Even Gilgt was administered by a Sikh
Brigadier in 1947. So there was no set systembasically
all were working under the British raj.

Brigadier Sri Mudannayake : Thankyou sirfor
auery erudite presentation on the historical iackground
of the Kashmiri problem. During the presentation you
mentioned that the l9g9 uprising (ai you call it,) but
the Indians catl it the beginning of tie Cross Border
lerrolsm inspired by pakistan. ind we have seen a
lot of terrorist activily in Kashmir Two years ago Indian
Parliament was attacked suspected ti be by Feparotist
Is.lamic militants from Koshmir. i,{ow doeinTindia as
the sovereign state have the right to defend Kashmir
with that 

.quantum of troops ond tok" oi the militancy
and tackle this problem ofterrorism because there is
no doubt that there are activities ofterrorism unleashed
by Islamic militant groups. Wai are your views?

The Lecfurer: you have to differentiate as to what
is tenrrrism. This term till today has not been explained.
Tlerg ge some things determined as terrori;m, [ke
lvhat is happening in palestine today. What about those
poor innocentboys fighting against modern equipment?
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They are fighting from 1948 onwards for their
independence. So you have to first differentiate

befween terrorism and freedom movement. The Indians

call it terrorism but we don't. We call it a fight for

freedom of that area. Now whether it is emanating from

this side or indigenous is not clear' I will take you

slightly back. In 2001 and 2002' as a result of this

escalation there were 1 million army personnel placed

on our borders. We presumed that this terrorism or

cross border terrorism was from the Pakistan side' We

didn't stop it but what about the Indian army, there was

a million of them on that border. Most of these incidents

took place during that Period.

It was only a couple of days back, in your Daily
' News it was reported that the Indians have shown that

they have surrendered their weapons. They indicated

that 'Mr X was involved in this act of terrorism for the

past 18 years.' As you yourself said, it started in 1989'

What were these people doing 18 years back? It was

an indigenous movement which startedbefore 1989 but

it took i diff"tet t shape after 1989 when the atrocities

started. Today not only have 60,000 been killed but in
an entire valley there is not a single house that is not

affected. Somebody's father, brother, husband has been

killed; mother and sister raped. So it is how you look

at it. Any country has the right to defend its integrity

and terriiorial sovereignty, I am not saying India does

not have that but you have to differentiate between

terrorism and a freedom movement.

Major General Mike Silva '. Your Excellency' in

my studies terrorism was one of the subiects I studied

viry carefully. I am sorry that I disagree with you when

you sqy that terrorism is avague subject - infact it is
notvague. Tbrrorism is defined as the implementation

of the strategt of fear- It is criminal' There are very
j ustifi ab le reisons for implementing the strateg,t offear,
-from 

my point ofview. It may be acceptedby thewhole
'world 

but there is no iustification for the strateg't of
terrorism to be acceptedforwhatever reason'

Ilhat is terrorism? Individual terrorism (before I
go on to state tenorism) is the threat to kill the other
-p"rtonb child if he doesnT do what he wants' That is

the strategl,t offear even though that child is innocent'

And that father will do anything to protect his child

and give into the strategt of fear' State terrorism is

where the state uses the strategt of fear in order to

force the other side to giveway. Watever the reasons,

be it the IndianArmv, PakistaniArmy, Sri LankanArmy

or any potitical group, if thby kill innocent civilians
just to instill fear, then it is terrorism and it is not
justifiable.

At the last discussion, the bombing of Hiroshima

and Nagasaki was considered and offrcially defined as

an act of state terrorism. The Japanese had to give way'

not because ofcombat inefficiency butforfear ofstate

terrorism. So was the carpet bombing of the German

city - Dtisseldorfwhere in one night 30,000 died' Here

again the principle of terrorism was used and there

wds no one to challenge it.

Sir with due respect to you, there is no iustification
for the use of terrorism to condone or neutralize any

act by the other side.

The Lecturer: Thank you very much' Naturally

as you say that you don't agree with my view point, so

I totally disagree with you. Your interpretation is
juggling of words. Whatyou would call as terrorism, I
wouldn't.

What is Israel doing in Palestine today? What do

you call it? The Government of Israel is calling it
ierrorism. It is different in a cosy environment like

this where we can exchange only words, but when it
really comes down to everyone choking you and you

haveto go out and act and when it comes to a time like
that, it ii upto the individual to define terrorism' The

Americans justi$ the A-bomb as a finishing job, to

call it a day so that there will be no more uprisings'

Today they are not allowing any country to even 'go

nuclear'. Israel has piles of nuclear weapons and

nobody has ever mentioned a word about Israel? No'

But Iran hasjust started and they are targeted.

So it is to the convenience of every country and

every individual group. Each one will refer to it
diffeiently. I agree that ifit is used against personal

whims, then you call it a terrorist act. You have been

in the army and seen war and I too have been in the

army and gone through a war myself. Not once but

twice, my tanks were hit and I was wounded but I
survived- I was lucky. What happens at that time is an

individual definition. No doubt you have studied and

experienced and have your own definition in the same

mione. I have had the honour ofserving at least for 23

years in the Intelligence System. And I have the honour

and privilege of heading one of the prime agencies of
my country and I have seen all of these from di'fferent

angles. Therefore, each of us is entitled to have a

different explanation.

Major General Gerry Silva, Please allow me'

When the process of de-colonisation started and it is
documented in the W, armed struggle and freedom
movements were legitimized by the IJN themselves' So

as far as our viewpoint is concerned, the issue of
Kashmir is part of the de-cotonisation process which

has the legitimacY of the UN.

When the Indians took this cdse to the UN, it was

endorsed by the (lN that plebiscite would be held and

the issue had to be resolved. If it has not been resolved,

then it is unfinished agenda of the partition' Killing of
civilians is not endorsed by anyone but armed struggle

against a colonization force or a force which has

fircibly occupied a particular area at that time had

the backing and legitimacy of the UN' However your

excellency, there is one aspect that has been bugging



-,;,.'-:r s icng nme, i.e. the voice of the Kashmiri people.
.: - 1€er o-f rhe.4PHC saying 'why dont they (Indians
;'".; i;l;slantt allow us to tell what we want in the
". :* "r 

i {-'p to not+, they have not been admitted to any
,r. i: i 3i1on ptocess that has gone on between India and
: i,-: irin Could 1'ou tell us what is keeping them back
: F ! :r.€.e some sort of policy that is being adhered to
u ,..r n ;ht .IPHC is not given a hearing?

Thc tecruren You are absolutely right. If you
;r: :lm,ugi the recent statements made by our Prime

'-t:;-f,Er ad['the President,youwill see that all along
:a .{Pi{C $'ere not allowed to meet any Kashmiri
,E&1rtr fi'gtr on the other side ofKashmir. It is for first
:.::u 1.rrif the APHC people have met the Prime Minister
-: f'ra, Delhi l.esterday.

1.5 I pirielly stated, as far as we are concerned we
:lrn : -rlic the Indians to say that it is the integral part
r ':r'i * or Pakistan. We have said that it is a disputed
u:xi '8{ o of its people are not witling to accept the
-rr*r-?: lule and we are not saylng that they wilt amept
u r-::cnrgn 78o/o are muslims. We have given them
fi'Er:ff nen in the latest proposal which is under
,lrxssrcn- There are certain people, particularly the
I:-:i1€f, crorvd which is thinking of an independent

t :sr'rm r \\'e haye given an open option and said 'Okay
{!idi irc!€ people in whatever manner you want to.' This
:..:;:ff l: *< to be resolved either through the plebiscite
l' ':*;t" :s cot acc€ptable to the Indians because they
n;:&-qi, i,fi \'ery'I'ast majority are muslims.

";1 '-iri6i6n 1e thag there are the atrocities that have
:w: ;:m-:nifted during last 15 years. As a military
:ur !n ne tell you very frankly, they thought that if
13, E:;- bt the background of the Kashmiri's in the ld
rl.: :u i;r'rrrld Witr, where their record was not so good.' e:n : [rcnr horv it is in Sri Lanka but we grade people
:;m 1t'lgrent areas. For example, people from the
I:11::scsl who provided the recruits to the British and
r m ui-ar the bulk of the armed forces is from that
;:aL B.asad on that record the Indians thought they
-rr;-: :nesh them *ithin six months. They had the full
*.,ELa-i: g aod all the methods usedby Israel andPalestine
:; ::" i:,ir't materialize that way.

. agx r+ith I'ou that the APHC is one of the most
:"3r.:alnant factors. We have said that in any
lr*'i:1u.rr'rtr and any settlement in the future, these
:rrrug s,:icnrild be a part of it. The Indian TV is showing
:,:d :rr:m.r.ss benve€n the two Prime Ministers and I
:, r : "r i€ afmost a dozen leaders on the TV, who agreed
r:.tr J: :tE r$ round or rvhenever there is some positive-:d: rbe Kashmiri representatives have tobe there in
:"is:m rr Pal:stan and India. Because if the people
;r'!, wqhnir: are not satisfied, I am afraid there will never
:f; :res:€ So tlq have to be a part of this triangrlar
:;r;a:uga.

Grmp CepteinAM De Zoysa : lVhenyou lookat
r..*' ,i.-:srnr nai, almost half of it by China. Is there a

China factor which prevents the resolution of the
Kashmiri question? My second question is the
northwestern frontier province ofyour country has large
areas where your government has almost no contrul.
Arent these areas the breeding groundsfor rccruitment,
training and organizatiolt oflslamic extremists who are
inducted into Kashmir to conduct terrorist activities
against the government of India?

The L,ecturer: The ansrwer to your first question
is no. As a matter of fact when China was fighting
with India inl962, it was a good opportunity for us to
settle our score with India. You can see in history what
happened at that time. Even at that time the Chinese
government said 'no, it is between the two of us.'As
far as territory is concerned, it has been demarcated.
But the Indians have some reservations with regard to
certain territory. On the other side China is sharing a
very long border with India Almost everyday there is
a speech from Beijing encouraging the composite
dialogues that are going on at the present and they
would like this area stabilized.

About the breeding ground that you called
'extremists'the answer is again no. That is an area that
the government of Pakistan has no hold or writ on. It
is administered by a political system according to their
traditions and customs. It is a tribal belt and the line of
control was drawn 100 years back and these tribes (of
which I am one) half are on this side and the balnce on
the other side. We have a political agent there who is a
representative of the Government of Pakistan. Borders
are manned notby the army initiallybutby para military
forces dating back as far as I 90 1. They don't wear the
army uniform. The civil administration was not
enforced there as they follow their own customs and
traditions. Let me tell you that their traditions and
customs and control in that area is far better than what
we do it in our areas! You can go around all by yourself
and if something does happen you contact the tribal
chief and he will sort out werything.

It is avery long story and startedwhenthe Russians
invaded Afghanistan, 4 million left their homes and
came to different areas of Pakistan. During this period
there were lot of people from other Islamic countries
who came and supported these people who were at that
time fighting communism. Today those people who
are calling them the terrorists and exttemists were all
supported by them. All these forces were financed
probably by the entire world minus India and Russia.

But that too is avery difficult area. Let me tell you
again, rnountainous difficult area. Martial races who
have been fighting there fore centuries. All these
invaders have come through those areas. Even at the
age of 1 or 8, they will be carrying a gun. They will
have nothing to eat by evening but will have two guns
at home. That is reality. But it was never an organized
area for these extremists. And when we realised that
they were also using this particular ground, we decided
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to sort them out. After 1935, for the first time we used

our Air Force or Gun Ships against them.

You have seen in Afghanistan, the entire world is

there with all their might. But here they are just sitting

only in Kabul or Kandahar a very small area and more

thaflzl3'd is not controlled by anyone. But yet it is not

out of our control. Administratively it is the tribal
system and you have the magistrate, etc., and we have

an agent who is quite capable of handling any situation'

Thank you.

Vote of thanks proposed try Major General Lalin
Fernando: Air tr4ce Marshall Paddy Mendis, your

Excellency Bashir Ali Mohamand, Fellow members of
ARFRO, Officers of the Armed Forces. It is indeed an

honour and privilege to propose a vote of thanks,

especiallywhen the speaker is a distinguished diplomat

from our favourite sub-continent, a Retired Army
Officer of the Pakistani Army who set exemplary

standards we can only try to emulate when we foray
into civilian territory. The subiect is Kashmir land of
wondrous beauty as you all lmow. A handsome and

gentle people who his Excellency said the Indian
government thought could be crushed.

A small thanks to Generql Mike Silva who told me

last night that he would like me to speak (more prepared

this evening than the last time when I was asked only

when the speaker was coming up!) Your Excellency

th ank you v ery mu ch for your v e ry s t i mu I at i ng an d v e ry
forthright talkon avery distrcssing sabject. I can assure

you that there has never been so many questions fired
at the speaker which showed the interest in the subiect

you covered. Ifthe leaders ofPakistan and India can

resolve this most intractable matter, there will be hope

in many parts of the world. Too much blood hasJlowed,

too many lives lost qnd meaningful life has been denied

to many as the main protagonists continue to disagree

on the core issaes to be resolved. As you said and as

we all lcnow, the W resolution was very clear about a

plebiscite. We all lcnow that if a plebiscite is held, what

direction it would point to. And it would not point to
India.

I didbelieve that somef the questioning camefrom

a feeling that there were similarities between the

situation in Kashmir and the situation in the North and

East of Sri Lanka. Because of that, this idea to identify
what was going on in Kashmir merely as a tenorist
problem. The simple definition of terrorism would be

that you cannot terr{y armed people; you can do so

with arms, unarmed people. If any acts are committed

by an armed group against an army' that is not
terrorism.

Offthe cuffl asked his Excellency before he spoke,

whether finally this problem would be resolved. I
reserve to myself what he said. I would only say that
this problem is like a Gordian Knot which the Greek

Oracle said, 'if it is untied, the manwho untied it would
be the master ofAsia.' Alexander the Great, took a big
sword and cut the knot. As you all loPw, Alexander
came through Afghanistan, the North West, down the

Punjab and turned round into Baluchistan and there

he was defeated. Now the tribal leaders of this area in

fact helped the Muslims of Sri Lanka who were going

on pilgrimage 1000 years ago. So we hwe a lot of
affinity with the Southern part of Pakistan.

His Excellency covered the subject in great detail
and I am sure that all ofyou picked up a lot and learnt
a lot. He spoke of the Radclff line. During the British
period, we must understand there was no terrorism
probably because the communities learned to livewith
each other. The actions of the Indian army in Kashmir
would certainly be called in many casesas state
terrorism.

Il'hat was India's right to cross border terrorism?

Right to crush cross border terrorism as one in the

audience wanted to lcnow. Now cross border terrorism

is the.rising ofpeople who have been terrorizedfor 57

years and yet the problem has not been resolved- In
my own l{e, from the time I lmew to read and write and

knew a little bit about geography, I lcnew obout Kashmir

and it has not yet been resolved! In the lifetime ofthose

who have ioined the service long after me, this has not

been resolved. And I do hope that the problem that we

have in our own country which bears no resemblance

to the problem of Kashmir, is resolved. We (Srilankans)

are talking of a group of people within a sovereign

country. It is not the same as the people of Kashmir
who have a right to a plebiscite. So I donT think we

can identifu one with the other.

Just in passing I would like to say that we should
also not become appeasers. Because the Pakistnis are

not appeasers. I lcnow this land very well because as a

young man I was out there. Appeasers are people who

feed the crocodile hoping the crocodile will eat that
person last! I thinkwe hwe too many appeasers

I wishfinalty to thank the service commandersfor
releasing their fficers to attend this lecture and the

officers who are present, for their attendance. I thank

the 4't' Engineer Regiment for their assistance, for the

superb administrative backup and the Commander

Signals Brigade for the use of the PA System- Your

Eicellency,-thorL you very much- Asallam Alaikum!'
tj:

i;r



PAKISTAN'S MILITARY LEADERSHIP

(ANwaan Hussaru)

-.:.idership is a human requirement. From times
-:.:niorial men have required leaders to guide

" : i. rrrough the complex labyrinth of life. People
.. . =:lecred to follorv the more gifted ones in the
-:i "r-t of various ideals in different walks of life.
' ;;.c leaders have been followed btindly. elevated,

, '':L rpped. sometimes humiliated and even
-: :-:::d for the values they stuck to and the systems

" . ::fied.

"111rtar1. 
more than any other sphere of human

. -' requires outstanding leaders. Because it is
- rrr :rle military that men will frght with whatever
- :*l\ 3 to achieve an aim or die trying for it. As
- ' :l-e supreme sacrifice that a man can offer,

' : l:rrrng for an aim cannot then be left to a

" -::r-r and confusedbunch ofmen. Such groups
- ::. turn out to be pitiable mass of creatures

' - b" numbers and letters, marshalled to the front
, . :.j.'.r; and fed into the carnage like gun fodder.

s "r indelible fact that men do not flee the
. -:i:id because they are fighting for an
' - - .,: ,ls cause or stand their ground because their

, :.tr It is more often devotion to a single
, : : :r.ls inspired his followers to lay down their

. '"i:r, :rght best rvhen they have good leaders-
- . : , , 1-.,- ;an light the fire in the hearts of their

i:: :rti them to that glorious state of devotion
" . i :'" ii rll offer the extreme sacrifice without a

S:::r is the pedestal on which rests the
:, - j :r11rl of military leaders.

.:.:.!. battles rvill be bewildering, complex,
.. : ., : I :l;rediblv violent. The technology will be

. . * .,f : rL the ps,chological stresses on men will

. :-::diul and desperate as never before.
,,;r.*: L:re become more efficient and

" :r::j. and as a result their lethalify and
: ; :: :rc,* have a devastating effect on

' r r .: r ' . L'nrelenting operations, the fog of uar,
, .. ,L: : p5r chological fatigue, loss of comrades,

" . : : :: di rng and *'ounded men, conflicts of
,. - ,., -;trc o tiom near and dear ones and above
. - -- : :'l.::ne killcd or maimed rvill be hanging

L-t r-:

':-::L i:i:i:1lcld. in short. u'ill be a ferocious
- -.. . .r . Jc., astation and complex leadership

tasks. The men .rvill be reliant on their leaders as

never before. It will require superb military
leadership capable of withstanding the heat of such
a battle and delivering under fire. These are
challenges of a kind rvhich have to be addressed in
great seriousness. Unfortunately, the battlefield is too
busy a place for quiet contemplation. Those rvho
come out on top are the ones who maintain their focus
on their profession in peace times and do not fritter
away their skills in wasteful quests.

To win the r.vars for their nations when called
upon and to prepare the troops for that purpose in
peace time is the fundamental purpose of a military
leadership. Be it war or peace, however, at the heart
ofthis leadership lies the fact that a good leader must
be seen by his men leading from the front and, when
the time comes, willing to accept the ulti-mate
sacrifice himself. This, above all, is what
differentiates the military leadership from all others.
ABritish soldier in a 2nd World War in the European
battlefield, when asked by war correspondents rvhere
his offrcers were? Replied, "Come time to die, they
will be rvith us."

War is an art of managing conflicts and military
leadership is an expression of that art. A military
organization will choke on its superb staff u'ork if it is
incapable ofproducing professional leaders able to delirer
in the field. Military leadership, therefore, assumes an
almost mystical place in the Bible of military values and
most certainly occupies a central place in its code of
conduct.

The Military profession is unique in that not everyone
is fit to become a soldier. A man can be selfish, spineless,
untnxhvorthy, false. and morally comtpt in a wide vanety
of other ways and still be outstandingly good in professions

other than that of a fighting man. He can be a superbly
creative artist, for example, or a scientist in the very top
order, and still be averybad man. Whatthebad rnan cannot
be is a good sailol or soldrer, or an airman. Likewise. not
wery sailor, soldier or airman canbe a good military leader.

Military leadership of a nation, therefore, forms a rare
storehouse of moral supply that should alu,aysbe a source
ofstrength within the state.

" There are very fer.v bom soldiers. The rest have to be

trained. The dilemma is that no trairung institute hol.er.er
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carefrrl and thorough can substitute for actual combat. No

mancanbe anefuivefighting leaderbefore he hears an

angry bullet whiz past his had- Afighting leader is always

green till he and his men come under fire. Be that as it
may, till the time such groups of men actually come under

hot fire, the art of soldiery has to be continually honed

within the constraints. Towards this en4 no amount of
tinrc is arer enougtr- Battlefield is a place where one would

be erpectedto deliverwhatone has learnt inthe interlude.

In the ensuing blame game at the end of @nflicts, "not

enough training" is the standard accusation ofthe head-

hunters. The almost standard counter of the involved

leaders has always been..."not enough time".

How is the Pakisani military leadership doing today?

Are they utilizing this *not enough time" to prepare

themselves and their troops to a pitch that sfikes terror in

the hearts of our potential enemies? Or is our military

busy instead in wa*ing this precious resource in managing

national politics, making andbreaking of Jihadis, housing

estates, large mrporations, fnancial institutiors, hctories,

huge commercial enterprises, dairy frrms, ard similar state

concerns? Is it not true that, as a result ofsuch activities,

the military too stafis throwing up its own lvlansoor-ul-

Ilaqs for every corrupt politician?

Business, management and politics make a witch's

brew for any fighting force in general and prove a

dangerous liaison for its leadaship in particular A military

leader cannot be identified with the corporate executive

to the point where tte fimctions of leaderstrip are perceived

as identical to the fimctions ofdeprtnental management.

If the trro are confuse4 the traditional aspects of the

military approach will collapse under the impact of new

managerial skills, staff-solutions, power-point

presentations and coryuter models of decision-making.

The no<t war will then be fought by executives in

uniform equipped with the tools of corporate

adminisration trcld vital to "management'yet bereft of
skills necessary to winning a conflict. The "way of the

soldiet'' wilt ftsn be finalb/ laid to rest.

To be sure, the concept of military leadership does

enrbody in itself a notion of rnanagement. But taking it
errcn an iotabeyondthatis an inherently misleading and

ultimately perilous proposition Yes good management is

good leader-ship. Yet good management does not

neoessarily provide gpod mili tary leadership, for a combat

leader canrnt'lnanage" his men to deattl The managunent

of the business world is best left to those whose job it is,

for a military leader's concetn are the,enemy forces and

notthe marketforces.

Ivlilitary leaders are maie in peace and tested in war'

Such men will give to the selfless performance of their

duty and mission the best that effort, thought and

dedication can provide. Amilihry leader is not merely a

manager of men as would happen in a commercial

enterprise. This equation is totally bogus, extremely

deceptive and ultimately dangerous. This fact the

American generals sifting in their high-tech
command centres in Florida are finding out at the

cost of their men's lives in lraq. For it does not

recognize that at some point a military leader may

be called upon to do his duty and be "faithful unto

death" himself.

Furthermore, for a military to indulge in national
politics poses gravest ofdangers. Inevitably it ends

up absorbing the politician's language, style and

eventually their ethics. Whenever that happens,

however gradually, the military ceases to be a true

military establishment on which the nation counts

so deeply. It rather becomes an army of politicians
reacting more to street sentiment than to aggression

from across national frontiers.

Let it not be forgotten that the military is a
profession of arms and has a long tradition, with a
high and exacting standard and inherent nobility
derived from the nature of war and the conditions of
service. Traditionally, soldiers are expected to
possess military virtues in all facets of their lives'

This is inherent in the idea that the military is not a
job but a way of life. For the military, performance

expectations are believed to be higher than for
civilians and include the notion that individual
soldiers should serve as a symbol ofall that is best

in the national character.

In true democratic societies, the moral
justification for the use of military force for tasks

other than that for which it was intrinsically oriented

is almost always an issue of profound concern. Not
only that, the application of military assets for almost

any reason is always a cause for serious debate at

the highest strata ofnational society.

The fact that military force is often used

disreputably does not negate the truth that the

military is indeed an honourable profession with an

ethical purpose. There is a wholly legitimate and

honourable purpose for military force - to protect

the lives of the citizens of the nation from outside

aggression. Nothing less, nothing more. A military
leadership indulging in non-professional pursuits

becomes unsure ofitselfand its standard ofconduct'
This results naturally in a loss of focus on its



pn-dession during peacetime. In time, it becomes
agy-rnenaged *'ith briefcase-toting staff which in
ussff rs a recipe for disaster for a fighting force.
l}ercrn turts the danger of prostituting the legitimate
pl:ry$fe of military force. In such situations the
rul@srt forc€, more often than not, is misused in
rrilsrtx[nrlous and non-professional pursuits. More. 

-ro [tn one would not want to pen.

lrfiillions of soldiers have perished in countless
:Tmreturs !6sause of elemental inferiority in strength,rn -s *nd weaponry, poor organi zation,betrayal of
ftmCr- feilsd strslsgies, and adverse weather. If one
rru*18 !o snm up all the factors into one whole, it is
l''rm mbcr than repeatedly poor and dismal military

This one aspect is enough to unhinge all
e rydces of an othenvise first rate fighting force.
{ult ,rilors associated with military decay focus on

mhco rk dust of war settles we start looking
ttq' .l.lrnrffrtEs in the debris that are left behind. Who,
orllrr. ra -q. how, where, why are sought in the
:ftri:Ed rEmai$. Now is the time to answers these
*'116,lrr{- oot thgn.

Courtesy: Pak Tribune
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PAKISTAN . SRI LANKA RELATIONS
MILITARY AND STRATEGIC DIMENSIONS

(knau SrHcar-)

rrhrmr,r-Sri Lenka Strategic Equation

r-irr.,iri-Lu gnd Sn Lanka enjoy a convergence of
firi{liilsr,; l-Dterests n hich could provide the basis for
rrL d.itrs and reinforcing strategic cooperation
ffir*lut Se r*o countries. Pakistan in the past has
:-'- l'xri.i,lri 3\ en' manner Of aSSiStance that lvas
'rur.u.r*C- :mluding military help, when Sri Lanka
uri.i& rrr@ problems with the LTTE. In the same vein,
r,- -r,nirir has stood by Pakistan during the Soviet
Ju*sn[..mflililrl rn Afghanistan and it has also helped in
1'ruru.. i;r'..flfl. -< admission into the Commonwealth.
lryrcnc' ;$operationbetween pakistan and Sri Lanka
ilumt r!'irr{IutLr€d to take place over the years with
rn!-:iurrse af milita4'delegations and visits of naval
llruusii liltdrunn' training facilities in pakistan continue
; grrrilrtirE education and training to Sri Lankan
xD:,rr1liltFr pcrsonnel. Furthermore, there has always
rirttgx rlrl:p uslerstanding and mufual respect of each
fll$E:' r :rr:]mtpled stands on various issues and am
mtuii&rrlfltlr{ ]'f uen's on a Scgpe of subjectS, internally,
:*lru;ruru..h ns nell as on the international stage.

r .I iqL :h a backdrop there should be no
xmmffrrmmts for both Pakistan and Sri Lanka to
tlliff*r;ruri' ;frotemplate the building up of a strategic
lu:*lrinrli;E"rp in all fields - political, diplomatic,
,,1r. iT:g1-, rnn,j ronomic.

; u rli arr,n br rocorrect to say that both pakistan and
,,rrr-t hare long under-nourished bilateral

lu,urrunui;h;mps nrt-h each other, because of various
*'llri[irfiilil-i ,..{Dir Eoncerns being that this might be
ruusr"ur"',rhr pcroeil'ed in the neighbourhood. As such
r lI iuoqimne that both Pakistan and Sri Lanka
tutllullrsTxluxlE t-heu priorities in regional cooperation in
urnul:irnt@l;E *lth the situation on the ground rather
:uuliu rm mrthrag else. The potbntial to cooperate in
I rurrry mefr,ErngfuI manner has always been present,
': rar., liusis to be developed and finessed into a
II|lllHr:! lnrJ:1trrlll rh:r mll stalt generating positive results
;, n' lltr :rrr.xt ;nu.ntries and by extenSion, fOr the entire
1}l!rj t[

' ; r'rx:Ef,Lrf} beartening to note that considerable.
;fl'rr:r[:r:f5 h:*q Sggn made in the meetings that were
trr i a Pa-krstan betrreen President Chandrika
,i,.i.:r:iii:tlfl.n {a a-nd President Musharraf and prime
ilii':rr,l.riir,::l. Sl,auftat Aziz early this month @ebruary
. r, 'i lfu mcm refreshing aspect tvas the unanimity

'rr:-ru,r :t hc,th sides on many issues, especially

those issues that continue to bedevil the sub-
continent. A communique released after the meeting
said Sri Lanka and Pakistan will continue to work
together to further enhance cooperation in the field
ofdefence, and in particular, cooperation in training
of military and police personnel.

During her visit President Kumaratunga conveyed
to Pakistan, Sri Lanka's appreciation for the support
and assistance extended in the area ofdefence. Both
sides reaffirmed commitment to strengthen
cooperation in countering terrorism and trans-
national crimes in a comprehensive manner. It was
further agreed that the two countries would
strengthen judicial cooperation between them and
improve the effectiveness of the law enforcement
agencies through cooperation and mutual legal
assistance in criminal.matters.

During the talks, the two countries exchanged views
on a range of international issues and reaffirmed
commitment to promotion of peace, stability,
economic development and social progress. They
also agreed to intensify cooperation and
consultations onbilateral, regional and global issues
by maintaining regular high level contacts.

There is no doubt that the recent contacts between
Pakistan and Sri Lanka have served to inject fresh
enthusiasm and passion in bilateral relations: in
essence Pak-SL associations have been taken to a
nerv level and it is expected that more and more areas
will be defined for cooperation. These are all very
positive indicators about the shape and scope ofour
future relations.

Pakistan and Sri Lanka are both geo-strategically
important countries, vital to all major nations with a
stake in the freedom of high seas. Both countries
share disputed borders with India and both have been
subjected to military aggression by India. The turn
of the millennium presents a complex strategic
environment in South Asia and in neighbouring
regions that could inapact on the security and national
security interests of SAARC nations. Therefore it
becomes all the more essential that the opportunity
to enhance collaboration and cooperation be grabbed
with both hands.

By Courtesy of the Institute of Strategic Studies
Islamabad Pakistan.



CryIC ACTION BY MILITARY FORCES

.{" oote ['Lieutenant General J.E.D. PERERAVSVD Litt (Honoris Causa) FCMI FMgt (SL)

(Chancellor General Sri John Kotalawala Defence Academy)

ryil!the r.iew expressedby the late Brigadier
Hrbottle under the caption "What is proper

- in nvo articles reproduced in thisjournal.
was the founder of the Worldwide

Association of Retired Generals and

IT,CARGA) to which the Association of
F4 Rank Officers (ARFRO) is affrliated. In

k,tlrytier llarboftle contacted Lt. Gen. Perera

u s then President of the Sri Lanka Ex
's Association. When General Perera was

Brigadier Harbottle met him and briefed

$CARGA and suggested that Sri Lanka too

-{.miationas an affliate of WCARGA.

Csal Perera followed this up by summoning

dRairul Flag Rank Officers. There were

l im r the time and this proposal was accepted

sas formed with the concurrence of the

'dDdence. In 2000 ARFRO had grown and

&fur !o host an International Conference in
rhrch rvas acclaimed as successful by
rmr*ers. Today ARFRO has a membership

d *mld grorv in strength.

s!& botistic definition of "what is proper

- calls for nov perceptions and perspectives;

;ry e rtole new horizon of military and political

rdrcqrires a sigtrificant change in mindsets.

h mtti[ing indeed were military strategy

n to ulke account ofor adjust to the new

droniS'which are no longer confined to

orcpts of conventional warfare or

ffic-.The non-violent role of the military
,spocr in dweloping countries.

The recent Tsunami devastated vast areas of our

country, killed many of our countrymen and left
thousands homeless; childless; orphaned or destitute.

We had the military from at least half a dozen friendly

nations rushing to our aid - some skeptics of course

see sinister moves behind this humanitarian aid.

Nevertheless the point to remember is that we have our

own military which given the proper training and

resources could meet emergency needs of the country.

Indeed this was a role successfully and effectively
carried out by our military prior to 1983 - the scale of
damage of the Tsunami of course is unprecedented. The

point is that there is a generation of military personnel

who due to the prolonged conflict have not had training
in "civic action" 

-which 
is an essential element of

military training and operations.

Two articles written by Brigadier Harbottle in the

early nineties are relevant even today. These articles

captioned "Peace Keeping and Peace Building" and

"Disaster Relief' are currently most relevant to our

country. These roles of the Armed Forces must be

understood and appreciatedby our countrymen.

Brigadier Michael Harbottle was Chief of Staff of
the U.N. Peace Keeping Force in Cyprus. He has

authored several books on "International Peace

Keeping" and the "Peacekeepers Handbook" a

definitive work which the United Nations and more

than 70 countries have used as an instructional manual

for Peace Keeping operations.



DISASTER RELIEF
(The late Brigadier Mrcsarl Hansorrlp)
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It rs doubtful if many of the armed forces of the
:.: tiould deny that they have the capability for

... .:"g a constructive, sometimes vital, contribution
-: :onduct of disaster relief operations: that is
,: .rmed forces which have the required
'.!:ructure and professional credibility to
:,:.ke such assistance. All disaster situations,

:',:: their antecedents, are likely to create both
- ," :escue. survival, as well as security problems
. , i:a1 (national) authorities. Speed of response

:: : e!sence of every successful relief operation
: : is the armed forces who have the readv

: , :: and immediate capability to meet that
I , I i r: r . O\ er the years the army, particularly, has

- : : :: be called upon where floods, heavy
:: lestruction due to gale force r.vinds have

' . :.: :nd communities at risk. More and more

- "; -: r.t lears the armed forces as a rvhole have
. ',:d increasingly in global relief duties

" . -: :t seems that rve rvitness a major disaster
: : : ::. the u orld requiring an immediate and
. : i response normally beyond the capacit-v

: * : si:; relief organisations. The speed rvith
' : ri.3 prepared to make available the vital
':: -:red for the life saving process reflects

-: : : :- :he gor,ernments concerned. In man1,
'r ' : :3in all the armed forces, naval, army
. -:: r,rich have played important roles in

::,:ses of life saving relief and
"r - : . : ach experience provides them rvith
* "'r -1 :l improve upon their techniques,
i : " " : :lrres andthe special equipment they
: r - :: thev have established special teams

. : : ..:. :he more complicated kinds of
-- r -.:l rre often to be experienced in a

r-'r i .: rs b,ecoming increasingly recognised
i. -,-'-: :: :: r;es should expect to be called in at

, r:: .: prrride emergency humanitarian
: "l : .:-. ri orld $.herever disaster strikes.

r " :;:, :l--er should take pride and see as
' ; . -i:,:. 1n Ierms of human sun,ival. as

: i:r. :,:.: of national defence. Local
; : ;: :--i : je rn the COuntrieS mOSt prOne

- :,", r': r - ,-;. ,-lones. earthquakes, volcanic
: - : . :--:nlallr possess the emergency

' :: ::: - "::ri;ir a comprehenSive relief- ":_l^t-lr d LurrrplgllgltSlvg lgllgt

- ::'r..:r.',irth tlie speed tvhich is
" : :. -'S "\ Great Britain and
. ,: ::.,,.:-:r-.rsphere the authorities
" : ]-::ri:: Ii ls not unerpected

therefore that they should look at once to assistance
from the armed forces, rvho have the built-in
infrastructure and mechanisms to respond quickly to
any emergency situation at anY time and an-v notice.

From time immemorial armies and navies have

responded to calls for help in peacetime. Now the
air forces can provide an additional dimension to that
help by being able to transport aid and rescue teams
into remote and isolated areas not easily accessible
by land. Flooding and earthquakes have been the
more prevalent disasters for rvhich all three services
of the armed forces have been required. The narry
with their small craft have provided a means of
reaching and bringing to safety stranded victims of
cyclone disasters-the Gulf of Bengal and Bangladesh
have figured repeatedly in the past years as examples
of devastating catastrophes in rvhich the loss of
human life rvould have been even greater had it not
been for the life saving potential that navies can
provide in such circumstances. But navies are not
ahvays conveniently on station to respond. Air forces
on the other hand can be florvn in reasonablv quickly
and can operate supply drops to the stranded, and
helicopters for rescue. The chief burden. horver.er.
falls on the milttary since it is on the ground that the
main assistance is required. The military possess the
technical and specialist units and equipment needed
in a comprehensive relief and rescue operation.
Equipped and organised to handle most disaster
situations, the army possesses the necessarv
infrastructure to meet the immediate demands of a
disaster and to be in place and functioning before
the main national operational relief effort has been
mounted. This can often mean the difference between
life and death for hundreds, probably thousands, of
the victims. The first priority is rescue, but
rehabilitation and reconstruction also form an
essential part of the commitment. With the modern
instruments now being developed for locating living
people buried under rubble, a new rescue technique
has been evolved rvhich has given an added
dimension to life saving. In an earthquake situation
it is probable that all life support facilities have been
destro-ved. One of the earliest facilities which the
army can provide is tentage and hospital/medical
cover, along rvith doctors and nurses for the treatment
of the injured. Since telegraphic links rvith the
outsidc rvorld rvill also almost certainly be cut. armv
signallers are able to set up emergencl, radio
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communications so that the authorities can be

informed of the ongoing situation and of the priority
needs that are required to be mobilised. Equally
important will be the opening of access roads so that

the main relief columns can reach the devastated area.

Here the engineer units can assist in clearing blocked
roads with earthmoving equipment flown in by
helicopter, or even parachuted into a suitable area.

The same applies to transportation. The sooner the

roads are clear the transport can begin to 'roll' and

help with the evacuation of the injured to hospitals

in the cities and the towns. But more than anything
else it is the trauma, the paralysing shock and
listlessness of survivors which will pose the most

difficult problem because, if life is to begin to assume

a degree of normality, the people themselves have

got to recover their equilibrium and sense of
proportion so that they can start to pick up the pieces

oftheir lives as quickly as possible, and not sit about

bemused and indifferent to what is going on around

them. The presence of the army can help not only to

stabilise the situation but also to begin the
rehabilitation process. As a disciplined, rvell
organised and resourceful component it can exercise

a calming influence over the people. It can organise

the population into rvorking groups, appoint leaders'

and give them particular tasks to do, so that they

themselves become a part of the rehabilitation
process. The quicker that this can be done the better
rvill be the effect on the population, for it is important

that people should play their part in their own
rehabilitation process and not allow everything to
be done for them. Psychologically this must be

correct and should be on the agenda of any relief
operation.

Disaster relief in the context described above

poses no conflict of interests for the armed forces

when called upon to react to natural human
catastrophes. It should be accepted as an automatic
response to a humanitarian crisis for which all
available resources must be utilised. Equally, where
a disaster of major proportions results from manmade

accidents, such as at the Chernobyl nuclear plant in
the Soviet Union, the reaction has also to be a total
and immediate life saving operation. But disasters

occuring as a result ofviolent conflict or rvar do not
fall into the same category. nor are they so easily

recognisable as a responsibility for the armed forces

in terms of disaster relief, even though the loss of
civilian life and the destruction of life support
systems and agencies may be just as devastating and

horrific as in the case of earthquakes, floods and

volcanic eruptions.

As already pointed out, in one sense UN
peacekeeping is a disaster relief operation within a

conflict situation in that the lives and security of the

civilian population are endangered. A UN
peacekeeping force, as part of its mandate, is
expected to safeguard the rights and humanitarian
needs of the civilian population. This is more difftcult
because of the conflict situation within which the

humanitarian work has to be conducted, but it is

every bit as important to the overall peacekeeping

and peacebuilding objectives of the force as is the

military interpositioning between the rival 'armies'.

UN forces undertaking peacekeeping roles are very
aware of this commitment, armies in normal conJlict

or war situations are not. It was therefore very
encouraging and impressive to witness the way in
which the units of the coalition forces in the Gulf
conducted themselves in respect of the plight of the

Kurdish people in Iraq, in the aftermath of the Gulf
War. Their 'rescue of thousands of Kurds from the

squalor of the refugee camps in the mountains of
north Iraq and along the border rvith Turkey
alleviated a dire human situation and saved thousands

of lives. Had the process, code named Operation'Safe
Haven', been allorved to fulfil its ultimate purpose,

the Kurdish population could have been
reestablished in their homes, villages and towns and

properly rehoused before the severity of an Iraqi
winter settled in. It must be a matter for deep concern

that, because the relief operation was uncompleted

and the threat to Kurdish survival from Saddam
Hussein's tyranny still exists many Kurds could still
die in the mountains during the cold winter months

ahead, because the protection offered by Operation
'Safe Haven' has been r.vithdrawn and nothing
substantial in terms of humanitarian relief put in its
place.

It is ofundoubted interest that the League ofRed
Cross and Red Crescent Societies in Geneva has

embarked upon a study of the use of military re-

sources in disaster reliefoperations. Such recognition
of the military role is not new, for in the past, the

League has supported the involvement of the military
in domestic and international disaster situations, from
civil defence to the provision of massive military
humanitariar resources anyrvhere in the world, in
situations such as the recur.ring disasters in
Bangladesh and the 'conJlict' reliefoperation for the

Kurds. Besides the questions of 'rvho directs' and

'who pays' etc, two.specific considerations form part
of the study. First, can the military command and

control system interface with a non go'l,ernmental

organisation seeking to involve the disaster victims
in decision making and relief implementation?



-:-:r: ioes rhrs potential (military) function
. -:: -rr:3 the role of standing armies and thus

.- :: '.i irh rhe goal of ftirthering world peace? My
:: :: rhe first of these tr.vo questions is an

" : .- \ e S. It is essential that the r.ictims of the
.i:, .:rould be involved in their own survil,al', \othing u'ould be worse for them to sit

- : ,ri uait for others to administer to their
. -, . :lrssrc example of 'r,ictims'involvement 

rvas
: . ; -< 

(,r s u.hen Eastern pakistan (norv
- - :: !:'. * as fighting for its independence. Manv
. ' : :: : i refugees fled into India to escape the
. :: _; ihe u.ar. They rvere accommodated in
r :-r-.s the border set up by the civil and
. - , -rhorities of West Bengal. From the very' . ..- aspects of life in those camps tvere

, , : -:.; administered by the people themselves.- :,". :cred as the caretaker. In Iraq in l99l
: :l-.1-\merican military units involved the

" ' . ;estoration ofan ordered and organised
' _:..;1r es g'ithin the 'safe havens,.

:;r:ef operation, rvhether under civilian
: ,::t:uand and control, all participating
: nrilitan,included in the appropriate

-,, .hoLrld conform rvith the operational
., : directir,es set dorvn by the overall
: : ."iners. otherrvise the relief operation' ::-.nr a Iack of coordination and

, . ; I- nited Nations'civilian operation
"", Zatre) in the 1960s, admirable as
tr3r respects, suffered from one

e :lch of the {.IN agencies involved
1,, through its own departmental
':'::k or Geneva, but rarely laterally,
: -::r1e interaction betrveen them on

: rencies and non-governmental
:::;ipating in any relief operation
. : : degree the loss of sovereignq
:i :heir particular contribution, in
h': or erall conduct of the relief

the soon to be created UN
rvill ensure that this required
rn the future.

: :.': s;cond question is embodied
- _ .:.1r'rr-nt. 'Proper Soldering,. and
. ::', 's uorld. The traditional role

:: , - - leir-nding their countn, u.ill
. : ::tr:ifn responsibilitl.. Nothing

in the nature of present day politics ,na ,rpior.a
security requirements is likely to change, at least for
the foreseeable future. The permanency of national
armies has to be accepted but the character of their
roles and responsibilities can, and should, change in
order better to relate to the demand for a more holistic
approach to the rvorld's securitv needs. That said, the
question is how best n.e can utilise the resources and
infrastructure of the armed forces for peaceful life
saving duties. Hopefutly this study has already
provided a pointer to how this question might be
ansrvered. Clearly the television pictures depicting
the sensitive and humane assistance given by the
military to Kurdish refugees indicated the
compassion and care which a trained soldier can
display in a situation demanding a degree of
understanding and patience not normally associated
rvith members of the armed forces. I believe that
many of the soldiers tvho took part in Operation .Safe

Haven'rvould have r.vished to have seen their efforts
carried through to an ultimate and successful
conclusion, knor.ving that at the end of the dar,. rvhen
it rvas time for them to depart from Iraq thei lvould
leave behind 'safe havens, in the real sense of the
rvord; areas where the Kurdish people would find a
lasting security and peace for themselr.es and for
future generations, and a stabiiitl,. on rvhich the1,
uould be able to build a solid infrastructure for an
autonomous region" secure from external threat.

It is a matter of considerable concern that u.hat
began as an imaginatir.e and responsible initiatir.e
ended before it had fullv achier.ed its purpose. The
lesson to be learnt is that there is scope for a tr.ider
appraisal and appreciation of the military,s potential
for humanitarian relief operations, and not just as
an emergency commitment of a limited term. While
coping rvith the emergency is essentially a civilian
undertaking, the quick response capability of the
armed forces should be a built-in eiement of any
lvorld disaster relief organisation: providing_the
rapid deployment needed, while remaining in situ
for as long as it takes to achieve its purpose and
only rvithdrarving r.vhen it can hand ou., to u
competent and rvell founded civilian operation. In
this rvider and whollv humanitarian role the military,
rvould certainly not constitute a barrier to ihc
furtherance of rvorld peace, but would be more
likely to enhance it.



PEACEKEEPING - PEACEBUILDTNG

(The late Brigadier MtcHarr- F{eneorrle)

Peacekeeping is an accepted role for a soldier

but peacebuilding is not - at least not yet. Horvever,

I have listed the two together purposely because, by

the very nature and character of their meaning they

are complementary to each other. Though peace-

keeping is a military responsibility by design and

definition, peacebuilding is something diflerent; in
fact few, particularly the soldiers themselves, would

claim that it is part oftheirjob to build peace, nor is

it in normal circumstances, but in its United Nations'

context the two roles are of equal importance and

are interrelated. The successful conclusion of any

conflict is dependent as much, if not more, on
peacebuilding as on peacemaking or peacekeeping.

Unless the structural causes from which violence

erupts are removed the violence rvill only occur again

and again holvever temporarily successful are the

peacemaking and peacekeeping efforts. This can be

simply illustrated by the garden fork design below.

The prongs of the'fork represent the three
dimensions of the peaceful settlement of disputes. It
rryill be seen that the peacebuilding dimension
embraces the whole activity. It is required as a
prevention to violence before the violence occurs; it
is required during the violence'to contain it and

reduce its effect, and it is required in the aftermath

following the cessation of violence to help re-

establish and rebuild the community and interstate

relationships. While it is not the task of a soldier to

be involved in the before and after phases of
peacebuilding, his actions as a peacekeeper are

certainly relevant and appropriate to the
peacebuilding process role. Let me give some

examples.

In the Sinai following the British and French

intervention, with Israel's support, to open the Suez

Canal in 1956, a IIN peacekeeping force (UNEFI)

rvas deployed in the Gaza Strip and along the inter-
national frontier to the east as a buffer between Egypt

and Israel. It remained there for ten years until
ordered out by President Nasser in 1967 .In that time
it contained the interstate violence but, more
particularly, created a stability along the border

rvhich allowed the Arabs and Jews living there to

enjoy a greater freedom of movement than had

existed up till then. For the first time in decades the

people ofthe area rvere able to rvork their fields and

move freely, right up to the line of demarcation,

under the rvatchful eyes ofthe UN soldiers, even to

a point ofbeing able to talk rvith one another across

the line. This new sense of security regrettably came

to an end when IINEF was withdrawn and the Six

Days War began, but it only goes to shorv what can

happen rvhen the peacekeeping machinery is in place.

A similar example can be found in Cyprus in the

1960s when the peacekeeping force (UNFICYP)

supervised the sowing and harvesting of crops in
those areas under occupation by the opposing
community. UN soldiers would escort the owner

farmers to their fields, ensure their security while
rvorking and escort them back to their own side at

the end of the day. Though this might be thought to

be a purely security operation it did provide an

opportunity for intercommunication at a local level

and ensure that the humanitarian rights of the people

were respected.

But peacekeeping goes much deeper than just

providing escorts. In many instances in Cyprus it rvas

UNFICYP rvho underwrote the safe delivery of mail,

and the delivery of school books to areas cut off from
normal suppty. The evacuation of civilians to

hospitals rvas another responsibilitv assumed r.vhere

there rvere emergency cases, rvhile there existed

within Force Headquarters a staff branch responsible

for economic assistance, in conjunction rvith their
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-
::.:':::irls rn U\FICYP's civilian manned
fle--ry-L.r-J: fhe"r u'orked effectively together and
-r: .: ::iei of the economic problems which
- : i:,:." :hreatened peace between the two, - - . . ,:

. "r,l :: :b.e more comprehensive and successful
pr, J,.,.. : r: -.:... :: :": lrutiativeS undertaken by UNFICYP
ruri*t:.:,u-:ei :- .Lugust 1967 rvhen a series of reciprocal
'mr . ":L-) :';;;::d in the Paphos District. The effect

:tnrril -: r.:1:,i :3glon Greek and Turkish villages were
r"Bilir ii :,:i-,:i.ii-. e,l. iollo$ ing the murders all movement
r&l rilli !:l! ]ti 3.s lrought to a standstill. No one, Greeks
:Ill', -r*'.u..i :r; -,.1d -tir outside the confines of their
r r' , : 1 .1". ::"rl:ment of vehicles in and out of the
lur .1.;:5r. i..iifi€ :: a complete halt with the result that
{gu .-:":'r ;ilJx*d arval from school, while no food
illuru,Tfli rs'ri irii,L ci:ter da1' tO day eSSentials, nOrmally
ultur I ji. ::;n Paphos and elsewhere went
Illlll)ltLlLil,rlll; vt;; I:e sick needing hospital care remained
,m i r,:.u .i,.::g:11 :mattended. It was, of course, the

r':firs:; s :esponsibility to reopen access to the
,ulrur ': .r::t.: :":er iarled to do and it fell to UNFICYP

' .ur r: iu.: rt.solve the crisis.

! i; ,:r -f;FICYP's Chief of Staff at the time
l i :r ril;1 i r\ xS to visit all the villages in turn.G -[:r:{r :f rrllages involved tvere between

ll ;r.: .:r:',, \h purpose in visiting each village
'''li.: .i.r " I u ri drscover the nature of the under-

,r *rL: \ r*r: gnpped the inhabitants. I talked with
"Li:: :d'l.LJs" mukhtars and members of the

.i,,;uLlir -, rlurr,:--i and found that while each protested
iLui :.i!,: :,: aggressiYe intentions against their
;. : re-i:-b,:urs they' believed that the latter
u;r .i:l,tti.;os against them. It seemed to me

-:: r"l .- ;[ :i thts ttas the common factor the
r l ;.:,r,.. bnng the village leaders to-gether

t l ::rr;: s.cl":rnn assurances to each other that
' : tr, :lt :i -tld an\. antagonism for their
,:: r rr: -:c :€ner it u'ould be. Over the next few

r ::i .:rc aptroval of the Government and the
t" ,r;.: . :r--:t Le,ade rship. a succession of meetings

.Li! l - ilti:i ;rghreen in all - in which anything
Ji ; : ilg:1t villages participated. The

.-:.;i:j ii!::: g:1 en and accepted and what is
'rr r 'r 'ii ::e rispected thereafter. These

lllllr,, i: :-,J. r iri ;-lj b,een Set dO$'n bY IINFICYP and
TAI .. .r: .:j:

,iir-'u,;: s:,:rld t,e grven that there rvOuld be
-i: I'r :::,:doin o1 molement throughout the

b. Assurance that agricultural workers of both
communities could work in their fields without
threat or interference.

c. Provision for the setting up an inter-village forum
for the discussion of solutions to intercommunal
problems affecting the region.

The long term results of this initiative lasted until
1974 when, following Turkey's intervention and
seizure of a third of Cypriot territory all Turkish
Cypriots in the south moved to the occupied north.
But as an example of the third parfy potential of
peacekeeping it represents one of the earliest
peacebuilding efforts conducted by the military.

Further examples exist in other UN peacekeeping

operations, particularly in respect of the refugees who
are the ever constant'flotsam' thrown up as a result
of armed conflict. In the Congo between 1960-64
and in LINEFII betrveen 1973-79, IIN soldiers were
called upon to assist in the protection and
resettlement of refugees. More recentlJ', following
the Gulf War in 199 I , British and United States units
have supervised and secured the return ofthe Kurds
who had fled into Turkey to escape the repression of
the Iraqi army. All these examples strengthen the
argument that even when involved in war related
operations the military often are committed to tasks
and roles rvhich are peacebuilding in character and
are concerned rvith the welfare and the humanitarian
needs and rights ofthe ordinary people who are the
real victims of rvar and violence.

What, then are the human and personality
characteristics which a soldier in a peacekeeping/
peacebuilding role needs to adopt? What behavioural
pattern should he follow? They are different from
those required for peace enforcement operations.

Because ofthe considerable stresses and strains
placed on a peacekeeper acting in a third parly role,
his preparations must take account of normal human
frailties and the mentality adjustment which is
required in these paramilitary operations. Third parly
peacekeeping is not necessarily any less hazardous
or subject to less pressures than are traditional
military operations, but they acquire a different
dimension in mental and human terms. The main
credentials required, and the constraints and
behavioural patterns imposed, produce a very
different reaction to that normally expected from a

soldier. In the course of his duties the peacekeeper

uill be chlled upon to exercise:
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Patience. "Listen first and speak afterwards" is

wise counsel and can be supported by the

corollary "speak in moderation but listen
exceedingly". A peacekeeper needs to have

infinite patience. Never should he expect quick

results or solutions but rather he should evaluate

repeatedly his achievements in the context of his

aim. Impetuosity often creates an over reaction

in the manner in which one responds to a

potentially dangerous situation. This in turn can

bring about an escalation of the problem out of
all proportion to its antecedents.

Restraint. Because of the special relationship

between the third party and the parties to the

dispute, any display of emotion on the part of
the former can disadvantageously affect his
credibility as a negotiator or pacifier. The third
party is under constant pressure from both sides.

He is subjected to all kinds of emotions on their
part, from anger to ridicule. He himself can feel

similar emotions about those rvith whom he has

to negotiate and mediate, but he must never give

expression to them in manner or by voice; for
if he does he will lose his credibility and any

trust or confidence that the parties with whom

he has to negotiate have had in him, and he

might just as well go home for all the good he

will be able to accomplish thereafter. This need

for restraint is more easily voiced than practised,

particularly in respect ofthose who are quick to

anger, are temperamental, sensitive or possess a

tendenry towards sarcasm - all ofrvhich personal

characteristics need to be held in check. It helps

therefore to devise some "self-cooling" devices

so that any emotive reaction does not threaten

one's ability and performance as a third party.

These devices can take the form of mental or

physical exercises with the object ofdissipating
one's own emotional tendencies; so that when

required to spend prolonged periods in
conciliation or negotiation talks with one side

or the other, one is emotion free and can therefore

listen and reason with the person(s) concerned

without any danger of losing one's temper.

c. Advocacy. Since thethird party's weapon is not

a self loading rifle but his ability rvithout force

or threats, to persuade both sides to avoid
violence and settle their differences by peaceful

means, it is basic to his role that he cultivates an

attitude and approach fou4ded on his orvn

personalit-v and understanding. The advocacy

that he is called upon to undertake is (l)
mediation, (2) negotiation, (3) conciliation, and

sometimes 1+; arbitration. These four approaches

to peaceful settlement of disputes can be

described as follows:

Mediate to form a connecting link for the

purpose of reconciling the
disputants and to act as a medium

for bringing them together.

Negotiate to confer, with a view to achieving

a compromise or the bringing about

of an agreement.

Conciliate to pacify. To reconcile two
positions or two Parties to each

other.

Arbitrate as the appointee ofthe disPutants,

to settle/decide a dispute. having

total control over the decision
making.

Personality. It is the personality of the
peacekeeper which counts for most in his conJlict

role. He has to combine an approachable, under-

standing and tactful manner with fairness and

firmness. The unapproachable and tactless are

resented and often ignored, while the weak are

put upon and exploited. It is essential to take an

objective position on every issue that arises,
judging each on its merits and apportioning
blame or responsibility according to its due. One

has to remain aloof from the conflict rvhile being

involved in certain aspects of it. As has been

pointed out already, quiet diplomacy and

reasoning rvill achieve far more than arrogance,

anger, disdain, coercion or sarcasm. Third parry

judgements, although accepted, do not please

every-body, least of all the guilty party.
Popularity, however, is not what the peacekeeper

should be seeking, for it can be seen as a
demonstration of bias and weakness. To be

unpopular with both sides at the same time is
probably the best pointer to the fact that one is

performing one's duties correctly and with
impartiality. Above all, one needs to acquire the

confidence and trust ofthe disputing parties; for

without these it will be difficult to make very

much progress.

Persuasion and Influence. These

characteristics should be neither misused nor

overused. The degree ofpersuasion called for is

more a matter of quiet reasoning than direct
pressurising, while influence should take the

form of indirect suggestion rather than action

d.
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- : -1::ron. It is unlikely that either side rvill

. r . - l f:r ourablv to pressures, but more likely
: -:: r',e increasingly stubborn. In all

. : . r n practices there must be sOme room
: r..rnoeuvre to the negotiating parties.

. .. r! :c be an escape course which allows
- "' r:::ed part)'to concede without losing

. " -:: .Lrinlr\. It is the task of the third party
. : ".: :.erson concerned to find that course.
. : :r:..ess he can convince him that the

.: i: :f hrs making and his alone, then
, ir,, ed and no dignity is lost. In all

: :.p-Lrntac)' the face saving device is a
" .: l .: rl It does not represent a weakness
' .:-: i-: n It does not remove the obligation
. : !' .;lxers of the guilty party, it simply

:": - :..ncede to the demands in full.

:::l 1e. jt is not easy tO retain One's

: , ,,hen those with rvhom one has to
; " :',: ir-rst theirs. But if a third parly

. : : - r :: be effective and avoid making
'' r: has to keep the conflict. his

-- : ::.e reactions ofall concerned, in
- :, -. : : .\ clear understanding of the

' :: l - - ethnic and cultural structures
r: - . . J:sputants is all important to

r:,: - 'L the exercise of his third party
. -. :.1-.tng uhich cannot ahvays be

. : r :r.J3 ofthe peacekeeper's arrival
:Lr LILL I r,..- . . - ,. .L:.1. instead he will more often

, :,.i : . ..:uire his knowledge in the
rir ... "- :: : t: hrs duties. The essential

. -' -- , ::.:t he should do so as a
,, r - ;, ihat his adjustment in

.r,"rrl ., : . : ; " : .; l- :an be COmplete and
r []iltLLNiill.,,,,iilLL. i,, :*'.::: ::.-J'rndoctrination" takes
rrtin.,.,.t n ir l L'" r: :' :=,, al. rt should not consist
illl r i- i irL,-.i,l,l: ': .: \I bOOk StUdy Of hiStOry
I nilr.,,i t- * i.. : : ::. COmmUniCatiOn iS the
Lllill 'r'ti ] ilIlilllli:,tL t.r : ; : .;:i i:ti praCtiCal aSpeCtS Of
utLLlilr,itilt r ti,,irrli'. r l:-l:. :. ". :i:,b: learned-thefaceto

il iLti ..t illlr'tiili | ;r: : !.: :.. ;rr to dar contacts with
ltfll mlullul u. i ,ir* l .i : :: ,: ,-,.f the peaCekeepef iS

liliilillhrilllllil. rl i : :' i.;.r., ::::"il-.;e and inVOlVement
ltnrt. llllfir , t,, :.1,,-. rt ;f --:._ :rs felatiOnShip f.vith
llufr lr,,lrltrt)iiirrli r", r l,_. lt i.r_L lt males good sense
llrl lll,u lllt ,.ii .i :.. :t- : : :,: ::UfCed On tfUSt and

,1", t.,r .i lxrjjr::IiI should not be
rir^'iri,ili,,i ' .' ,1 t ' 'i : .. : :, ::.1.1 relationship can

. 'r"' i'... .-" -: " : - - - :-: .: :::tt:tluruCaliotl .

,Titilrluulr,tllu{. tdirtl e"..)r I *",tir l. : l,:'. :: successful
.illi ul,,,,.lflu) . :.1 ; _..t - : ::,.::l:.l:n. both

those rvho would say that complete impartiality
is impossible to achieve - perhaps it is more than
can be expected from a peacekeeping force, for
it requires not just a physical response but a

mental and psychological projection as well.
Horvever, it is reasonable to demand a high level
of objectivity from members of a peacekeeping
force in their assessment, evaluation and in their
reporting ofactions taken by the respective sides
in a dispute. Given this fundamental principle,
the peacekeeper (and peacebuilder) must strive
not to pre-judge any issue or controversy but, as

has already been pointed out, to consider each

and every case on its merits alone, bearing in
mind the antecedents and the factors affecting
the reactions and the motivations of those
responsible for the particular case problem. The
essential characteristics required in third parry
roles have been set out in a-f above. They form
the ingredients on which a third party attitude
and approach can be developed. It is these
ingredients that rvill assist the soldier
peacekeeper to adapt to the different
circumstances in which he has to operate and to
the unconventionality of the role he has to
perform, for adapt he must if he is to perform
his tasks rvith the objectivity and impartialitv
required of him.

Flexibility and Speed. Flexibility and speed are

essential to both thought and action and in one's
reaction to situations. Uncon','entional or
unorthodox situations call for unconventional
methods to deal rvith them. This is what the
peacekeeping role is all about, requiring as it
does a more flexible approach than that required
in standard type military warfare. Stereotyped
solutions to problems and tactical concepts have

no place in third party operations. The speed of
response ofa peacekeeping force in effecting an
interposition can make the difference between
the success or failure of a whole mission. For
the unorthodox and unconventional emergency
there is rarely any advance notice or warning
given. Preplanning and preemptive deployment,
though helpful in reducing the likelihood of
fighting, cannot be expected to prevent sporadic
or impulsive escalations of violence. It is for
these reasons that the instant response is
required: a response for which a peace force has

to be attuned and ready at all times.

H,r*ou.. Humour is a characteristic by no
means possessed by everybody. Third party
responsibilities are exacting and unremitting.
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The peacekeeper therefore needs to cultivate a
sense of humour, as much as he needs to be

possessed ofgood humour. The first ensures that
he can employ a light touch when a light touch
is needed to ease an otherwise intractable
situation; it helps him to relax and make others
relax at times of stress and high tension. Good

humour makes for good working relations,
because a man of good humour is accessible and

approachable - a quality of considerable
importance in a peacekeeper when negotiating
with the respective parties to a dispute.

k Vigilance and Alertness are the two human
factors most important in a soldier's mentality
make-up. The peacekeeper needs to cultivate a
built in mental mechanism which ensures that
his capacity for being vigilant and alert does not

diminish with time. The peacekeeper requires to

be alert and vigilant at all times, both on and off
duty, since it may well depend upon his
observation reports whether or not a crisis
situation is avoided. Monotony, boredom and
repetition are the chief detractions from
maintaining a necessary standard of alertness. If
one surrenders to their effects then the decline

in vigilance rvill be continuous and unless
checked will progressively escalate in degree.

This consideration, so vital to the role of a

peacekeeper, requires to be stressed repeatedly

during preparatory training and both mental and
physical exercises should be devised to offset
the detrimental effects that monotony and
boredom can engender. While vigilance and

alertness are equally important to traditional
military operations, the day in day out static role

of peacekeepers on observation duties gives them
little escape or variety in their work. The longer
it lasts the more difficult it becomes to practise

vigilance.

There is a body of opinion which suggests that
professionally trained soldiers do not need to be

indoctrinated in the role ofpeacekeeping or undergo

special training to fit them for the task. Maybe not,

but they certainly need to be familiarised as to the

modus operandi ofpeacekeeping forces, the standing

operating procedures governing third party
interventions, and the personal characteristics and

temperament they will be required to display. There

is a subtle difference bltween peace enforcement and
peacekeeping. The one seeks to destroy an enemy
while the other is concerned with ending violence
by non enforcement means, while at the same time
providing safeguards for the security and rights of
the people themselves - the difference between the
inhumane and humane.

I have often argued that the best balanced and

effective composition for a peacekeeping force is one

which combines professional and conscript
contingents. The former have the experience,
discipline and training, and a well developed and

tried infrastructure which ensures an efficient
conduct ofoperations. Their soldiers are trained to a

high standard of self reliance and endurance. The

conscript, probably a called up reservist who has

completed his conscript commitment, on the other
hand does not have the same military qualities, but
he does have two significant advantages which fit
him admirably for peacekeeping responsibilities. He
is a volunteer who has made a formal undertaking to

serve a specified number oftours on peacekeeping

operations for periods of six months at a time. His,
then, is a voluntary commitment. But more
important, he is a civilian in uniform and enjoys a
much closer affinity to the local population than his
professional opposite numbers, because at home he

is one of them in terms of employment - a factory
worker, farmer and smallholder, chemist, village
shopkeeper, garage hand. This makes it natural for
him to relate to his counterparts in the community
where his peacekeeping duties take him. This
particular advantage can pay dividends and was very
evident in Cyprus where UNFICYP detachments
were deployed throughout the island, in town and

village. The affinity was something which the
professional, despite his undoubted qualities, could
not match, for it is not normally a quality acquired
on the parade ground or at staff colleges.

It has always seemed to me that there are few
better peacekeepers than the Irish, and that's saying
something. Why? because with their gaelic wit,
leprechaun charm and the ability to talk the hind leg
off a donkey they have defused many a tense and
potentially dangerous situation in LIN operations
around the world.



\AGA PEACE TALKS: CAN NEW DELHI
CONVERT THE TRUCE INTO A DEAL?

(Wesern HusserN)

(August 2004)

- ,-1. after nvo days of meeting at

: :.:rlhern Thailand, the Indian
: :1-.e lsak-Muivah faction of the
-.:1 So,-raiist Council of Nagaland
', .: s.e\ e ral emerging differences and

:.:' ir:3\ alling ceasefire for one more

,, r:;h the latest ceasefire extension

:-::-.: first since Prime Minister

- r-: :ed Progressive Alliance (IPA)
, : : ir,-e in Nerv Delhi-needs to be

::: l: to rrh-v getting the truce

: - ..Lc \aga peace process on track,

: .nrc than in the Past six rears.

:: .:rc L?A Government's clear-
': ::rritorial boundaries of the

' -l: not be altered.

.-- l.hnmohan Singh Government
'. L"?A's Common Minimum
r':-.i =;rd. 

"There shall not be any

- : : : -1: te rrrtorial status of the

-,':.:rr ]ecause theNSCN-IM, that

:. i:liC on its demand for an

r .: :-:brled areas in the Northeast

-.-:rr..-rLlStr?tive unit, salv in the

r - - . .:, :', \err Delhi of its unified

- 
. ! s.r. to presume that the NSCN-

' '-: -:.. - :cace negotiations realizing
,:! i,r-1 going to concede its

. l j:r:rend Therefore, the grouP

lri;.. r 1r-:.1II9 on rts idea to uni! the

::L; _gel \aga territories in the
-.i.-(!1ni. \lampur and Arunachal

:: : r .i,rs :ould rndeed be the magic

::: - r i::.i .re \SCN-IM leadership is

.,: -r i.. - r:;,i:r through a possible peace

": , l,:":r:

Prime Minister of the time H.D. Deve Gowda's

unorthodox initiative in 1996-when he handpicked an

opposition Congress leader Rajesh Pilot to make

contact with the NSCN- IM leaders-is in fact
responsible for whatever progress the Naga peace

process has made till now. It is also possible that Gor.vda

and Pilot could convince the NSCM-IM to give up its

sovereignty demand in lieu of some arrangement. to

get the Naga areas in the region together, under a

common administrative mechanism. If that rvas so. it
rvas fine because Gorvda & Co at that time was not to

knorv that the masses in Manipur , Assam or Arunachal

Pradesh could go to any extent in preventing territories

from their respective states to be sliced and merged

rvith Nagaland.

But as things unfolded, it rvas clear that altering

the boundaries ofthe norlheastern states was next to

impossible. The June 2001 uprising in Manipur
against the extension of the Naga ceasefire to that

State, in uhich 18 protestors rvere killed in police

firing at capital Imphal. is a case in point. On August

6. 200:1. u'eeks after suspected NSCN-IM rebels uere

locked in a gunbattle with the Assam Police in
Assam's Karbi Anglong dtstrict. the State Assembll'

adopted a resolution not to allorv Assam's map to be

redraun and territory ceded to the Nagas as part of a

possible deal rvith the NSCN-IM. The gunbattle

follorved attempts to evict some Naga families rvho

had come and settled down in Assam territory, right

on the border rvith Nagaland, allegedl-v with the

backing of the NSCN-IM.

Against this backdrop, what was it that helped New

Delhi's chief interlocuter for the Naga peace talks,

K.Padmanabhiah, break the deadlock in Chiang Mai

and get NSCN-IM Chairman Isak Chishi Srvu and

General Secretary Thuingaleng Muivah sign the truce

extension deal for another year? It is on such matters
' 
that transparency is needed for the peace process to

actually reach the desired end. Doubts are being

expressed as to whether Padmanabhiah had made a

secret promise to the NSCN-iM leadership that Nerv

Dellu rvould be reconsidering its demand for urificatiolt

of the Naga areas in the region.

ill i

ill

u

'- !.-. isreement. the truce between the

: -r--'ran authorities, that first came

:-;r -. 1997. u'ill be in force till July
- ::J rs a fi.rrther extension.
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The joint communique issued on July 30,2004 at
the end of the Delhi-NSCN-IM talks made two key
points:

o No new conditions hadbeen imposed or changes

made in the agenda or scope of the talks.

o All issues will continue to be discussed with a

view to reaching a mutually acceptable and
honourable settlement as soon as possible.

It is good to learn that no new conditions have been
imposed. Since it has been agreed to reach a 'mutually
acceptable and honourable settlement' to the Naga
problem, plaguing the area since India's independence,
the question ofa sovereign Nagaland as a solution does
not arise. That leaves the issue ofNaga areas'unification
as raised by the NSCN- IM. Both New Delhi and the
NSCN-IM have their own reasons to reach a solution
'as soon as possible.'While the Indian Government
would like peace to return to the Naga areas so that it
could pullout most of its forces from the region and
concentrate its energies on developmental issues, the
NSCN-IM would like things to move fast as its top
leaders are well past their sixties and would like to enjoy
the fruits oftheir' labour.

If sovereignty or a unified Nagaland is out as

possible formula for a solution, how does one hope to
bring the curtains down to the insurrection? That is the
million-dollar question.

o Could it be dual "citizenship" for the Nagas (a
Kashmir-tlpe status through greater devolution
of powers under Article 371 (A) of the
Constitution had been rejected in the past by the
NSCN-rM)?

o Could Nagaland's administration, as a feel good
factor of the Naga areas being a distinct entity,
be brought under the ministry of external affairs
(this indeed was an idea a long time ago )?

o Could the Nagas get a new autonomy package?

. Could New Delhi take a re-look at what then
Prime Minister Mrs Indira Gandhi was
supposed to have agreed to examine way back
in 1966- a Bhutan-type protectorate status for
Nagaland (the Naga National Council led by
the father of Naga insurgency, Angami Zapu
Phizo, had rejected the idea at that time)?

. Could Swu, Muivah and <ither NSCN-IM top
guns be simply installed as government leaders

to run the affairs of the Nagas in accordance

with the Indian Constitution after a deal that
gives theNagas maximumautonomy and some

sort ofeconomic independence, and, ofcourse,
a proper rehabilitation of the NSCN cadres
(this was more or less the model that New Delhi
used to clinch the deal with the Mizo National
Front in Mizoram in 1986)?

There are plenty of options for New Delhi to
seriously look at and push for a possible deal to end
the NSCN-IM uprising. But the question that arises is
whether a deal with the NSCN-IM is going to solve the
Naga problem. Another question that needs an answer
is whether the NSCN- IM is the sole representative of
the Nagas, and whether the group reflects the Naga
opinion in its totality. The answer is no. If this was not
so, frontline Naga civil society goups like the Naga
Hoho, the apex tribal council of the Nagas, would not
be working relentlessly for unification of the different
Naga rebel factions so that they could talk peace with
New Delhi from a coflrmon plaform or separately, but
simultaneously. Veteran Naga political leaders like
former Chief Minister S.C.Jamir, currently Governor
of Goa, are still firm in their belief that unless all Naga
insurgent groups are part of any possible deal,
perm4nent peace would not return to the Naga areas.

The Khaplang faction of .the NSCN or the
NSCN-K considers itself an important player in the
Naga insurgenry andpolitical theatre. This group, too,
has entered into a ceasefire agreement with New Delhi,
but has not begun formal peace negotiations yet,
perhaps because New Delhi does not attach much
importance to it, and, therefore, not paying much heed
to conditions that the group may have set. The fact,
however, remains that the NSCN-K is an important
player in the area with close working arrangement with
the outlawed United Liberation Front ofAsom (ILFA)
and other separatist groups in India's Northeast. The
NSCN-K aside, another dormant Naga rebel group, the
NNC of Phizo, now headed by his daughter Adinno
Phizo, from her home in London, appears to be turning
aggressive.

During an extended conversation at her London
apartment in the winter of 2003, this writer found that
wen 40 years afterfirst arriving in the United Kingdom
to join her father (who died in London in 1990) in
leading the Naga movement, she is still optimistic aboui
'freedom' for her people, and is convinced that an
acceptable solution to the Naga problem would be
reached at 'the right time' in the future. "The Indian
Government," she had said, "cannot deny the Nagas
their freedom." But, Adinno questioned New Delhi's
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I - : :,: -trns 'sulge managed'peace negotiations
^ *:* '-:. Iiil.-\{uir ah faction of the NSCN, whose
t:." ' i i - ; l- -Eiri to described as 

,renegades., ,.These

: -:: t..SC\-I\t andtheNSCN_K) emergedin
r:i ,,:ti li hustorl. no mandate and nopopular

: - .. -'.'r :-, e nerged on the scene rvith neo-Marxist
. ,I 1ri ":,1 l,l not represent the will of the Nagas.

",, : :: : liagas' con{lict rvith India cannot be
r .::: : -i:".r [s]fu e.r'en if it succeeds in signing a

,iLlir.,, i: -:'*:: l-a;Uons."AdinnorventOn, WhileStating
, i iL , .. r, l -: r ...1 h;_, not contacted her goup for possible
,. ..,t I ,.t.j

$ ' : - l:.r'bt. there are alternative opinions
,ii.inrr t'ur , i.i:-(. a fact Nerv Delhi must take note of
r u 1 r' *, ,t.l..l j i'-r€id $ ith its Naga peace irutiative. For
,." l liJ-*r il::;.: ihe truce with the NSCN_IM was
r r : ]Lx ::: talks. held in such locations as
runrruuulL,, .r -.,:s;::Iln paris, Osaka, Zurich, The Hague,
I LLL l r: -d. : i.i;gelr. been on such issues as the

flr .,,ii:,r ,,i' ,: :it ::-i ceasefire, charges and counter-
.:tittiuullt'rLLLir:r tr ;:li-j{a:;3 riolations etc. Now, for the long
rlllrir ill,r |Ir;it" ,i:j:!ji;:.::',: tallS' tO Start, New Delhi need tO
" .,,.,,'"... :: - ':.i : I f L:Se pOintS:

" " --.- -r> \

., 0,,,,i ].',:, .,i';.-::).t*j:iliffi ,lll,il:
':lnre :: ,r '* :,:d l, {tur ah lisited India at the express
'r i ;:. :; prime Minister Atal Behari

: . :: , ,-r rr January 2002).

* r i:,t.:l ,, :h: Armed Forces (Assam and
L:, I l: S;e:ial porvers Act, 195g, from

, .r r- r:i I :h:r gives the security forces

sweepmg powers to deal with their .enemy, ' n6w
that both the NSCN factions are on a ceasefire
mode.

o Make it clear to the NSCN-IM that sovereignty
and a re-structuring of the northeastern states
was not possible in the present circumstances
and that other rvays to reach a solution needs to
be looked into seriously

o Take the talks to a political level and open
simultaneous talks to work out different models
for an acceptable solution with the Naga civil
society groups to be taken up with the NSCN_
IM at the proper time

. Ask, as a tactical move, such influential groups
as the Naga Students, Federation (NSF) or the
Naga People's Movement for Human Rights
(NPMHR) to begin consultations with their
counterparts in Manipur , Assam and Arunachal
Pradesh, like the All Manipur Students,Union
or the All Assam Students, Union, whether they
would be willing to part with areas inhabited by
Nagas to be merged into Nagaland and so on.

In the final analysis, one can safely state that the
road to Naga peace is thorny and would require a lot of
compromises bybothNew Delhi and the Naga insurgent
groups for an acceptable solution to be arrived at. Only
a set ofbold and unorthodox steps can bring the curtains
dorvn to insurgenry in India's Naga heartland.

t<
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.: i: ri\\' decades have witnessed new and

" -" . ::g:s to international peace and security;
-*: 

' :::ntra-state conflicts, humanitarian
:*l::iar struggles and terroriSt attacks, tO

r , ' .i": Lnremational community has sadly not
" r .r: : : :l:;tiYelv respond to many of these. In

. -: r-a1e appropriate responses to these
; -.': -\ Secretary General, in 2003,

,,,r' - - - -.-:. l-o el Panel of sixteen international
r'r '* - , ,..r 10 the President of the UN General

: I \rrrerlber 2003, announcing the
|il,, ,: ::- .::: ?anel. he rvrotg:

, -:" i: -;-. shaken the foundations of
: . . " :, ;nd undermined confidence in

.'' collective responses to our
, 1 -' - ,':ri artd challenges. It has also
r ' , ' . ". .i:ep divergences of opinion on

l,r, ,t ".- ": :::,?€ o-f the challenges we face,
iiirflriri ,,i"'" ".._a ;rl fhe future.

' , : 1 : -et, el Panel is to recommend

" :' :i ;sures for ensuring effective
' - 

-:-r..1 upon a rigorous analysis
'r*' .: :: iii arrd security, an appraisal

. ' - "-,.c.i;il e action can make, and
: - .,:: :.f existing approaches,

' .. " -r - : :..:rtisms, including the
'';, *i ' : '-'r::ied \ations.

UN AND THE NEW THREATS:
RETHINKING SECURITY

(Major General DrpeNren BaNrzurr)
Director Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies

New Delhi

(JulY 200a)

: -:.:3r ielr0rlsm.
-.s::: ueapons of

. Role of peacekeeping and humanitarian
intervention in maintaining global peace and
ensuring human security: and

o Restructuring international security mechanisms

including the organs of the United Nations.

The Conference was attended by eight members

of the UN High Level Panel, leading experts and
specialists from South Asia and elsewhere and civil
society representatives. Additional participants at open
sessions included Ambassadors and High
Commissioners in Delhi and the national and
international media.

The IIN High Level Panel will be submitting its
report to the Secretary General on I December 2004.
Soon thereafter the report is expected to become a

public document rvhich will then need to be studied
and understood in all its complexitv and its
recommendations examined and taken forrvard
comprehensivel.v. The IPCS is determined to play a role
in that and rvill host an international conference early
in 2005 for this purpose. The major recommendations

ofthe panel are :-

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

o No distinction needbe made between hard and
soft security issues. International collective
action has to be comprehensive and address
sustainable development questions.

. Revive and regularise aid from developed
countries towards developing states to 0.7 per
cent of GDP in order to be able to meet the
challenges of Millennium Development
Goals.

r Democracy is an imperative to address socio-
economic challenges and propagating it
should be a focus of collective international
action.

r Need for international consensus on defining
terrorist acts and focusing on actioii i$
counter them.

1 ,1. 1
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Track the cause of terrorism and address its
root causes.

Institutionalise a nodal agency under the UN
to prevent terrorist access to WMDs.

Strengthen and institutionalise under the UN
effective legal and coordinating mechanisms

to counter global terrorism.

Accept the need in exceptional cases for
humanitarian intervention in failed or failing
states.

Strengthen UN's rapid deployment capability
to respond to urgent conflict situations.

Explore possibilities of early resolution of
potential conflicts.

Effective collective action under the UN is not

likely to be possible without a reformed and

representative Security Council that is seen

to have international legitimacy and

acceptability.

Composition of the Security Council no

longer reflects the current realities of the

world today and needs to be restructured based

on the geo-political realities of the
contemporary world. Greater representation

of the developing countries is essential to
enhance its legitimacy and should be based

on accepted principles.

The General Assembly and its committees
have to be provided greater autonomy and
joint working groups with the Security
Council may be considered.

ECOSOC may need to be expanded and
provided powers of enforcement to address

economic and social inequities.

I



IE\\'S OF LT. GEN. SATISH NAMBIAR (INDIAN ARMY) ON THd
NEW THREATS AND RETHINKING OF SECURITY

" ::. Dassing through a decisive stage in the
- : l,: rntemational system. Though the threat

' : -: l:ar confrontation betr.veen the erstw'hile
- . .nd the US are r.vell behind us and in fact
' ^ ,,.lr menlory nerv and diverse constellation

',.:r c ;lear and present, others only dimly
" : :,: -,ur resolve and question the validity of

' - -' ::rarusnrs.

. . -- ' ::.is at the international arena over the
: r :.-r-i hat'e exposed deep divisions within

: -,: te UnitedNations overfundamental
. ' :r: i:3 a:rd security. They included debates

::.', 3nr the proliferation of weapons of
. -. --ombat the spread of international

- - -,i.na for the use offorce and the role
, , ir.;il. the effectiveness of unilateral

- ' .. re sponses to security, the notion of
' - ' 'h,' nlace of the United Nations in- - ",. I

- :.: super po\.ver. These recent debates
.' ::., .,:ars ofagonizing discussions on

,ri :.. n-tlce such as collective response
. .. ',:-:ss of existing mechanisms on
. - - .. rr so-called ethnic cleansing and

, , ., ..:. of human rights, changing
- 
-, ::-.n . and the need to tightly link

I :-:.-:ment.

: -- r, ls rear questioned the belief
;r : :: It common problems and

-.:':: the Secretary General to
' : :r. addressed the IIN General

.': : r,i: ltl(13 The maiorpoints he

defence. the unique legitimacy of UN was
sought. This u'as norv in question. What has
transpired is a challenge to the principles on
rvhich tvorld peace and stabilitv har.e rested
for the last 59 1'ears.

o It is not enough to denounce unilateralism. We
must recognize the concerns that compel the
most potverful country to act unilaterally and
shorv that they can be addressed effectively
through collective action.

o There is a need to decide whether we can
continue on the basis that have been agreed
upon, or introduce radical changes and review
instruments at our disposal.

+ Like, the composition of the Security
Council to make it more representative and
conforming to geopolitical realities. Also
its capacity to respond to threats of all
types.

+ The need to strengthen the General
Assembly.

+ A revierv of the role of the ECOSOC and
the IIN as a tvhole on economic and social
issues. including its relationship uith
Bretton Woods institutions.

+ Need to rethink and reinr-igorate and
revieu the role of the Trusteeship Council.

+ Revierv and strengthen the international
regimes on issues like proliferation of
nuclear, biological and chemical weapons
or counter terrorism.

During that address, the Secretary General
expressed his intention to set up a High Level Panel to
go into these aspects and come up with
recommendations.

Broadly interpreted, the Panel's rvork is confined
to the field ofpeace and security. It should extend its
analysis and recommendations to other issues and
institutions, including economic and social, to the e\tent
that they have a direct bearing on future threats to peace

and security.
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ROLE OF PEACEKEEPING AND HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION
IN MAINTAINING GLOBAL PBACE AND HUMAN SECURITY

(A.K. Banoaler)

(August 2004)
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Main Questions/Issues

o What changes are warranted to enhance greater

effectiveness in international peacekeeping?

r Do the Brahimi Committee recommendations

go far enough to effectively address
peacekeeping challenges ofthe present era?

r What are the regional alternatives to
-peacekeeping and how could these be made

effective?

o What are the non-UN regional alternatives to

peacekeeping? Should the NAIO ( have an out

of area responsibility in Asia?

. It is the state's responsibility to protect its
citizens: but is there a boundary beyond rvhich

the international communifi' has space to

intervene?

RoIe of UN Peacekeeping and Enhancing its
Effectiveness

Peacekeeping plays an important and central role

in maintaining international peace and security. The

concept ofUN peacekeeping has changed several times

since its inception in 1945 - from monitoring of
ceasefire to use of good offices to deployment in intra-
state conllicts.

Recent conflicts are characterized by ethnic
violence between irregular armed groups which are

sometimes aggravatedby struggle for control of natural

resources. This often leads to human catastrophe where

more than 90 per cent casualties are civilian, absence

of law and order and finally to conditions of a failed

state. Consequently, peacekeeping missions have

become more complex, dangerous and expensive and

are expected to perform a range ofnew tasks. There is

a need to revierv the whole range of peacekeeping

activities in order to enhance its effectiveness.

UN role in peacekeeping has evolr,ed over the

years. In the first stage of peacekeeping operations till
1990, operations lvere established only after the explicit

consent ofhost governrnents. Peacekeepers were always

lightly armed, used force only in self-defence and rules

of engagement were clear and well defined. Essentially,

all peacekeeping operations were based on the cardinal

principles of consent, impartiality and use of minimum

force that too in self-defence. There were no

humanitarian interventions against the rvill of the host

country in spite of the fact that there were countries

that failed to provide adequate security to their orvn

people.

The international community is not void of ideas

to improve UN's capacity but the lack of a will to do

so. The Brahimi Committee has made a comprehensive

review and suggested some far-reaching
recommendations. To implement these
recommendations, the international community will
need to make meaningful contributions.

Humanitarian Inter"vention and State Sovereignty

Despite prohibitions under international law, there

rvere instances ofhumanitarian intervention by either

the UN or multinational forces in violation of principles

of non-interference and sovereignty. Additionally, those

situations that cried out for humanitarian intervention

failed to receive [IN's support due to lack of capacity,

absence of political will and insuffrcient resources.

Precisely because of these reasons it would be

prudent to lay more emphasis on non-violent means of
conflict resolutionthan depending heavily on a military
response. The UN should concentrate in building
capacity for socio-economic development, religious
tolerance, education, alleviation ofpover[, and health

care. This can prevent humanitarian crises at a cost no

more than 10 per cent of the actual expenditure that the

UN is likely to incur if it steps in after the crisis is full
blown. Therefore, concentration on core issues ofthe
conflict assumes much greater relevance than
subsequent military responses.

The need for humanitarian intervention in specilic

cases has been'widely accepted and does not require a

second opinion. However, the concept of humanitarian

intervention is yet to be formalized. It is worth noting

that the independent International Commission on

50
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'r rrd State Sovereignty (ICISS) report was
' . ,.:;,'rI} to Protect rather than right to
:. - --,-:ling to this report, decision to inten'ene

,l::i a.cordrng to sir broad criteria that

- I rtrir of a responsibilit-v to protect. right
i: -:7r1s8. right intention, last resorl,
:.- .;,is anrl reasonable prospects. It *as

: :::rn still remained biased in favour of
-:.:Ire Thc rcport has also recommended

- . - -.rrlure of thc Securitl' Council, tltc
- ,.::'.:1r. regional and sub regional
, i :r\ rdual countries could take military

:."irLIarian grounds. This indirectl-v
- . , : : Jpt of unilateral military intenention
- .::iLrl individual states rvithout' 

.1: rntcrnational COmmunitl.

. ' 
::r.Le ral prohibition of military

-:: :s :1 consellsus that state sor,ereigntl
:i:',ersible principle and there is a

' 1:r..-rnrtarian military intervention to

- , :-. -,,\ e\ er. hurnanitarian intenention
r: i - r after all other peaceful mcans

- r ,:id should onl-v be authorised b1'

: .inother area of concern is the

" . - :. srans ofneutralih'inthecontert
-- :riion

. :r::: there is qvstematic violeucc
: - :.1rt people, it is very difficult

" :..s to remain neutral. They in
. : :.i the retaliatory actions of
. - herefore. in such contexts.

,- -' :r the aspect of neutrali['of
,.: . ii Prescntly,. there is a general

: ::r lritf fl €l1tion as an extreme
' -: r.:s:d s) stem in place that

-.: rr.l! dcaling u'ith the subject.

. - 
- -t..-rtluit1. there is an apparent

- . - : a ..r.- cnteria and method for
. '- r.l:ss these anomalies are
' " ::,:ntion $ill continue to

- r.-: l-'ss lor humanilarian
: -: , ,: :h:rr national interest.

', l- a;,,rcit1 and Regional

In the past. since the UN rvas found wanting in handliirg
the nerv complex situations characterized by enhanced

securitl,'threat, human catastrophe and broken socieg'.

grorving reliance on regional organizations to restore

the security situation has found greater acceptance

amongst the international communi[r Unfortunateh.
as there are not mant'regional organizations, except

for NATO, that havc the required capacitr'. trends of
outsourcing a multi national force or the coalition of
the willing for this initial task is on the increase and

has become more of a norm than an erception. At the

same time. in spite of its success in Europe. it rvill be

inappropriate to consider NATO as a regional
alternative inAsia, because of its lack of understanding
of the region, local culture and religion. NATO's
performance in Afghanistan amply illustrates this.
Moreover, according to international legal experts,

NATO does not meet the qualifications to be called a

regional organization but falls under Article 51 of the

IIN Charter of collective self-defence.

Rapid Deployment Capability and Types of UN
Peace 0perations

Reflection on IIN's past erperience in missions like
Rrvanda further underscores the necessi$ to have a

rapid deplo-vment capabilitl,' of the lIN to effectir,cll'
handlc complex situations. In Ruanda, even after the

decision rvas taken to increase the strength ofthe tN
forcc after a long delar,. the Secretary General found it
ertrcmelr' difficult to convince the member states to

contribute troops for the neu.expanded rnission IJN's
initiative to put in place the UN Standbv Arrangement
System has also made no headrvay, because of the
inherent flarvs in the concept. Therefore. one of the

alternatives to overcome such a problem is to rer,isit

the old concept of UN Standing Force. Once a IIN
Standing Force is placed directly under the command
of the Secretary General, and the decision to deploy
the force is taken by the Security Council, it will
probably be able to prevent recurrence of or control
genocide like in Rrvanda. Once the situation is restored,

the Standing Force rvill have to revert back to its rapid
deplol'ment role. It is understood that there rvill be

additional financial implications in creating such a

force. Horvever, in long-term interest and in order to
have a sustainable peace, one r.vill have to find rvays

and rneans to overcome such problems.

There appears to be gencral confusion in the
interpretation of different tlpes of UN peace operations.

Whilc Chapter VI of the UN Charter co\rers traditional
pcacekeepiug operations like the one in IJNMEE. peace

enforcement comes under Chapter VIL
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However, there is a tendency on the part of some

of the countries to club pea'cekeeping and peace

enforcement under 'peace support operations.'At the
same time, to meet the challenges of the
multidimensional. threat where the security situations
remain unpredictable, force structuring of the UN force
in a complex mission should be done in a manner so

that contingents are robust and can operate in an
environment that is characterised by the enhanced
security threat. Such operations, though mandated under
Chapter VI, will have enough potency to handle the
belligerents that can pose a threat to the peacekeepers

by either not cooperating or withdrawing their consent
mid way to derail the peace process. Sadly, there is a
tendenry to relate use of force only to Chapter VII
operations. It is important to note that use of force in
self-defence is permissible even under Chapter VL

Fourth type ofpeace operations that follow a multi
national force to stabilise the security situationbefore
finally handing over authority to the host country or a

newly formed governmLnt, like in cases of East Timor
and Afghanistan, can be called stabilisation operation.

Conflict Resolution

For an early resolution of conflict, it wouldbe more
cost effective and necessary to address core issues that
are linked to the root causes ofthe conflict rather than
giving unnecessary emphasis on building the military
capacity of the UN. At the same time, it will be wrong
to totally rule out the requirement to have the military
capacity to restore deteriorating security situation like
the one that prevailed in Rwanda. Though the military
option should be the last resort, certain soft options
under Chapter VII such as diplomatic and economic
sanctions must be exercised, as these were found quite
effective in the past. What is important is that there
should be a correct balance between the military and
non-military approach to the problem.

By Courtegt of the Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies New Delhi
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IMPACT OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHALLENGES ON
REGIONAL AND GLOBAL SECURITY

(N. MaNoHanaN)

(August 2004)
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' . ' do socio-economic challenges,
: -.-.::1:r1r' in the developing rvorld, affect
.. -.."1 and global security?

:: efforts to promote sustainable
" . . .:nent contribute to or detract from
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:.- : : Itu ards sustainable development in
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-.. *-:". J:;laration?

'.- : international institutions
' " - :'.:ering these challenges?
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given equal priority. Notrvithstanding these
disagreements, it rvas accepted that equal priority needs
to be accorded to both.

Socio-Economic Challenges ys. Security

Serious economic crises lead to many problems
threatening security at both regional and global level.
However, not every socio-economic challenge impacts
on regional/global security. For instance, poverty by
itself is not a threat to security, but its political
management is. If political management is better, then
state intervention would be markedly less. The problem
therefore is with the Social Contract. No wonder there
is a feeling, especially in this region, that this Social
Contract should be renegotiated so as to ensure the
aspirations of the people within the context of
globalization

Globalization requires greater attention because
many of the socio-economic challenges are political
and psychological reactions to the realities of
globalization. There are five elements of globalization.

It is not spontaneous, but is often drir,'en b1'
developed countries and the corporate sector.

Globalization is discriminatory in favour of
developing countries and ignores tle interest ofthe
developing world.

Unjust globalization undermines the legitimary of
international institutions.

Democracy is absent in these international
institutions where sovereignty has been relocated.

Emergence of a new global order which is imperial
in character and where certain developed countries
and certain social forces play a key role.

Hence it is imperative to renegotiate basic rules or
recast basic tenets ofinternational institutions to give
greater autonomy to states, especially in the dweloping
world.

Sustainable Development vs. Security

Sustainable development is a precondition for
sustainable securiqr. Sustainable development is marked
b1' development over a period of time and gives no quick
relief. It requires institution and capacitl, building.
While the state is the principal actor, sustainable
der elgpment should involve social responsibility and
non-state actors failing rvhich the state will be
overloaded rr.rth functions.
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Public-private partnership is a better way to deal
with this. Horvever, one has to be cautious not to
overemphasize the role of the private sector as such
partnerships cannot result in capacig,building over a
period of time. Private actors are not eryected to perform
rvelfare functions, which is the domain of the state.

Contribution of Wealthier Countries

Lack of resources is a major challenge that
confronts the developing countries in addressing socio-
economic challenges. Resources from developed
countries, therefore, are vital in promoting security in
the developing countries.

In this regard, the developed countries :

o Needto act upon its earlier commitments such
as transfer of 0.7 per cent of GNP to poor
countries;

o Enhance furtherfunding to the less developed
countries;

o Liberalize labour movement from the
developing world:

. Open markets to the goods from the developing
world.

o Volunteer to provide technological aids,
forgive debt, and assist in developing human
resources.

At the same time. rvhat do developed countries get
in return? If there is a question of bargaining, it is
already in place through enormous human costs on the
developing countries.

Contribution of International Institutions

In general, institutions survive because societies
need them. Justness of international institutions is
judged on their positive impact on the poor and the
marginalized.

The UN is pivotal for all international
organizations. However, it is unforhrnate that it has been
marginalized due to unilateral actions by some
countries. The role ofthe International Court ofJustice
is neglected and needs to be looked into. Most
importantly, the role and contribution of the Appellate
Body of the WTO must be emphasized. Since ECOSOC
failed to deliver effectively due to its enormous work
load, it needs to be split into Economic Council, Social
Council and Human Rights Council. There is a need to
convert the Trusteeship Council into Environmental
Council to address the global problem ofenvironment.

There is also a need to set-up a high level
governmental committee r,vith members from economic,
social and environmental councils to coordinate
common strategies and solutions for issues relating to
rvar and peace, development and disarmament, poverty

and prosperity urrd ..po.t to the UN General Assembly
on a regular basis. While the International Law
Commission has come up with a code for state
responsibility, the issue of accountability for international
organizations is given only penpheral attention. This
stems from abysmal understanding of the intrusive role
international institutions are playing today.

There is a need to regulate transnational
corporations (TNCs) by adopting a UN Code of
Conduct on TNCs and International Monitoring of
Voluntary Codes of Conduct adopted by TI.{Cs. Failing
which they may control international institutions just
as in the case of International Telecommunication Union
and Codex Alimenterius Commission.

Restructuring international institutions will not
come about unless there is enormous political will and
resources to match. It also involves partnership with
civil society and financial institutions.

Democratization

Democracy is imperative to address socio-
economic challenges to security. This is neededboth at
local and global level. At the local level, developing
countries should increase the quality of the human
indices, build civil harmony and encourage public-
private partnership.

At the global level, a democratic global order is
necessary. International institutions such as Bretton
Woods need to be democratized. There is also a need
for accountability for these institutions. Multilateralism
should be the rvatch lvord. The international human
rights institutions need to raise the concerns of
marginalized and oppressed peoples ofthe developing
rvorld. They should assess international economic lau'
and policies and their conformity to human rights.

There is a role for parliamentarians, civil society.
and media in promoting and safeguarding genuine
democratic processes. There is also a role for the
international community based on the UN Charter.

Overall, mutual trust and coordinated action are
the basis for enduring regional and global security.

Collective Action and Millennium Goals

In September 2000, the international commruriq'
approved a set ofkey development goals known as the
Millennium Development Goals which focused on
poverty, education, gender equaliSl child mortali[':
maternal health, HIVAIDS and other diseases, hunger-
environment and global partnerships. Deadlines were
set to achieve these goals. However, judging by the
progress achieved thus far, these goals cannot be
achieved by the targeted year 2015. It requires to be
accelerated especially for the developed countries. The
Millennium Goals demand collective responsibility, and
nerv and increased financial commitments from rich
nations rvith respect to liberal trade policies.

By Cotrrtesy of the Institltte of Peace and ConJlict Studies l{ew Delhi



.TRL'CTURING INTERNATIONAL SECURITY MECHANISMS
I\CLUDING THE ORGANS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

(Jaew Jacoe)

(August 2004)
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polarized betl'een the developed and developing
nations u.ith control over multilateral developmental
and financial agencies in the hands ofthe forurer

Reforming and Restructuring the UN Securitv
Council (UNSC)

The problems that beset the tIN Security Council
are many. It displays a tendency toward ,iuto, qro
rvith the P-5 ensconced in their positions of porver
and privilege. Its lack ofequitable representation is
compounded by the want oftransparency in decision
making and insufficient consultation rvith the larger
membership. There is inadequate reflection on the
opinions or interest of the affected parties in a
dispute. The UNSC has also recently displayed a
tendency for legislation that is legally_binding,
imposing financial sanctions o., irdilridr,als or
organizations and obliging states to undertake
reporting and regulating responsibilities.

The flarvs of the LINSC are largely structural. It
does not represent or reflect the viervs of the large
number of members of the UN The anslter.
therefore, lies in its reform and restructuring. taking
into account, in the Secretary General's ,noidr. ..th.
geopolitical realities of the contemporan.u.orld. ,The

UNSC cannot evade this issue. The inciusion of
developing countries u.ould make it more
representative, relevant and responsive, enhancing
the quality of its decisions and their acceptabiliq.
rvithin the rvider membership. Factors iuch as
balance, representativeness and space for national
actors are essential considerations for reforming the
UNSC. However, it is important to guard against the
TINSC losing its effectiveness in the process.

Models of Reform

A number of possibilities for reform of the
LrNSC rvere offered, with their respective merits and
demerits. For obvious reasons, none of these
proposalshave managed to gain universal acceptance
in the [IN.

The selective enlargement model based on US
Ambassador Bill Richardson's proposal implied the
addition of another five permanent members (1 seat
each to Germany and Japan and 3 seats to be shared
amongAfrica, Asia and SouthAmerica). The priman.
pu{pose of this proposal rvas to secure the admission
of both Germany and Japan as permanent members
of the Council. Though less likely to invoke strong
rcactions from the P-5. the proposed changes did not
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change the existing configuration of power.
Moreover, it retained the undemocratic character of
the existing UNSC.

AUN Working Group underAmbassador Razali
Ismail of Malaysia was tasked with formulating
proposals for the restructuring of the LIN Security
Council. The report issued in 1997 suggested that
the UNSC's membership be increased from 15 to 24
by adding 5 more permanent members (1 each from
Asia, Africa, South America including Caribbean
plus Germany and Japan) and 4 additional non-
permanent members from Africa, Eastern Europe,
South America and Caribbean. While it reflected
greater sensitivity to the concerns expressed by many
IIN members, this model still failed to significantly
alter the balance of power in the Council. While
providing for geographical representations, the
undemocratic nature of the UNSC continued to be a
problem. Moreover, the larger number of members,
it was thought, also made it likely that decision
making in the UNSC would become increasingly
unmanageable.

Another model was proposed by Winston
Churchill in 1943 which suggested proportional
representation of regional groupings of member
countries on the basis of population and landmass.
This model offered greater sensitivity to the diverse
viewpoints and concerns of the rvorld. An equitable
distribution of power $as to ensure a participatory
decision making style and the privilege of holding
the veto power, rvould if necessary, be extended to
all Security Council members.

Yet another model involves a combination of 4+3
permanent members plus 15 non-permanent
members. A combination of various proposals
already advanced in one form or the other, the
permanent members would now consist of the US,
Russia, China and one country from the European
Union. The next three would be a country each from
Africa, Asia and SouthAmerica. The number of non-
permanent member would be increased from l0 to
15 in view of the enlarged membership of the UN
(191 at present).

The Veto

It was agreed that the veto was a tool that was
frequently misused. Some were resigned to the fact
that the veto was perhaps, a necessary evil. There
are several possibilities to the reform of the veto
system in the IINSC.

One possibility was to abolish the veto
completely. The other option was to give veto powers
to more members of the UNSC, especially those from
the developing countries in which regional
representations could be considered.

Yet another option was to rotate the porver of
veto every trvo or three years among two or three

countries *ho wo,rld be elected from among the
members of the UNSC. Those who had thus enjoyed
the privilege would have to wait another ten years
or so before they could be considered again.

Another possibility was to formalize the already
extant informal limits on the use of the veto. None
of these proposals were very likely to be accepted
since the P-5 would obviously not like to give up
their privileges.

The Legitimate Use of Force

As the threat to security becomes more complex
the ground for legitimate international action has
grown more controversial. Under the UN Charter,
use of force is legal in self defense against armed
attack as well as when authorized. by the Security
Council under Chapter VI.

However, the Bush doctrine of preemptive strike
used against Iraq appears to be a reworking of the
idea of preventive strike which was earlier rejected
by the Security Council. Self-defense as commonly
understood requires a prior and actual border
crossing by troops, planes or missiles. Indeed, even
military intervention by NATO in Kosovo to stop
crimes against humanity has been challenged by
certain quarters as a violation of the UN Charter
although the majority endorsed the action as
legitimate.

The argument by the US and its allies that human
security in Iraq was threatened under Saddam
Hussein's regime has also been attacked on the
ground that such violations were ofa chronic nature
and did not at any point of time take so acute a form
to warrant the attack that occurred. The
recommendations of the International Commission
on Intervention and Sovereignty came up several
times in this context. The inconsistency of the
international community when it came to
humanitarian intervention was noted as also the
absence ofany consensus on the criteria to be applied
in such cases.

While the Commission had concluded that the
"responsibility to protect" existed for states whether
or not they equip the UN to act effectively to carry it
out, the dilemmas that were evident in the
Commission's report continued to be debated,
especially on the question of whether state
sovereignty still had primacy even when massive
human rights violations were taking place.

Similarly, the distinction between reprisal and
legitimate self-defense poses another problem. The
IIN Security Council has declared reprisal as illegal
not to be equated with right of self-defense which
presumes an attack that is underway. The ambiguity'
surrounding the legitimate ground on which force
can be used has to be clarified by international legal
and political institutions.
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The practice of the Secretary Gener'al
summoning Friends to discuss individual crisis to
provide feedback to the Secretariat and eventually
to the Council needs to be continued as u,ell as the
occasional informal consultations undertaken by the
Secretarial.

Other Recommendations

The ECOSOC and the specialized agencies have
to provide development support for peace and
securit-v, particularlv to those countries that have the
potential to become failed states. Forums outside the
UN such as the G-8 and the EU rvere increasingly,.
focusing on issues like terrorism and counter
proliferation initiatives rvhile paying very little
attention to this area of conflict prevention. The
ECOSOC also lacks powers of enforcement and this
issue needs to be addressed.

Any change in the role of the Trusteeship Council
to provide it a netv mandate to further post-conflict
peace building efforts would involve a modification
of the Charter. If a dedicated organ of the IIN rverc
required specifically for these tasks a nerv body
rvould have to be created.

The tvork ofthe various specialized agencies is
qa]'rng dividends. Ways have to be found of meshing
their activities more effectively with that of the IIN
as a rvhole.

Regional organizations. rvhich in recent years
har.e proved their potential, rnay be encouraged to
take actir.e interest in crisis nlanagelnent. peaceful
solution of disputes and pror-iding earh. u,aming
about impending threats to peace.

Similarly., the idea of expanding the membership
ofthe IIN to sub-regional groupings ofnations could
be considered. It is perhaps time that the UN moved
beyond the principle of granting membership onlr,
to nation-states.

The possibility of expanding the financial base
of the UN by taxing multinational corporations
should also be considered. The caveat lies in the fact
that the UN rvould thus become susceptible to the
influence ofthese corporations as lvell.

The establishment and operation of International
Tribunals for Yugoslavia, Rtvanda, and the
International Criminal Court are moves in the right
direction. The process needs to be encouraged and
the reach and coverage of these bodies, rvidened.
These institutions ma-v scn/e to deter a potential
breach ofpeace.

R c ir ructuring the Secretariat

i ;.'- :1.1i ras to be more of a bridge
rr' ;. - .:.t-,: nations and the p-5. It is

lrltttrll r I - .:1.:"rlialin Of the SeCretariat be
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: : -:'.:.\:. reltrence *'as made to
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BIG MILITARYAND CIVILIAN INTEREST IN I.iNMAITNED AIRCRAFT
(CunisroeHen BowE)

The future has arrived in defence aerospace, as the

recent success of unmanned aerial vehicles used by US

forces in Afghanistan and Iraq signals that long-held

dreams of the broad use of unmanned aircraft are

coming true.

Militaries around the world are buying and

developing programmes to incorporate unmanned

aerial vehicles, commonly called UAVs, into their
arsenals.

Defence planners seek three primary missions from
these aircraft: medium and long-range extended

surveillance and reconnaissance; UAVs that can attack

with tactical strike abilities; and miniature planes used

by soldiers in the field for reconnaissance.

UAVs are also a key component in US, [JK, French

and other western military plans to modernise forces,

often called force transformation. The goal is a broad

and complex effort to use information technology to

network every person, vehicle, ship, and aircraft into a

real-time system. Included in this is the introduction of
new, lighter military hardware, such as UAVs,
particularly suited to link surveillance and intelligence
gathering to guide weapons and firepower.

The evolving abilities of UAVs are also capturing

attention in the civilian market, opening a potentially

new and lucrative market for makers include border

and customs surveillance for the Coast Guard and anti-
terrorism intelligence for Homeland Security or local
police authorities.

"UAVs are the flavour of the moment in aerospace,"

says Steve Zaloga, a defence analyst atTeal Group, an

industry consultancy.

Despite increasing efforts to procure UAVs in
European armies, Australia and elsewhere, the US leads

the way with its hear,y UAV research and acquisiuon

spending on UAVs. Moreover, UAVs' success in
observing, targeting and striking enemies in
Afghanistan and Iraq prompted the government to

authorise more money for the aircraft.

The US military's goal is for the UAVs to comprise

onethird ofthe operational deep strike aircraft fleet by
2010.

The broader deplol'ment of UAVs, comes after
military and intelligence agencies have experimented
with them for decades.

The US has used UAVs to monitor Soviet and

Chinese nuclear testing. after the Soviet Union shot

down a U-2 spy plane in 1960. Thel'rvere also used in
the Vietnam War.

They have shorvn more offensive capabilities
recently, with the US arming its Predator B in a combat

role firing Hellfire missiles.

The US UAV programme tries to cover the varied
missions and needs between the Army, Air Force, Naly
and Marines.

The Air Force is buying Predators, a propeller-
driven UAV used with both missiles and reconnaissance

sensors. It also is buying Global Hawks, Northrop's
jet-powered long range surveillance and reconnaissance

aircraft.

The Nar,y is testing Global Hawks, and also joined

rvith the US Army to develop the tactical unmanned
helicopter Fire Scout, by Northrop Grumman. Fire
Scout was chosen as one of the UAVs to be used in the
Army's complex, but controversial, Future Combat
System (FCS)

The Army is also using the Shadow 200, as a
tactical UAV that can see a target first, and destroy it
quickly.

US defence contractors are also working to develop

a futuristic unmanned combat strike air-craft. Such a
craft worlld not fly around looking for targets, but would
fly sorties to attack an objective.

The Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles for the Narry

andAir Force include X-45 by Boeing, and Northrop's
X-47 Pegasus. In addition, the US want to explore micro
UAV technology for use by individual soldiers in the

field - such as backpacksized drones.

The Marines operate the 4.5-pound Dragon Eye,

and the Army is building Ravens, a handJaunched,
winged plane.

By Courtesy of Financial Times July 19't' 2001.



THE STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCB OF 'OTOTAL DEFENCE":'
T FRAMEWORK FOR NATIONAL SECURITY TRANSFORMATION

IN SRI LANKA
(8. SeNreva Cor-oNNr)

Defence & Security Analyst, former Visiting Lecturer, National Security - KDA
This Paper is based on a presentation made to ARFRO in March 2005

To win without fighting is best... the supreme excellence is not to win a hundred victories in a
lrundred battles but to subdue the enemy even without having to fight him. The superior
militaristfoils the enemyb plots, next best is to ruin their alliances, next...is to attack thetr
armed forces, worst is to besiege enemy cities.

- Sun Tzu (the dictum finds expression in Singapore's policy of deterrence and diplomacy)t

Introduction

Sri Lanka's catastrophic politico-security experience no doubt prov,ides sfficient justification to
explore new integrated approaches to national security (doctrine, strategy and institutional
apparatus). It is in this context that the Government and professional Security Analysts should
re-evaluate Sri Lanka's past experience while learningfrom the experience ofothers. This paper is
a contribution to that cause. It attempts to subject Singaporeb Total Defence (lD) strategt to a
degree of overall analysis by drawing attention to both its national security and regime security
dimensions. It expresses some concern over the possibility ofTD being unscrupulously exploited by
rniscreants for naruow politico-social gains, and therefore advises a reasonable amount of caution
in both its study and application. However, the emphasis here is on the enduring strategic sigmficance
o,fTD as a proactive and composite approach to national security. The paper broadly advocates TD
as an 'alternative securityframework'withinwhich to ensure Sri Lankab national security in the
htenty-first century.

Figure: 01

The five arrows in the logo represent the five
aspects of Total Defence:
Psychological, Social, Economic, Civit and
Military Defence.
The arrows point in the same upward direction.
This signifies concerted effort towards a common
objective: safeguarding the progress and future
of Singapore.

The logo's outline is significant for two reasons: It is, firstly, the outline of a
hand, symbolising action and representing unity and completeness. Total
Defence is deficient if any of the five "fingers" is missing. Secondly, the logo is
in the shape ofa house, and symbolises Singapore as our homeland.
With Total Defence, the security of our homeland is therefore safeguarded.
The crescent and five stars are elements from the National Flag. They represent
nationhood.
Total Defence brings Singaporeans tofether as one people.
Taken as a whole, the logo symbolises all Singaporeans doing what they can in
Total Defence to ensure peace and securif for the future.
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Source: Total Defence Information, http://rvw'w-.totaldefence.org.sg/totaldefence/oven ierv.htnrl
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TD is a comprehensive strategy 'in action' with

several key explicit features:

1. It is at the heart of Singapore's nation building

or national integration Process.

2. A well-orchestrated expression of national

defence i.e. participatory defence for the

preservation of unity, sovereignty and

territorial integriq/.

3. An integrated strategy, aimed at deterring

external aggression and preventing internal

discord.

After nearly six decades of independence, Sri

Lankan attempts at nation-building continue to be based

on exclusivist ideological constructions (as opposed to

inclusive ideologies), which include exaggerated

nationalism, mystified historicism ("Duttagamini

Nationalism"'), petty religiosiry devious expressions

of ethno-nationalism and ethno-racial superiority' The

reconciliation of this socio-political imbroglio through

a new and all-embracing ideology should be given

precedence. Mani Shankar Aiyar (Minister for
Petroleum, Government of India) briefly compares the

socio-political ideologies of neighbouring India with

that of Sri Lanka, observing that:

"secularism and our nationhood are inseparable'

Secularism is the bedrock ofour nationhood' It is the

sine quanon ofour existence. Asecular India alone is

an India that can survive. And perhaps, an India that

is not secular does not deserve to survive'"3

"An Indian has only to look across the Palk Straits

and Adam's Bridge to understand what happens to a

multi-religious nation if it loses its secularism to mean-

minde d maj oritari ani sm - "a

In sharp contrast to that of Sri Lanka, Singapore's

policies in terms of nation-building and national

security continue to derive from the astute political

'Realism' and professionalism of its national leadership'

The economic prosperity of Singapore and her

exceptional security track-record result from its
leadership's steadfast commitment to pragmatic social,

economic, foreign and defence policies based on

Realpolitik and Raison d'Etat, not mere idealism and

political theatrics. Built on a stable political foundation

(irrespective of horv one might quixotically perceive

right or wrong) Singapore's national security in general

urd *ltitury strategy in particular will be incomplete

unless all aspects of TD remain suffrciently actionable'

Sri Lanka cannot benefit from TD or new concepts

and approaches to security unless a process of'national

securit-v transformation' is set in motion - involving

professional research and analysis, professional

iormulation of defence and security policy, and the

s1'stematic assessment and application of doctrine and

strategy. In the absence oi srrch a systematic and

comprehensive approach, the mere borro'lving and

application of policies, doctrine or operational concepts

are bound to fail in the unforgrl'ing hands of ad hocisnt,

incompetence and rnismanagement, synonymous with

governance and administration in Sri Lanka lt must

be emphasised r.vith reference to TD strategy that

national securitl'' is a complex task, which demands a

comprehensive multi-pronged approach i.e. especially

core strategic poliq' formulation (economic, domestic,

foreign and defence) and their co-ordinated
implementation. This cannot be achieved and

qualitatively sustained given the total absence of
professional strategic thinking within the politico-

bureaucratic establishment in Sri Lanka The

aforementioned predicament demands consensus over

five fundamental objectives prior to examining the

feasibility of TD strategy for Sri Lanka's national

securit_v:

1. Resolving internal anarchy by engaging in
nation-building through instruments of
national integration, i.e. secular national
ideology, political consensus, national
education and participatory defence buttressed

by satisfactory socio'economic development'

2. Acquiring the capability to ponder the

improbable, to engage in futuristic thinking and

continuous assessment, followed by strategic

poliq formulation for comprehensive defence

preparedness.

3. Reforming the bureaucratic, military and

security apparatus in order to ensure the

qualitative sustainability of strategic policy and

their implementation vis-d-vis national
securitY.

4. Maintaining National Security through a twin
process of 'deterrence and diplomacy''

5. Highly intelligent and selective application of
force (not brute force) to achieve victory
swiftly i.e. EffectBasedOperations @BO) and

manoeuvre in the context of the doctrine of
pre-emption.

TD cannot materialise unless the above are

considered fundamental political objectives that must

be translated into long-term policy and implemented

according to a strategic plan' Politico-bureaucratic will
and unbiased compliance on the part of the military to

both reform and modernise are unremitting
preconditions for success. Using Singapore's TD

strategy as a model, the paper concludes that Sri Lanka,

as a small state under the shadow of a mighS' neighbour,

must commit itself to a national security transformation

process in order to avoid strategic obsolescence' Its

iationale is to effrciently manage the country's complex

interual securiq' affairs while proactivei-v securing its



:llronal interests in a changing regional and
1 t 3rrlational strategic environment.

f be Fundamental Assumptions and Theoretical
irameu ork

Several key fundamental assumptions are critical
. :re intellectual coherence of this paper. The State is

::rarded as the basic 'referent object' of security as
,,:ll as the main 'securitising agent', rvith a monopoly

:", :r administration. the use of force and the rule of
. r. this despite the challenge to its integrity by an
:,::rnal but externally networked 'non-state actor,or
;l-:te-aspirant' i.e. the LTTE in the case of Sri Lanka.

i-:e security of the individual is placed within the
::ineu'ork of the state. The following working
:ellnitions are applied for the purpose of this study:

\ational Security:

The protection and promotion of national interests
.i.;luding the preservation of core values, unity,
":'. ereignty and territorial integrity from perceived
-:ternal threats, exlernal threats and externally fostered
.:ternal threats, which are both overt and covert in
:Jnlre.

\ ational Security Transformation:

It is a proactive process (not reactionary) of making
:. ;omprehensive assessment of the instruments
.',:rlable to the state (both civil and military) for
:r-suring security and stabilif. It is an innovative
::-'cess of adjusting doctrine; devising nerv concepts,

,lus operandl, institutional and organisational
:,echanisms rvhile re-evaluating old doctrine, concepts
:rd strategies.

Transformation seeks ne\.v approaches and
r:.utions to old problems as well as devices to deal
,' ::h new'non-traditional' threats_emerging from

: hnges in the strategic environment, r,vhich is in a state
:: llux. It aims to harness advanced technology and
*...e'Effects Based' approaches. Transformation makes
:,rre effective and innovative poliry options available
:: the Government.

Smuritisation:

Inquires into how and rvhy an issue is identified
.::d labelled by governments, political parties, NGOs,
:'.:dia and other groups, as an existential threat. It is
rncut group identities and their threat perceotions.s

:ingapore: National Security and Threat Perception

"Stability does not come naturally to Singapore.
: are particularly vulnerable. If our balance of

::-:t/tN and stabilie is shattered, it is doubful if we,
,:tr o\rn can ever put Singapore together again. "

Singapore is more than a ,"*arkabl. economic
success story and a popular shopping destination. This
miniscule 'city state' is perhaps the most densely
defended piece of real-estate in the world. As a small
country devoid of natural resources (except for its
highly skilled rvorkforce) Singapore harbours no
illusions concerning its survival as a vrable state, which
obviously depends on economic success. Economic
development and national prosperity are only
achievable and sustainable in a secure and stable
environment conducive for trade and commerce.
According to Dr. Tony Tan, Singapore's Deputy prime
Minisl"er:

"Security is the basic foundation on which we
sustain our nationhood and build Singaporeb future.
Wthout security, there can be no economic development
or political stability. There will be no foreign
investments, for who would put money in an insecure
small country? And most critically of ail, y,ithout
security, Singaporeans will have no confidence in our
future. Simply put, without a strong SAF (Singapore
Armed Forces), there is no Singapore."T

Paradoxicatly, the same demographic and
geographical factors that contribute to Singapore's
success (its strategic location in maritime Southeast
Asia - helping it thrive as a trading hub and entrepilt)
also make it inherently vulnerable. Not only is
Singapore miniscule in size, but contains u,ithin its
borders a multi-ethnic. multi-religious and multi-
linguistic society (see Figure: 02) rvith a majoritl
Chinese population. geographicallr. sandu.iched
behveen hvo giant neighbours - Malar.sia (population:
23.522-182'. Malav and other indigenous 5go%. Chinese
21o/o. lndiar' 8%o, others l0%) and Indonesia
(population: 238 -452,9 52. Jar-anese -l5o%. Sundaaese
14%, Madurese '7.5%o, coastal Malal.s '7 .5oh. others
26%o;home to the world's largest Muslim population).8
Singapore's Malay population share a common
language (Malay) and religion (Islam) with millions of
Malays across the narrow causeway in Malaysia.
Divided loyalty by Singapore's Malay population or
the hardening of cultural, ethno-racial and politico-
religious sentiments above that of patriotism and
devotion to the Singaporean state (lacking a historically
evolved national identity) is a possible scenario that
cannot be ruled out. Such r,ulnerabilities are likely to
be exploited by neighbouring states as well as ethno-
nationalist and politico-religious (irredentist and
separatist) non-state actors through subversion and
terrorism in the event ofdeteriorating foreign relations
or economic downhrn. There is a likelihood of its giant
neighbours interfering in Singapore,s domestic and
foreign affairs, thereby reducing it to a mere
dependency. These 'threat perceptions' are further
reinforced b-v Singapore's dependence on Malal,sia for
the bulk of its rvater supplies, and on Indonesia for
natural gas to generate electricity. All its fuel and mcsrLee Kuan Yety6



Republic of SingaPore

Source: The World Fact Book, CIA <

Figure: 02

i819: Founded as a British Trading Colony

lg42-lg 45. JaPanese OccuPation

1959: Internal Self Government

1963: Joined the Malayan Federation

f OO!, fna.p"ndent Republic (separation from Malaya)

Total Land Area.692.7 Sq km

Coastline: 193 km

Territorial Sea: 3 Nm

Natural Resources: Fish and deepwater Ports

Population: 4,353,893 (July 2004 est )

ftini" C.oupr: Chinese 'lOlN,Malay 14%' Indian 7 97o' others

1.4%
R"tigionr, Buddhist (Chinese), Muslim (Malays)' Christian'

Hindu, Sikh, Taoist, Confucian

;;;;;;;.', Chinese (offrcial), Malav (official and nationai)'

Tamil (offrcial), English (offrcial)

GDP Purchasing power pari\'- US$109 4 billion (2003 est )
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of its food are imported Singapore's territorial rvaters

ir. .oiro.rttOed by the terriiorial \laters of Malaysia

unO frAo".tia, dlpriving it of direct acc-ess to high

;.; o, rvhich if Aepenos for 85% of its trade'

Therefore, the securit-Y of its 'Sea Lanes of

Co**unr.u,ion' (SLOC), are critical for Singapore's

survivat as well as its role as at entrep1l (its port has

1.." ,i. world's busiest since 1986)' Despite these

.ir-ri.rU"t, Singapore has managed to attain a regional

;;;;;,*tbrleffectivelvprotecting.andtt"l"'iq
its ,utlorrat inierests (both in political and economlc

terms). In doing so, Singapore has "consistently

demonstrated unrvillingness to compromrse on any

issues rvhere it has asseised its sovereign prerogative

or economic interests to be at stake'"e

As early as 1965, following S.ingapore's

,.pu*iott from the Federation of Malaysia' Lee Kuan

Yerv declared:

"We are here in Southeast Asia for better or for
worse and we are here to stay' and our pol-icies are

aesignea n ensure thatwe stay peacefully in Southeast
-ir,i 

,n accord and amiQt with our neighbours' but with

a right to decide how we order our lives in our olrn

house... any act, any progranlme' and decision which

tuill help to secure a more enduringfuture for ourselves

,'"a "i, 
progeny in this region must be pursued

vhatever the sacrifice "Io

The aforementioned un\\'avering resolution to

achieve and maintain total internal and external self-

determination \l'as s)''stematically realised in both rvords

unJ a..At based on three fundamental principles:

As a small state, Singapore has 'no illusions'

aboutits neighbouts, the state ofthe region or

the rvorld.

Singapore must ahvays maintain a credible and

a.,J.** military defence as the fundamental

underpinning for an effective foreign policy'

Promoting good relations 'lvith immediate

neighbouri in all spheres and commitment to

,.glo.ut co-operation through the Association

ofioutheast Asian Nations (ASEAN)'tl

Regional co-operation, good-witl and diplomatic

nicetie's ur. *ort beneficial but also carry their

limitations if not hegemonic designs by larger

neighbours. Therefore, Singapore's threat.perceptron

witt regard to its giant neighbours (especially Malaysia

and Inionesia) continues to remain in tact During the

late 1960s and earl-v 1970s Singapore concentrated on

developing a range of 'countervailing external

retationships' (rvith extra-regional porvers' the United

States being prominent among them) 
*to balance its

obvious continuing economic dependence on' and

political and strategic vulnerability rvithin' its

immediate region."12

Singapore's uneasy relations lvithMalaysia and In-

donesia stiergthened its political leadership's distrust

of regional seiuriry* arrangements based.on the. exclu-

sion it ertra-regional po'lvers lts national securit'v doc-

trine rvas thus made to rest on the tw'in pillars of '

Deterrence and Diplomary'' This is main\ a result of

the essentially uncompromising'Realist' iflot.staunch
iMachiavellian' rvorldview of its political leadership -

;;r"[y that of Lee Kuan Yerv and his 'Old Guard'

1.

)

3.



I

regrme during the formative years following independ-
ence. Despite greater regional co-operation and im-
proved relations with its neighbours, there is no evi-
dence of Singapore letting down its guard in the fore-
seeable future. 'Diplomacy and Deterrence' continues
to be the main pillars of its national security policy,
based on a threat perception shaped by a combination
of historical experiences and contemporary geo-politi
JaV geo-strategic realities :

l. Japanese occupation (1942-45)z

It is considered the worst and most humiliating
nilitary defeat in the history of the British Empire. It
r.ghlighted the geo-strategic r,ulnerability of 'Fortress

Singapore' resulting from a combination offactors i.e.

.ack of geographical strategic depth, over-confidence
:: the defenders, operational and tactical skill of the

-rem\; and dependence on Malayan water supplies (the

water reservoirs in Johore, Malaya fell into Japanese

hands following a defensive withdrawal by British
forces across the causeway into Singapore).

2. Communist threat:

The communist insurgenry in Malaya ( 1948- 1960)
inspired by the Chinese Revolution and led by the
Malayan Communist Parly (MCP) was successfully
brought to an end by an equally protracted
counterinsurgency campaign. However, communist
political agitation and subversion continued in
Singapore until 1965-67.

3. Communal violence:

Race riots betrveen the ethnic Chinese and Malal's
spreading across borders from Malal'sia to Singapore
in the event of a deteriorating politico-economic
sihration as witnessed in 1964 and 1969.

Singapore: Three Rings of National Security
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Singapore has a multi-layered, multi-dimensional national security strategy for dealing with terrorist threats. It is
organised along the three rings ofPrevention, Protection and Response.

Prevention: Intelligence is a key component ofthe prevention strategy and our intelligence agencies work closely
rvith regional counterparts to monitor and disrupt existing terrorist threats as well as identify and pre-empt emerging
terrorist threats. The other key component is border-control and security measures, in particular our ability to detect

contraband explosives and radiological devices at the various entry and exit points, have been enhanced.

Protection: Security measures for our critical infrastructure, for example our transportation, water and energy
network, and key installations have been strengthened. We have added more stringent controls to regulate the
import and movement ofhazardous materials. Cyber security has been enhanced. In this respect, our national security
agencies are developing a comprehensive IT security system to protect our cyber, telecommunications and financial
sectors. We have also given focus to the area of psychological resilience, as Singaporeans, *'hile being alert and

vigilant, must continue to remain united and calm in the face of the terrorist threat.

Response: Singapore is building up core capabilities in chemical and biological defence. Our public health authorities
and emergency responders are the principal line of defence against this threat. We are strengthening our crisis and

consequence management capabilities. Our aim is to contain the effects ofany terrorist atlack and ensure a quick
recovery.

Source: MINDEF, Singapore, <http://tryrw mindei go



4, Konfrontasi (confrontation' 1963-66) :

Indonesia attempted to assert its hegemony by

oro;ri;il. *.'gt' of tht existing British territories

;iH"r;;;;' iuu'ut', Sararvak and northern Borneo'

i" i"tiloo"ravsia. The Indonesian.sqgnsold Low

il;;q' a;rrf iict (LI c)' rvhic h incl u de d 
l1-r-,o1sm 

and

,.it 
"ii.u",rge 

on Sinuaoore/Malayan terrltory' was

;;d;;;i,h tfie ala oisiitish rorces Conrrontation

"ra?J*iir. 
Sukarno being deposed by Suharto'

5. Merger and Separation from Malaysia:

The Malayan Federation was granted

iro.i.nO.n.e b): the British in 1957' but Singapore

remainedaBritistrcolony(rvithinternalself
;;;;;* in 1e5e)' In the earlv 1e60s Lee and his

PAP colleagues harboured long-term "*li1t'11"-ll:)^
;;;il; tole in rvider Malavsian politics' argumg

that Singapore \\as economically' politically and

tt*.gitrify unviable as an independent state' and

therefore needed to merge rvith Malaya The 1963

;;;;il"lonised ii'iupott an{ 
.eave 

it special

,irti, *itfri, the Federation of Malaya (the latter

cJiroffirrg its foreign' defence and internal securitl

affairs) rvith Lee as Prime Minister of Singapore'

However, a combination of economic and political

factors (especially political differences betueen the

ambitious Lee and Malaysian Prime Minister Tunku

eiori n"rr*an) led to iingapore's separation from

nl"i"r'tir, and teing constituted as an independent

RePublic in 1965'

7. Hydropolilik (water politics with Malaysia' 1965-

to date):

D espite the rvater supph agree m:nt Yd:, |ehveen
Malaysia and Singapor. 

"bon 
s-eparation ]u1\teuaut

nufr*un (he therrMalaysian Prime Ministe0 had

inal.ut.a L the British Hilir Comrnissioner at the time

,rrui:iit*o.pendent) Singapore's foreign policy r'vas

pr.lratii^r to Matal'sia's* interest' they (Malaysia)

ioufO always bring pressure to b^:u: o" ll-"1
iii"g"p*.)ty tirreatening to turn og^tl" water ln

Johore."r3 This perJeption of Sing.apore's

vulnerability has cast a Oaif cloud over bilateral

relations with Malaysia Malavsian leaders and other

,ron-r,ur. political actors have included the water issue

l"i" irr.ri political rhetoric in the face of other

a"rn*,*g interests betrveen the tno nations (the most

recent drumbeating was in 2002-2003)' indicating that

watercanbeusedasapou'erfulbargaining-chip.Itis
in. uro..-.ntioned thieat perception that immensely

contributed to Singapore tuilding a robust defence

""Ji"i.ig" 
poticy'lrris logic dictates that Malavsian

action to cut water supply to Singapore would be casas

iel'lli for rvar. Lee Kuan Yew revealed:

"He lMahathir) was direct and asked what we

oru b'uild'ing the SAF for' I replied equally directly

that tt,e feared that at some tinie or other there could

brorondonractofntadnesslikecuttingoffourwater-rupptin, 
tt'hich tLey (he Malaysians) had p.ublicly

"ti'r[otrnnd 
whenever there vere differences betlreen

us.. In the (the Separation) agreentent' the Malaysian

oovernment had guarantnuiou' water supply' If this

";;;;;;:;',';,;,,f,,o'ta go tu the uti securitv councit

If water shortage becqme urgent' in an emergency'

we u'ould have to go in' forciily ilneed be' t,o repair

;;;;;; pipes aid machinerv to resto-re the water

flotu. I was putttng my cards in the table' He denied

that such precipitate action would happen' I said I
"tiinu"a 

tttat nL would not do this' but we had to be

p,repare d for all contingencies' " 1 a

Although long-term efforts are under way to

lessen its dependence on Malaysia for water.(through

*"*.tp*J*e solution e g desalination andbuilding

reservoirs etc.), SingaporJu'ill continue to maintain

;;i;t"p.tuiiot'uti"uointss of its military to support

iit ;t;.; based on the doctrine of pre-emption as

an extreme measure' This doctrine of deterrence is a

clearindicatorthatattemptingtornterferein
Singapore's vital interests i'e' water and SLOC' could

court a thunderclap military response-in the form of

an 'offensive knockoot punctr-' in the first round

i.rp..i"ffy due to Si'gupot"'t lack.of qeo8raphical

l t":"u. ,i"pth to absorL a first strike; making the cost

of such hostile action much greater for tire.enemy than

uhat it expects to possiUty-gain both politically and

economicallY.t5

6" British withdrarval:

Singapore's external defence as 'lvell as a large

portion oflts econom)'rlas dependent on the presence

of British forces on rts terriiory' It uas the British

administration that successfully countered the

il;"*; a"mmunist insurgenc-v and ensured the

colony's smooth transitiori to independence and

ffi;;";t 1957' Singapore and Malava depended

;;;;;";itv umbreila provided bv the Anglo-

i;;"dt.fence Agreement (AMpo'.'?t'] llt]t
io.ur ior""t supplementing British trooqs i1ttt1 reglon'

itrit "tr^g.*.,,t 
ptuyti a crucial role in repulsing

I;rf;;;;, rne pirasea withdrarval of British forces

i.* it. region by 1g71 was announced(as part of

iiri,rlr;t poii.v oi disengagemelt :utt.:l the Suez'

i"ii"*r"g decolonisation) and the .'Five 
Power

^J.f.".. 
egreement' (FPDA) rvas 

-c11cl1|ed 
in 1971

,'r-^"-^p"irirl substiiute to AMDA The FPDA

iiirgupot., Malaysia' UK' Australia and Nerv

;;;;ii"; multiiateral defence agreement' and a

consultative mechanism (that lacks military teeth)' to

discourage a resurgence of Konfrontasi attd communist

threats. Singapore f'otttOti to substrtute Britisir

;iil; r"tl.i bv building the^sAF as a credible

;;;;;, principail-v based' on self-reliance in defence'

.l



Political Stabitity and Bureaucratic Excellence:
Prerequisites for effective National Security

Continuation of national policy and the efflrciencv
of government machinery 

"urrroi 
be vierved soleli

through the lens of autocracy i.e. pAp regime,s
(People's Action party) firm grip on political po\yer.
What Singapore's authoritarian regime tras in common
rvith many developed Western Democracy, is a firm
commitment to the establishment and ienerval of
administrative and managerial excellence. Singapore,s
Civil Services and the Armed Forces are incorruptible.
They are imbued with institutional excellence in terms
of management, modernisation and the delivery of
services. Its free-market economy has not been
plagued by politically patronised corrupt .crony
capitalists'. Singapore is no doubt a micromanaged
administrative state par excellence, rvith the rule of
law at its apex (although rvith a guardian bureaucratic
complex), but certainly not a freely expressive,
creative and vibrant polity.

Those who idolise the Singaporean model ofpolitical continuation through oigarchy, tend to
olerlook how such a political arrangement is
rulnerable to the rvorst possible abuse. It rled not be
the sine quq non of administrative excellence and
ec,onomic development in a real democracy of the
\\'estminster model, under r.vhich efforts are Lade topursue good governance that precedes political
,-onflict i.e. rvhen institutions are integral, ivhen the
rule of larv is supreme: rvhen the bureauiracy pror..ides
,-ontinmtion: rvhen the public services and ttie mititan..re apolitical: rvhen rascals are kept out of
:dministration through proper recruitment: *,hen men
:f stature. abiliq, and integriry are given their due
;lace: when the media and civil society consists of't ell-educated, modern and progressivselements as
::posed to archaic and destructive forces.

Checks and balances, in a multiparty
:.rrliamentary democracy (of the Westminster
::dition) seek to 'prevent a potential Caesar from

-lsrn,9 and acquiring what does not belong to Caesar,.
:. sharp contrast the social-contrait between

!: r:gapore's benevolent dictatorship and the governed
:::.,es that at least in Singapore .Caesar,s wife is
r :': 

" 
e suspicion'. A politically audacious creature that

:!lrreS to operate outside the boundaries ofthe pAp
.l have his character assassinated and skilfully

-:,lued into obedience ifnot detained on charges of
-:,, e rsion. Constructive criticism is institutionalised

,: : ir e l1 managed (this includes trade unions). No one-:ir-. ro face ruin by embarking on political
" :. -:trures. The best and the brightest are groomed to
.:: -:lti political rank through the dominant pAp.

::- :c. Bureaucrats. professionals, academics, soldiers
. - : :.r rporate executives har.e all made their rval. into
; . '::.: But. it is only the charisnmtic founding father

" . ::.rld boast ''if I had continued as a larwer. for

,

instance, and if some idiot was in charge of Singapore,
then all lawyers rvould be broke an1,w.iy..;u Sirgrpor"
rvas fortunate to have had a modern and progressive_
minded gang of Machiavellians at its helm, with Lee
as oligarch extraordinaire! Horveveq for nations at_
large, inr.esting in Machiavellis and Caesars may
prove too riskr.. Corruption. r,iolation of basic human
rights and even political brinkmanship (disastrous
foreign and economic policies) in .o_Ulnrtion or
singularly are some of the rvorst dangers associated
rvith this model.

Singapore has achieved outstanding economic
success under its pragmatic and technocratic
leadership. A majoriq, of its citizens have adequately
benefited from its economic prosperity. Material
fulfilment and economic aevjopment'have taken
precedence over freedom of exiression. political
freedom and all that goes rvith it have been sacnficed
on the altar of material prosperity, good gor.,ernance
and bureaucratic excellerr".. proUiUty ti. g."rt"rt
expression ofinditidual freedom in Singapore is the
opportuniq, to reach the pinnacle of,rciess through
stiff competition. Its rapid sustaineO grortfr 1S.ZZbetrveen 1990 and 1996) results fronit igfrer_l,alue
added, highly technological. capital and k"norvledge_
intensive activities, bringing Singapore Asia,s highest,
and the rvorld's fourth highest pei capita GDp by 1997(this is after Srvitzerland, fapan and Norrva\,
respectively). This nexus betrveen Singapore.s
political authoritarianism and econontic prolperitl. is
erplained through the Machiar.ellian iens br. one
a nalr st :

"Singapore is a country v.here hunnn rights have
conrc to be seen as nonessential in the ,rcf, brtards
national econonic exc-ellence. Ricting on the v,ave oJ.
modernity and capitalism, the goveinntent provides
i.ts citizens with wefare at the cost of chaining their
lives and minds. The opposition has been reduced to
dust by political imprisonment, structural control of
the election process, and governmental defamotion
lawsuits that turn any utterance against the authorities
into an act of political suiiide. Subduing the
populatio-n to a comfortable ltfe of self_censorship,
Lee and his aides can be seen-as i"roit disciples of
the Florenline. "t-

After forty years ofindependence, Singapore still
considers itself an emerging nation, with a"continuous
emphasis on inculcating in its citizenry a Singaporean
identity national values and respect for autirJrity lttreideological construct of .Asian 

Values,) through a
carefully designed national education system. state
propaganda and even compulsory national ,".r,i.. io.
[he male population (althouglt national sen.rce is
necessary to maintain an operationally ready SAI. it
also carries a nation-building complnenti Untike
Israel, Singapore is not a country that lives dailr on
the brink. Hor.vever, the moulding of a siege rr.,rrA*l



is a constant phenomenon. Nationalistic sentiments

have been carefully inculcated and developed in its
citizenry, but never allowed to spin out of control.

According to one of Lee Kuan Yew's kinsmen, the

Dutch economic advisor Dr. Albert Winsemius (the

architect of Singapore's economic success) advised

the government of Singapore in its formative years,

ofthree preconditions for success -
"1. Get rid of the communists 2. Get rid of the

inefficient bureaucrats 3. Do not remove the statue

of Sir Stanford Raffles (Singapore's first British
Governor) from its site or radically alter Singapore's

colonial heritage, for that would ruin investor

confidence. Singapore must demonstrate to the rvorld

that it is a stable country always open for business'"18

Therefore, nationalism too is regulated and

formulated within a framework of administrative

excellence and economic progress, while taking
stringent measures to prevent any forces from
hijacking the progressive national agenda set by the

government. The need for Singaporeans to unite as

a nation and face common challenges is emphasised

and re-emphasised through national education and

public awareness programmes. Its citizenry is made

to realise the geo-political volatilit-v of the region.

and how it could adversely affect the lives of all
Singaporeans unless they resolve to rorv the boat in
unison. In the absence of a Spartan lifesr.v"le, a Spartan

mentality is moulded and perpetuated by the state.

Singapore's geo-political history is best summed up

by Lee Kuan Yew:

"You know, when we sang Maiulah Singapura

(Singapore 's anthem), what thoughts were going through

my mind? In my short lfe' I have sung four national

anthems--. 'God Save the King'...The Kimigayo (during

Japanese occupation)...back again to 'God Save the

Queen'...Negara Ku (Malaysian)...Then we sing

Majutah Singapura. Are you sure. that this is the only

anthem you will sing? Ask yourself that. "1 e

Although an iconic figur. *t o dominated the PAP

both intellectually and politically, there is no l'ulgar
personalitv cult built around Lee Kuan Yew, unlike in
most authoritarian regimes as well as some 'Third
World Democracies.' However, Singapore"s national

character is probably a reflection of his own. One

observes that "in many ways Lee is the island,
embodying in his character all the insecurity,
r,ulnerability, emotional detachment, arrogance and

restless energy that also characterise Singapore'"20 It is

in this political Reaiist context (worldview and threat

perception) that Singapore's TD strategy could be best

understood, because an ambitious defence and foreign
poliry is a mere non-entitv in a gullible political system

(not necessarily a dictatorship) devoid of charismatic

and progressive-minded leadership, supreme self-

confidence and the moulding of a strong national

character.

Total Defence in Action: The National Security
Dimension

'Total Defence Strategy' (Psychological, Social,

Economic, Civil and Military Defence) has been

designed to pror,ide security against military aggression

or other hostile acts against Singapore' It is a

comprehensive approach unmatched by any othet state

except Srveden and Switzerland. This "involves the

rvartime mobilisation of human and other resources on

a scale probabll' matched only in israel, the European

neutral states and the remaining Asian communist
states."2r TD is first and foremost an integrated deterrent

against aggression. The Government of Singapore

stresses the continuing relevance ofTD as well as the

need to strengthen it in the face of nerv challenges to

security:

"Since the terrorist attacla of September I l, 2001,

Total Defence has provided a usefulframework to help

Singaporeans understand how they can work together

to deal with the threat of terrorism, and to overcome

Figure: 04

Functional Aspects of TD at National and Individual Levels

Psychological Defence Military Defence Civil Defence Social Defence Economic Defence

1. Loyalty l. National Service 1. CPR l. Harmony l. Lifelong Learing

2. Unity 2. National SecuritY 2. First Aid 2. Help the Needy 2. Skills upgrading

3. National Anthem 3. Stlpport 1. Water Rationing 3. Respect 3. Stability

4. National Pledge 4. Respect 4. Fire Drill 4. Volunteer 4. Creativity

5. Commitment 5. Singapore 5 Blood Donation 5. Equality 5. Prosperity

6. Armed Forces

Source: Ttotal Defence Resources,

http://r,vlvw.nexus. gov. sg,NErh resources defenceAndSecuritv'asp#2



-Irhe security, economic and sociol challengesfaced by
rhe nation. Introduced in 19g4, the coniepi of Total

lefenc.e was adapted from the expeiiences of
Svitzerland and Sweden. t, '

_ "First as a young nation with a small population,
Stngaylre cannot afford to maintain h)gi regutar
antedforces, Therefore, the need arose to inltobe every
S,ngapgrey to multipty Singaporeb defence capability.
k.cond, the nature of modein warfare has ihange-d.
'lbrs are no longer limited to the iattlefietd. Insiad,
rctential aggressors can strike in less obvious non-
wlitarywayl"

. "Total Defence is not just a defence strateg)/ or
pian that is rolled out only during times of war Tbtal
)efence provides the framework r a coiprehensive
and integrated response to deal with all kinds ofcross_
soectrum threats and challenges. l4/hether it is a
securily threat such as global terrorism, or a national
crtsis like SARS, Totat Defence brings together alltelevant government agencies, prirol" sector
oryanisations and all Singaporeans in a total effort to
ieal with threats and challenges. ":t

Perceived threats are identified and integrated into
the TD programme through threat assessmlnts. Total
Defence education and awareness from .cradle 

to the
grave' is imparted through the National Education SIE)
programme. 'NEXUS, is the key government agency
responsible for carrying out this task. According to it,
NE aims to 'develop a strong sense of nationhood
among Singaporeans.' NEXUS is more specifically
concerned with:

F Providing strategic planning, direction and
coordination of the National Education
initiatives undertaken by various ministries and
agencies. Ensure a holistic National Education
effort where National Education programmes are
streamlined and integrated.

) NE is incorporated in to the curricula of Schools
and Colleges

) Courses and seminars for personnel in MINDEF
and the SAF as well as students and teachers to
strengthen commitment to the defence of
Singapore, instil confidence in the SAF,s
capabilities and inculcate a better understanding
of the security, economic and social challenges
facing Singapore.

) Seminars for civil servants on a monthly basis
to dcvelop a sense of identity, pride and self-
respect as Singaporeans and develop confidence
in Singapore's future, to strengthen the sense of
rootedness and emotional attachment to the .
nation, to understand the constraints and
wlnerabilities of Singapore so as to develop the

instincts for national survival and to understand
the principles that the government upholds in
the formulation of policies.

) Residents and grassroots members are exposed
to National Education via community events
pegged to 'Racial Harmony Day,and .Total
Defence Day.,zt

(1) Psychological Defence:

_ Singapore's population is composed of descendants
of 

.recent immigrants as well ai newly naturalised
citizens and permanent residents, wtro may lack the
'moral fibre to resist external aggression.,iherefore,
the Psychological Defence 

"ornpo-r.rt 
uims to develop

"the collective will of the Singaporeans to stand up for
their rights, to protect what is iheirs and to be left in
peace to progress and prosper in their own way.,, It
further aims to bolster their Jcommitment 

to the nation
and their confidence in its defence and future.,,
Psychological Defence is routinely operationalised
through the NE programme, which conveys five
messages:

O 'Singapore is our homeland. This is where rve
belong.'

(ii) 'Singapore is worth defending. We want to keep
our heritage and our way of life.,

(iii) 'Singapore can be defended. United, determined
and well-prepared tve shall fight for the safefy
of our homes and the future of our famrlies and
children.'

(iv) 'We must ourselves defend Singapore. No one
else is responsible for our securin,.,

(v) 'We can deter others from attacking us. With
Total Defence, we can live in p.r...;,

Through the national curriculum in schools,
Singaporeans are made aware of crucial national
experiences, e.g. the atrocities committed during the
Japanese occupation, the racial riots of 1964 and the
separation from Malaysia following political problems.
Schools and other educational instltutions mirt .fotat
O^efenge naV' annually on l5 February (the anniversarv
of the British surrender of Singapore ioiupr".r. [.".,
in 1942).

(2) Social Defence:

_.--It is designed to ensure social cohesion among
different ethnic, religious and linguistic groups in
Singapore, thereby depriving poten;ial aggiessors of
opporrunities to exploit such differences. ft e emphasis
is on building a tolerant multi-cultural societv in order
to maintain racial harmony.



(3) Economic Defence: In the event of recession or

unemployment, Singaporeans are expected to learn nerv

skills and seek employment in different or even less

attractive fields. Although a measure that restricts one's

freedom of choice as well as right to dissent, Economic

Defence also ensures that Singapore's economy does

not collapse in the event oftvar or the threat ofrvar.

Contingency plans are in place for factories and

offrces to function when manporver and equipment are

mobilised for rvar. The private sector is expected to

share its resources with the civilian and military
authorities under the Civilian Resources (CR)

requisitioning programme. Government agencies and

the pnvate sector are required to stockpile essential

items for use during emergencies. The experience of
Gulf War-I (1990-1991) made the government of
Singapore stockpile oil to endure a possible shortage

in future. Subject to rationing, its food stockpiles are

expected to be adequate for six months of
consumption.25

(a) Civil Defence:

It is concerned rvith the protection ofcil'ilian lives,

lorvering the casualty rate, minimising the damage to

property and restoring normalcy in the event ofrvar or

other emergencies. Singapore's small land area. high
population density and close proximih' of residential

areas to military installations render the general public

highly r,ulnerable. Civil defence is intended to instil
confidence in the civilian population and arm them lvith
the capability to effectively respond to emergencies. It
aims to reassure Singapore's citizen-soldiers on

frontline duty that their families and property are

protected to the best possible extent. The Singapore

Civit Defence Force (SCDF) is the national paramilitary

force responsible for civil defence and emergency
management.26 The SCDF mission is as follows:

consists of Regulars, Conscripts and Volunteers

with a military rank-structure).

the economy to near-normal condition during
any eventuality.

Provide fire fighting, rescue and emergency

ambulance services; as rvell as formulate,
implement and enforce regulations on fire
safety and civil defence shelter matters.

SCDF has established 4 systems to cater to

Singapore's emergency needs - Warning,
Protection: Rescue; Command, Control and

Communications (C:).

Maintain Public Warning Si'stem (PWS):

Sirens and Protection Sheltering System.

The SCDF co-operate's with various related
agencies such as the Building Construction Authority,
Public Utilities Board and the Singapore Police to
restore normalc-v as soon as possible. Civil Defence

Shelters are situated in all public buildings and
Apafiment complexes as a mandatory requirement. The

underground subrva-v system is also reinforced as a civil
defence shelter to be used during emergencies
(especially rvar).

Civil Defence exercises are held to prepare the

general public for a varieg of contingencies. In the

wake of Islamic terrorism in Southeast Asia (SEA),

Singapore has successfulll' prevented incidents from
occurring on its orvn territory b,v relying on superior
intelligence and border controls. Horvever, there is a
sharp focus on civil defence aspects of Counter-
Terrorism as part of its multi-pronged approach i.e.

public awareness and vigilance as well as disaster
management (to acquire the capability to prevent or
respond to terrorist incidents in public places- e.g. the

subr.vay system, rvhich is't,ulnerable to conventional
and unconventional attacks that may include CBR-
chemical, biological and radiological devices).

(5) Military Defence: Although the government claims
that all elements of TD are essential, it is Military
Defence based on the SAF's capabilities that constitutes

Singapore's major deterrent and provides the capacity
to defeat adversaries in the event of deterrence failure.
From 1965 onrvards Singapore's political leadership
(especiall-v Lee Kuan Yerv and Defence Minister Dr.

Goh Keng Srvee) has closel-v monitored the
development of its armed forces.

According to the offrcial policy statement made

by the Singapore Ministry of Defence (MINDEF):

"The Mission of the SingaporeArmed Forces (SAF)

is to enhance Singapore's peace and security through
deterrence and diplomacy, and should these 1'ail, to

secure a swtft and decisive victory over the aggressor.

To achieve this mission, MINDEF is committed to

strengthening the military, manpower, and
technological edge of the SAE while fostering close

defence relations with friendly countries in the region
and beyond through dialogue, confidence-building and
co-operation. "27

The key elements of Singapore's defence policy,
made explicit by oflrcial statements are:

(i) High defence spending: US$ 4.47 billion(4.49Yo
of its GDP) is the highest among the ten ASEAN
states.

(ii) Universal military service (including
conscription into the paramilitary services).

(iii) Operational readiness ofthe SAF and the national
paramilitary services for all likely eventualities.



(iv) Maintaining an edge over potential adversaries
through superior C+I (Command, Control,
Communications, Computers and Intelligence)
technologl,, other advanced defence systems
as rvell as integrated and balanced force
structures.

(v) Defence diplomacy.

(vi) Maintaining a high level of MINDEF/SAF co-
ordination and co-operation rvith other
government ministries, agencies and security
services (especially the components of the
Ministry of HomeAffairs) to deter and respond
to non-traditional threats such as terrorism.
cyber-attacks and CBR attacks.28

Singapore's Defence expenditure has seen an
increase from US$ 12 million in 1967 to more than
US$ 4 billion in the 1990s. When its Southeast Asian
neighbours (Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand)
drastically reduced their defence spending during the
Asianfinancial crisis @eginning in 1997), Singapore
in sharp contrast increased its defence budget in the
financial year 1998-1999. The rationale behind this
act, according to the Minister for Defence, rvas that
Singapore had to send a clear signal to all those
concerned that it is prepared to allocate resources
for defence in both 'good times and bad', so as to
maintain the confidence of its citizens as well as
foreign investors.2e

The 'SAF' (Singapore Armed forcei; consists of
the Singapore Army, Republic of Singapore Nar,y
(RSN) and Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF),
with a uniform rank structure. Each service is headed
by a trvo-star Flag Rank Offrcer (Chief ofArmy, Chief
of Nar,y and Chief of Air Force). The CDF (Chief of
Defence Force: a three-star FRO) heads the SAF.

Singapore's hrgher defence organisation is properly
institutionalised and uell-managed at three levels:

(D Defence Council chaired by the prime-
Minister: the Council includes Ministers and
Permanent Secretaries of Defence, Home- Affairs,
Foreign Affairs and Information and the Arts, the
CDF and Senior Intelligence Offrcers.

(iD Armed tr'orces Council (AFC) chaired by the
Minister for Defence: includes the permanent
Secretary for Defence, CDF, three Sen ice Chiefs,
Director of Joint Staff and Intelligence Chiefs
(full details of the AFC's membership have not
been revealed). The AFC's Executive Group
(especially concerned rvith crisis management)
is chaired by the permanent Secretan, for
Defence.

(iii) MINDEF (Ministry of Defence): provides the
policy direction, managerial and techmcai support
for the SAF. MINDEF has three components:
Defence, Defence Development and Mititary.
Each has a mixture of civilian and mrlitan, staff
attached to them (see Figures: 06&07;.ro 

'

Figure: 05

Military Spending & Manpower: .ASEAN,States

Year Country Military
Expenditurcin USD

Percentage of
GDP GDP itr USD

Military
Manpower

with Reserves

2003 Singapore S 4.47 Bn 4.49% $ 109.4 Bn 350,000

2003 Malaysia $ 1.69 Bn. 2.03Y" $ 207.8 Bn 150,000

2003 Indonesia $1Bn. t.3% $ 758.8 Bn 876,000

2003 Thailand $ 1.775 Bn 1.8% S 477 Bn 506,000

2003 Philippine s $ 995 Mn. 1.5% $ 390.7 Bn 249.OOO

2003 Vetnam $ 650 Mn. (FY 1998) 2.s% (FY1e98) $ 203.7 Bn 484.000

2003 Cambodia $ 112 Mn. (FY200l) 3% (FY 2001) $ 25.02 Bn 139,000

2003 Laos $ 10.9 Mn. 0.5Y" $ 10.32 Bn 29,000

2003 Myanmar $ 39 Mn. (FY 1997) 2.r% (FY 1997) $ 74.53 Bn. 435,000

2003 Brunei $ 339.5 Mn. 5.9% $ 6.5 Bn.(FY 2002) 6.000

Source: 'CtA World Fact Book' and 'The Military Baiance' (IISS, London)
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The internationally networked Institute of Defence

and Strategic Studies (IDSS) was established to prevent

SAF officers and bureaucrats from gaining undue

inlluence over defence poliry making, It provides

valuable alternative vieupoints on defence and strategic

affairs to the governmcnt as well as postgraduate

education to civil servants, diplomats and military
ofiicers on defence, strategic and international affairs.

Inter-service, inter-agency and civil'military
friction is minimised by professionalism, high qualiry

training, advanced management techniques and a

unifiing ethos. 'Unity of command'and 'uniff of effort'

are rvell-integratcd into the SAF's organisational

structure. The SAF's doctrine, force organisatiou,

offensiveipre-emptive stratcgic posture, operational

preparedness and mobilisation model (citizen's army)

all bear the signature of the Israeli Defence Force (IDF),

resulting from crucial Israeli military advice and

training in its early years. Israel continues to collaborate

in the development of Singapore's strategic intelligence

assets - especially MINDEF/ SID's (Security
Intelligence Division) SIGINT (Signals Intelligence)
capabilities and space based imagery systems
(satellites).

The SAF is free from major internal seeurity

responsibilities due to internal stability as well as a

demilitarised internal seeurity culture and operational
procedure. Hence, it enjoys a major advantage over its

regional counterparts who are grappling with protracted

internal seeurity problems on a daily basis. It is a



' 
- 9i:n Singapore's small population of 4.3 million

: f rr tugh nsar.ly I million are iorlGroOtt SAF coutd::,i1 manage ro mainfain a r,lnaiui'il ,.gotu,::rfessional officers and NCOs (not moie ifrn zs,OOol.
. s tutly, mobilised strength orn.*ry isq6ffi,ronn t,:al for operational readiness, i, 

"rfri*ri'through";auonal Service (NS) i.e. unirers.i *ititiiy srrvice::r all males above the age of Ig for a pr.i.iA of fwo*ars followed by reservisl dufy, The sfirir,.rrror.jflq.ry on two fypes of National S.rvi.rrnrn ,o:-unlain its operational readiness ;

l- Full-time NS-men (NSF); full+ime service for frvo
)'ears,

I NS-Reservists (Operationally Ready); engaged in
other rocations and reporting for d'"irgl
Although there is a national-integration componcnt:::lt inro tlg NS philosophy, NS ir;i;;;;;l;remost

:{x€ssitated ry Singapore s demand fo,, *iUary Or..irge enough to maintain its defence posfure-
:wrational readiness based on pre_emption fiiiciaffy;:declared but implied) to .o*p.nr"te io, its fact of
*a- ""'graghigal strategic depth. The operationai reaAiness

:: 
Ul.,IAF is regularly evatuated.'The ief coufa Ue::rught to a war-footing in appro*i*atety ,i* tor.,:.::ough rhe mobilisation of NSlmen. SeiecieJieservist;rs are mobilised, using the mass media, u*r..lti.r,

z',ear.32 The SAF,s manpower is as follows:

:cmbination of factors- small geogr aphical size;rolirical. stability; economic d_"rft;;;;; sociat:rosperity (including a satisfaciory ievet of:r:plo1'ment); the absence of an unemployed rural
;opulation; communat harmony; G ;6;;i, of rD;
abseuce of comrprion; 

;lricge-nair:ie, iinrrua]*ns ruoine
1! caritat nunishment); *mrirnt r.*-r-ffiirirnt .raa highly effective internal.inrellig.*. ;;;nery thatrave prevcnted catastrophi, intrfiui,r*iiry probtems
irom arising in Singapore.

The 'internal securiff component, of national:ecunty (i,e, domestic law and oiA*, in.tu,Oing o.nr-arrder threats, both traditional ."J 
"*-ir.Oiu"*U i,:frcientty managed on a rourinc b"ri; ty ;;ilinistry

' : 
r,.:.;,g 

if O{]e.) ana agencies undeil o pr*i *r,._. rne stngapore police (includes the police Coast3uard), Inrernat Seeurity p.p"it*.nt-iiib, il,,:nncipal securiff intelligenee ri*.v irrp"'rrible for:,lunter-subversion, countcr-Jspionagi, rountrr-:e;rorism, monitoring political ;i;;r; and:;mmunalism, cyber seeurity, tfrreat assessmert, ara:srtral database), Immigration una-it r.tpuint,
:'l!gitv (rcA), singapore civit Defence ForceSCDF), Cenrrar Narcbtics Bureau icGJ, priron,
)epartment, and the co*rrrriul 

"iiiniurtriurS:curiry Corporarion (CISCO- ,i;. ;;;as ttet":1o^*l auxiliary police force). 3 r Therefore," if,, Saf; left free to concentrate on Singaporri ,rir.nuf

1. lryy' 15,000 (Regulars) + 35.000
260,600 Ns nerrrvists/ op. Ready ) = 5Ti,ilJ

2, Nary: 3,600 (Regularg + 1,000 (NSF) + 5,000(NS Reservists/ Op. Ready) = g"6d0 
--

3. AirForce: 3,000 fiegulars) + 3,000 (NSF) + 7,500(NS Resen.istsz Op, neaaif = is,ldb,,'

, llo.j an emphlsS on quality, nor degeneratingquantity. The sAF strives to maintain a decisivetechnological edge over its,.girr.f .r_rirrirnr.,..t
of geographical srrategic Aeptt as *rfi-.rltorag* inrnanpo$erare compensated to the best porriit. ,*t.n,b1' technotogicat adr.ancements; in'"d;; words,technology is seen as an-import.r, f"r.."*ltiplier.
According to a forms US-man fnorr-i Urr.uu.rutlinterviewed by the author:

',f!: SAF enjoys a_ unique advantage as itc_o,y,rcriyt1 a r.e I otive ty we t I _e dui ate d yoirh pi pu t o ti onattuned to the latest technologicai irr'n'ir., rn, S.Sexperience serves to reinforce t-lri, irnnrrii technicalexpertise, in view of th.e_emphasis on te,chn-ologicatinnovation in rheArmed Fories. i;;;*rd';Lrpo ,,not alien to youths who grew up with computers andt 
!1ryfore 

cou td:adapt 
.e"a 

s i ty i o h, iigt {r;', arfa reenvironment... Given the ne-ed to 
"oiriiru' v,aluabtemanpower lhe emohasis is on firepower. Therefore,there.is.on enphasis on manoeuvre warfare to reach aquick battlefield decision and minimiie 

"isuattiur,:! :i!,.' n o, d {/e re n I fro n r h e i" 
"irl,' 

r r-, 
"J" 

* r, 
" 
rnproJesstonat armies. Bv all.accounts. the conicripts arewell trained and veised i, th,; ;;;-;;';idirrirg,

espec.ially in comparison with neighbo*rrg *ii,*r,r,
We sltou.td be..abte to set th, iot ioii, i'oii'rn"n tn,need arises. "3a

The SAF,s eouipment is regularly improved
through the procurimrnt of n * 

"yltrru 
ir# foreignsuppliers and bv updaring .;l;r;;;';;;dware

indi_genously. Singapor.,, irtrn., iiOuJt.y unoMINDEF defence i.ientists lo;il;?#nology
$ou.pl are acively invotu.o i, t]ii, pror.*.iir"y r,"u.also been responsible for,the dil;;;;;#u r"rr.of indi genous defence equip** 

f r."iil#J, *,rr.oAFVs and naval vessels) 
'MlNilf;tri"es 

tJe*proit
the tatesr informarion and co"*;-#;; Liiro,og.,
to- provide the SAF wirh a ,trutrlir-ffi-over itsadversaries in the area of C+1, MI}ffi; ttr lnsureathat thc "dwelopment of the SAFis rJouiirrr.t.,
$oggeds synergisricalty," ffre creaiion ofiie lointStaff (in the l9g0s) and the introduction of rhe'Integrated Warfare,concept have enabled the SA_F toconstruct a joint doctrinal framework rvitfrin $.t[cir to
lT:ir:r. tl-frvice capabitities. OrganisatioJ r*r*hal-e enabled the conduct of routine ioini *.r.ir.r,and it has facilitated the conduct of efectire ;"rbii'e;
arms operations rvithin the armr,.rj



ThroughSingapore'spolicyof'DefenceAccordingtoGeneralNgTatChung(cDF/SAF)
Diplomary,, the SAF maintains the most extensive and "the impact of th. RMA 

'uithin 
the SAF has been most

rvide-ranging irrt.rrlutionut tirrt, of all SEA prominentintheareaofintegratedknowledge-based

counterparts. Sl',grporJ'*u*g., and maintains an 
-Command 

and Control" 'the central idea is the superior

impressi'e netrvork oiO.f.r.. finks rvith israel, USA, collection and organisation of knowledge to provide

Tai*an, Australia, N.r, Z.u1r"a, UK, Srveden, france, dominant situatioir awareness to all levels of command

canada, Japan, china, Malaysia, Ind-onesia, to achieve more effective command and control of

philippines, Brunei, il;;;; irUld, Vietnam, forces and the precise application of effects" (a

South Africa, India and Bangladesh. Bilateral defence reference to EBo)." in 2003 MINDEF established the

relations with the us.orr"rtitrte a quasi-arliance. FutureSystemsDirectorate(FSD)headedbytheFuture

Singapore plays a k.;";;[ l; maintaining US SystemsArchitecr. Since technology rvould be a key

involvement in regional security, aimed at maintult'g enabler for superior fighting concepts' many of the

a rvider East-Asian balance of porver in Singaporei experiments ui Fso are expected to have technologl'

interest. uS troops, alrc.at aoa raval vessels refr,iarty as a_key driving force. FSD plays an integral part in

'isitSingapore,follor.vedb-voccasionaljoint-exJrcisei' 
the SAF's ot'ttull strategy for force transformation'

The relationst-,ip ,ritr, 1t-,e US has .o.,trib.rt.d to th. FSD is responsible for three areas:

[H":,:'i,l ;1x1,*:?",':#:$ll?"]':T#i,i1i 1 
f*il:*#ncep'[s 

exprora'fion and

competenie. Singapore maintains its intemational tlnks

in order to: 2. ExPerimentation.

(D Encourage benign external polvers (USA and

FPDA members) to maintain their interest in the

security of SEA and Singapore in particular'

(ii) Facilitate access to extra-territorial training

facilities (due to lack of space in Singapore)'

access to modern military doctrine ar-rd defence

technologl'.

(iii) lmprove prospects for selling Singapore-made

defence equiPment

(iv) Develop interoperability rvith armed forces of

friendlY states.

(v) Facilitate functional security co-operation (ioint
\' / 

naval patrols rvith Indonesia and Malaysia to curb

common threats i'e. maritime piracy and

terrorism)

(vi) Facilitate confidence-building: ease tension rvith

potential regional adversaries through military

Lxchanges and joint-exercises' 36

The SAF is closely follor'ving the RMA

(Revolution in Military Affairs) ltut in the USA'

and is striving to achieve an RMA itself' As

demonstrated by the first and second Gulf Wars'

NATO's campaign in Yugoslavia and .coalition
operations in Afghanistan, the emphasis is nou on

digital information technologl', instant intelligence'

prlcision attack, stealth' aerial rvarfare technologies

iin.f.rAi"g UAV$" Centre of Gravit-v (COG) specific

ipecial Sperations and EBO' Achieving an RMA

tJqur.t "the assembl-v of a cornplgx mi1.of tactical'

o.lu"ltutio"ul, doctrinal and technologigal imrovations

iriorder to implement a new conceptual approach to

rvarfare or to a specialised sub-branch of r'varfare"'37

3. OrganisationalChange.3e

Singapore's Minister for Defence, in parliament'

referred-to the crucial role of transforming its military

capabilities i.e. creating the "Third Generation SAF":

"I[e . set up the FSD to take the lead in exploring

anrl experintenting with how technology can be

harnessed to clevelop superior and innovative concepts'

ITIII\DEF considers this elfort so critical that we have

set aside l% ofthe defence budget for experintentation'

over and above the I to 5% ve set aside each year for
research & development' The newly created Singapore

Armed Forces Centre for tr[ilitary Experintentation

(SClt'IE) is....conducting various exp-er.intents in a

virtual environment (and) outside the laboratory"" to

test out new concepts under real-life

conditions... ...transformation will eventually see a

third generation SAF emerging over the longer

term.lthat has enhanced capabilities through

exploitation of new concepts and technologies' an

,iitity to fight across a wider spectrum of operations'

Jlexiile, ini *rrh more efficient in the use of resources'

The SAF has for many years now been exploiting

technology as a force multiplier and investing

significaily in R&D...We have built up many centres

oj excellence in a number of high pay-off strategic

transforruation technologies - such as comprehensive

ow o"rnrnrr, network-centric warfare' electronic

warfare, and precision strike - in the Defence Science

ani Tecnnoligy Agency, DSO l'{ational Laboratories'

and Singapoi Teihnologies Engineering While I am

ttnabli io ilescribe 
-mdny of the rentarkable

achievements and capabilities because they are

classifietl, I can say that some of these are in

technologies one reads about on the war in lraq" 'we

are fortunate that we have well-educated soldiers who

cai easilv ruaster the technologically sophisticated
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weqpons and equipment. We also have a strong science
and technologt base, and a solid R&D set-up. These
are things which no country can create overnight, and
which we are fortunate that we have built up both
nationally and within our defence establishment and
industry over many years...the transformation of the
SAF is a critical initiative... .to make sure that Singapore
is safe notjustfor today, butfor our children and our
childrenb children. That is why we must continue to
invest a portion of the defence budget for
transformation, for research and development. . the
Government is prepared to invest a signtficant share of
the budget in MINDEF. Maintaining operational
readiness and transformation are both key priorities
in the SAF ... .operational readiness ensures that the SLF
cdn carry out the missions required of it to defend
Singapore against the spectrum of threats to our
security - a spectrum which has grown both in range
and complexity....transformation, ensures that the SAF
continues to be a credible deterrent...sustaining the
clear edge over potential adversaries, equipped with
the capabilities to fight the wars of the future. "ao

The SAF makes a significant contribution to
Singapore's status as an 'international good citizen'
through various UN and other humanitarian missions.
Most recently the SAF demonstrated its multi-
dimensional capabilities by embarking on emergency
relief, recovery, reconstruction and rehabilitation
missions in Tsunami ravaged areas in Indonesia and
Thailand. More than 1,200 personnel \.vere deployed
to Phuket in Thailand and to Medan, Banda Aceh, and
Meulaboh in Indonesia. RSAI aircraft flew supply and
support missions between Jakarta, Singapore andAceh,
as well as around the Indian Ocean rim to Phuket, Sri
Lanka, the Maldives and Mauritius. It has been
observed that people, organisations, or cities that
succeed in the new era ofglobalisation require a 3C
formula - concepts, competence, and connections.
'Concepts' mean possessing the best and latest
knowledge and ideas; 'Competence' means the ability
to operate at the highest standards aryrvhere; and
'Connections' means the best relationships which
provide access to the resources of other people and
organisations around the world. The SA-F's wide-
ranging missions are testimony to the fact that it
possesses the 3Cs to perform a variety of tasks that
contribute to Singapore's overall success in the
contemporary global system. aI

Despite its sophistication and the successful
marngement of deterrence, the SAF will prove impotent
rvithout a committed NS cadre. Their commitment to
:he ideals of NS, their loyalty to the state and
',i illingness to sacrifice their lives in battle are
questionable in an increasingly materialistic or even
an educated and free-thinking sociery. Given the lack
rfpolitical freedom in Singapore to assert alternative
:olitical viewpoints (unless within the politico-

bureaucratic establishment and their Thint fanks), tfre
overt display of public displeasure for NS (individual
or organised) or demands for conciliatory alternatives
to traditional balance of power and deterrence
mechanisms are highly unlikely. However, the
increased technological sophistication of the SAF
(leading to force transfonnation) could serve to shorten
the NS period. In 2004 the government announced its
intention to shorten the NS period by six months i.e.
from hvo and a half to two years.

In most developed nations, the emphasis is now
on transforming the cumbersome industrial age
militaries into 'lean and mean' technological age
militaries- i.e. smailer, rapidly deployable, cutting-edge
professional armed forces with multidimensional
capabilities (to operate across a spectrum of threats,
includrng COG specific and Effect Based Operations-
EBO) are preferred over larger forces uith restricted
operating capabilities. Therefore, militarl conscription
coupled with a combination of other socio-economic
factors, is becoming an essentially unfashionable
statement, both in terms of individual freedom as u.ell
as advances in military technology and concepts. The
Singapore government, howevel continues to appl1.
demographic, geo-political and national-integration
a.rguments to justify the need for NS. "After more than
thirty years of NS, conscription and reservist sen'ice
are still only grudgingly accepted as necessary evils
by Singapore's predominantly ethnic Chinese
population,"a2 but not necessarily the ethnic Malal,s
and Indians.

Tim Huxley, in his study, raises an important
question about the mettle of the SAF's leadership; are
they bureaucrats (and even corporate executives) or
warriors?ar The SAF consists of a core group of
professional regular officers and NCOs numbering only
25,000. As opposed to the Malays (a martial race that
took to soldiering from colonial times) and the
Indonesians, the ethnic Chinese have traditionally
favoured trade and intellectual vocations over
soldiering. "Moreover, Singapore is a young state and
there is little popular sense of national history or
heritage: it is a society without historical heroes and
SAF units lack the histories, traditions and sense of
identity," factors which "contrib\te to esprit de corps
in even the reservist elements of many longer-
established armed forces."aa Most Singaporean officers
appear to be technocratic managers than military.
leaders; they are seemingly devoid of a military.
persona, rvhich is usually present in officers in
Commonwealth militaries based on British regimental
tradition and ethos.

Questions are also raised over the commitment of
the.SAF's crime de la crime, especialll.its scholars
rvho tend to move into more potverful ard lucratrr e

civilian posts in the public and private secrors. ii_<



command and staffofficers reach the top at a relatively
young age (36-45 years on average) and are

inexperienced compared to their counterparts in the

region who are engaged in counterinsurgency
campaigning on a regrlar basis. Singapore's soldiers,

given their high standard ofliving, lack ofexposure to

real danger and lack ofideological fervour, are no doubt

supple compared to their regional neighbours (that may

include Islamic fundamentalist non-state actors). In
contrast, it could also be argued that a serious threat to

their homeland, families and way of life can be a
powerful motive for Singaporean soldiers to frght with
equal or superior vigour to that oftheir counterparts.

Another problem facing Singapore's military is its

rigid hierarchical structure, with authority highly
concentrated at the higher levels of the SAF and

MINDEF. This lack of organisational flexibility,
delegation of authority and encouragement of
individual initiative could be attributed to two factors:

(D Politico-administrative rigidity, rvhich is in place

to exercise absolute control and prevent any

misdemeanours.

(iD Singapore's cultural milieu based on respect for
authority ('Asian Values' factor).

Technological transformation alone carmot create

the desired effects if lower level offtcers and other ranks

are short of delegated authonty or the mental capacity

to exercise initiative in order to exploit the superior

technological capabilities in their possession (instant

intelligence, greater firepower and precision weapon

systems), and achieve a decisive edge over their enemy

within crucial minutes or seconds. It is yet to be seen

whether with the RMA, these organisational and

cultural aspects are transformed as well' in order to

instil greater confidence and military charisma in
officers and other-ranks. These qualities are vital for
the competent exercise of leadership and to achieve

success in a rapidly changing battlefreld situation. This

problem could perhaps be rectihed by a system based

on the German philosophy of Aufstragstaklifr (using

initiative and delegated authority) without which
Blitzkrieg would never have accomplished those

magnifi cent tactical and operational triumphs.

For now, the excellence of the SAF (and

Singapore's other security services) is apparent with
regard to its superior management techniques,

knowledge, concepts, technology, strategising,
incorruptibility and several OOTW (operations other

than war). In this respect, the SAF has maintained a

cutting-edge over its regional counterparts. How these

capabilities could be translated into decisive action in
the face of real conflict (if deterrence fails or in the

event ofterrorist action) is apoint to ponder. According

to Huxley "a major drawback to having worked

effectively as a deterrent since the late 1960s is that

the SAF remains utterly uritested in combat."a5
Howevel irrespective of the SAF being a force untested

in combat, Singapore deserves the highest praise for
having continually upheld Sun Tzu's philosophy of the
'superior militarist' through diplomacy and deterrence

(Total Defence) -'the acme of excellence is to win
without fighting.'

Singapore's Strategy

Singapore's military capabilities were developed

with the aim of deterring Malaysia and Indonesia from
interfering with its vital interests. Such an intention has

not been declared openly, because prudence dictates

that 'to name an enemy is to make an enemy.'46

Therefore, official statements emphasise'non-
directional deterrence.' Singapore cannot afford to live
in a permanent state of hostility with its latget
neighbours on whom its long-term economic prosperity

is dependent to a considerable extent. Singapore,
however, is prepared to deal with the worst- i.e. the

possibility of an inimical ultra-nationalist or
fundamentalist Muslim regime assuming power in
Malaysia or Indonesia, thereby subjecting Singapore

to their aggressive foreign poliry.

When the SAF's capabilities were limited and

defensive oriented, Singapore's military posture was

based on the 'poisonous shnmp' (small but indigestible)

analogy, rvhich spelt out to potential aggressors that

the cost of devouring it may outweigh any conceivable

benefits. Today', the SAF's offensive oriented military
capabilities, doctrine and strategy (highly influenced

by the Israelis) aims to compensate for its lack of
geographical strategic depth (to absorb an enemy first
strike) by launching a modern Blitzlcrieg into enemy

territory. Initial air-strikes combined with Electronic
Warfare (EW) could paralyse the enemy by destroying
its nerverentres (C:), crippling its radar and air-defence

systems including its air-force on the ground,

thereby establishing RSAF air-superiority over the Area

of Operations (AO) and even beyond. Commandos,

infiltrated into enemy territory by sea and air could

facilitate a major armoured thrust with combined arms

support, while the RSN (acting jointly with the RSAF)

could neutralise enemy naval forces, cordon-off its
territorial waters and secure vital SLOC. The joint
offensive could create considerable geographical
strategic depth (on enemy territory) in order to defend

vital assets gained during initial operations. Any attempt

by Malaysia to cut water supplies could court such a

pre-emptive military response from Singapore. The

SAF could proceed to paralyse Malaysia's war-making

capacity and invade the Johore region to secure its water

installation.

Some analysts point to the development of Civil
Defence capabilities, hardening of ammunition dumps

and C: assets, development of an advanced AEW
(Airborne Early Warning System) including the



capability to convert highways into improvised runways
for the air-force may allow Singapore to wait and absorb
an adversary's first strike in order to justi$/ a military
response. This however, may not be Singapore,s
calculation in the event of its vital interests being
threatened. Pre-emption is at the apex, because
Singapore's deterrence strategy is based on a .Forward
Defence Doctrine', which includes not only the defence
of the homeland, but also its .vital lifelines beyond its
borders'i.e. water resources and SLOC.aT Therefore, it
is difficult to support Huxley's claim that Singapore is
broadening its 'margin oferror'by preparing to absorb
an enemy's first strike without immediately resorting
to pre-emptive action. He is however nght to observe
that "neighbours understand only too w.ell that any
direct interference in its vital interests would court
military response. Singapore is not the Israel of
Southeast Asia, but it has sent strong signals since the
later 1960s that it is willing, in extiemis, to risk
assuming that status.,'a8

Total Defence and the potential for Abuse

There is a built-in ideological/regime security
component in Singapore,s TD strategy. The creation
and recreation of threats or a .siege-mentality, 

are
indirect methods with which to maintain the political
supremary of the regime. The government as the major
securitising agent could easily label an issue, an idea,
an individual or a group as a security threat. Ifneeded,
TD could be cited as a justification to crush liberal
dissent, suspend civil liberties or to avoid government
accountability and transparency. psychological and
Social Defence are the two most u*lbigrom
components of TD. In l9gg, when the government was
facing controversy over the detention of internal
political dissidents, its official poliry was that .foreign
elements' were attacking Singapore's .psychological

and social defences' assuming that these were the
country's'weak links.'ae Although Singapore,s
govemment has gained the moral authority to engage
in such a process, it may not be the same in a different
state, especially with a corrupt or extremist regime at
its helm.

- TD can also be exploited by political parties and
cultural chauvinists to assert their domination (the
antithesis of secularism and national integration) and
polarise a country's polity on ethnic, linguistic and
geographical lines. Devious attempts to securitise
culture, religion, language and history are potential
dangers associated with this model. The iogic of
national security could easily be manipulated and
converted into illogical rhetoric by miscreants, leadrng
to the alienation of minorities and progressive secular
elements, and facilitate the ascent ofsinister forces to
political power. Such abuse could also lead to the
formation of several distinctive and conflicting
politically, socially, economically, psychologically and
geographically contiguous groups, even precipitating

civil conflict as witnessed in Sri Lanka. ffrerefore- m
must be exercised with some caution Oy , U.r.rot..rt
government that is in firm control of its policies and
institutions. Although its operational elements are
applicable to internal emergencies, TD is not a
framework for planning internal security operations asa whole. TD must not be confused with
counterinsurgency strategy (COfI.Q, which requires a
different strategic formula. The entire rationale behind
TD is to rurite a nation, not to divide it. Therefore, it
must be applied as an inclusive national strategy
(integrated deterrent) with the objectives of ensuring
national security by deterring external threats, building
resistance (immunisation) against externally fostered
internal- threats and preventing internat discoid ttrough
national integration.

CONCLUSION

ft is extremely unwise for Sri Lanka to continue to
retain an archaic, semi-feudal and barricade_strarming
d9f91ce and security organisation in the face of a
challenging strategic environment. As a small state- Sri
Lanka cannot afford to remain in an exclusive comfort
zone, taking its .neighbours, for granted *,hile
continuing to ignorantly militarise anJcomplicate its
internal security landscape without developing an
alternative model and doctrine for its effectir.e
management or resolution. The lack of informed debate
over national security, including the lack ofprofessional
devotion to the field of .Defence 

and Strategic Studies,
within the armed-forces, bureau".u"y ,rid political
executive in Sri Lanka, continue to bieed ignorance
and further complicate the country,s strategic i"nterests.
Vernon Mendis asserts:

It does not seem._.that...any professional
evaluation was made of the role, wniin ie defence
-fo1r"t-should play. In the absence of that, a kind of
play by ear attitude was adopted i7 responding i
situations as they arise.5o

In order to recti8, this situation, Sri Lanka,s
'enlightened politiciani' (if there ,r. ,rrl;;st firsr
take interest in the subject ofnational ,..r.ity, thereby
resolutely committing their time and energy to
reforming the defence and security apparatus, salvagrng
it from strategic obsolescence. Singaiore,s TD strateg],
offers an ideal framework within wtrictr to initiate and
incorporate a proactive process of national securitr.
transformation. According to Dr. Steven tr.l.tr, oi ti,L
Strategic Studies Institute- US Army War Coilege. a
state must set a 'Road Map. and systematicall-v engage
in transformation by following several guideiines:

1. Leadership (Top - Down):

the need for deep change.

breaking dorvn resistance.



the transformation'

need for transformation' 2'

2. Revolutionaries: 3.

identify, nurture and empower creative

individuals.

of new concepts, organisations' processes'

values and technologies'

establishment must look outside itself for

creative ideas'

3. Cauldrons of Change: 6'

wargaming constitute the lifebtood of

transformation'

professiot ut tttirrt tuot and Watchdog'

Defence & Security Review: comprehensive

urr"rr*.rrt followed by new legislation and

amendments to existing legislation?

A well-constituted National Security Council

(NSC)?

4. Cadre/IIR:

must be used to build a cadre of leaders and

thinkers who understand and believe in the new

concepts, organisations' processes' values and g

technologies'

National Security Advisor (NSA) to eramtne

strategic trends, oversee and co-ordinate National

i"*ffig."". and Security through an apex Joint

Intelligence Committee (JIC)?

A civilian National Security Department (NSD)

attached to the NSC as the nation's central strategic

intelligence service?

A professional and internationally networked

tnsiitute of Defence & Strategic Studies attaghed

i",ft NSC as the nation's central think-tank?

Create 'two professional cultures' for Internal

a;;q, (civilian) and Defence (military and civil)

tfrr*gt tt ftfinistries of Interior and Defence with

systeirs of interoperability, civil-military co-

ordination and co-oPeration?

Promote Jointness at all levels- An integrated Sri

Lanka Defence Force (SLDF) and a streamlined

MoD?

CDS rvith a Chief of the Defence Intelligence Staff

iCOrSl *+; and a Ctnef of )oint Operations (CIO/

**)?

A professional Defence Research & Development

;d;;;il and a Defence Procurement Board?

Revamp the Police Department to ensure effrcient

L;;ilio.."ment and internal security (this should

ill"d. scientific analysis to enhance investigations

;.;Ji as speclat raitical Response Teams)?

11. Develop the existing Potice 'special BP:l 
-!Tl

into ttre principal internal security intelllgence

service?

12. A National Investigation Department (NID)

detached from the police and the CID?

13. Have sufficient provision for establishing a
--- 

pafarrional Directorate of Counter-Terrorism

ioCl within the Interior Ministry- effectively

iomtining intelligence, investigations and

operations, during impending crisis?

14. Demilitarise and professionalise V-IP/VVIP

Security by bring it under a Special Protectron

Service ofitre Police/ Interior Ministry (based on

professional threat-assessments)?

15. Evaluate and enhance the critical security firnctions

of Customs, Immigration' Ports and Aviation

services?

hotbed of transformation - the curriculum and

mode of instruction must be transformed to

stress creatMq'

5. ImPlementation:

values and technotogies mustbe actualised and

Put into Practice'

revised on a regular basis (Think-Tank and

Watchdog functions)'

Promotion of senior leaders'

responses

special effort is necessary to makp them so5r

The hventy most basic points to ponder with regard

,o ruyirg the irouudrvorkior 'Transformation' in Sri

Laniia are as follows:

10.



16. Assess the national Maritime Security
requirements (not restricted to the na\y) and
establish a multi-agency mechanism for its
supervision and implementation?

17. Raise a National Guard (under the Interior
Ministry) as the nation's main paramilitary force?

18. Establish a Civil Defence Force (CDF): Fire,
Rescue, Early Warning and Disaster Operations?

19. Establish a professional Commercial and Industrial
Security Service for routine critical infrastructure
protection?

20. Provide "National Resilience,' training and
education at all levels, especially through schools,
universities and higher learning institutions?
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PREPARING TO MEET CHALLENGES TO NATIONAL SECURITY

IN THE 21ST CENTURY: THE ORGANISATIONAL DIMENSION

Lieutenant*il?l;';.f;.8;,I#1*"HL3,**,Su.'f..TH?'fff 'FM$(sL)

The preservation of the core values critical to the

nation state from external and internal threats is the

s.;.rullv accepted concept. of. national se111W rne

;hrll-."g;t to rntionat security have to be-combated by

or. o. rio.. ot a combination of instrumentalities available

io ifr. Stut., namely domestic capability' diplomatic

alenues and military strength' These tools are used not

oJV i" a defensive pottoi but also to further national

interests. These three state capabilities draw their abiliry

"ito."grf, ", 
the lack of it from the elements of national

p"t".t #f,i.f, is a mix of strategic, military' economic and

'pofr,i.A to*gtitt and rveaknesses' It is determrned in part

iV *tfr"ry foices but wen more by the size and location

"ir"*i "rV, 
,fr" nafllre of its frontiers, population' economic

structure, natural resources, technological developments'

social coiresiveness, institutions, stability of its political

pi**t *a nnafly the national character and spirit'

The nation has to have securih rvithin itself in the

extemal environment and in relation to all other nations'

The hvo major components vlhich make up the securitl'

environment of a state in its external milieu are the

international political system and the international

economic sYstem.

Geo-politically, the international order undenvent

fundamental changes rvith the end of the cold rvar' The

task of assessment for national security in the

irr.i.utingfv complex dimension is not easy' A

.o*p.,.ni itigtt.i defence organization enabling

reasonably accurate assessments for national security and

pi"*pflVl*fing the challenges to natio-nal security at

aforiuUt. cost is essential to safeguard the core values

and core interests ofthe nation state'

The subordination of the military to civil power

i.e. the people's representatives and notthe bureaucrary

is axiomatic. In any case, in a parliamentarl'dembcrary

like ours, a "National Secunqv Council" has- to be a

committee of the cabinet of ministers chaired by the

President,Prime Minister. The President and Prime

tutirlr,., will always have (and are likely to exercise)

Ascretion m tfte composition of such a committee although

Ministers ofDefence, lnterior' ForeigrAffairs and Finance

are obvious, almost iner''rtable, members'

The crux of the issue, therefore, is not the council'

but the supporting system and processes for it to take

appropriate decision.

To start *tth, a culhrre of shared information and

evaluation of alternatives has to be strengthened'

il*lfrtfy, greater emphasis willbe needed in scenario-

UuifOini ind crisis management techniques and

pro".rrJr. A future-oriented assessment and policy-

evolving process is required lf we are really serious

about tie end-product which offers to the cabinet of

ministers choices of policies and their implicatrons in a

final condensed form. rve'lvill have to make sure that ail

possible alternauves and ther collateral implications have

t..r, upp.opriateh'anal-vzed and assessed' The national

,..urit1' staff must not get involved in day-to-day

.urr.ni polic-v making or other functional executive

tasks rvhich app.opnaiet-v belong to the domain of the

existing structures. If these structures require

modificitions, this should be reviewed on its own

merits, The greater the complexities and nonlinear

nature of national security marlagement, the greater will

be the task of the staff structures'

Military capability constitutes the ultimate

lnstru*ert ota nation in ihe pursuit of national security.

e iuitry rvidespread consensus has recently emerged

on the need for a more comprehensive and "over-

aictring" national security management structure' The

.frrff.ig.t to national security are increasingly more

complex. Its management, therefore' requires much

irief,.t f.uat of colordination (and even integration)

;;;rg different departments .and ministries of

gol 
"rri*.ntr. 

Even armed conflicts generally described

as internal have an external dimension in terms of

iJeologrcal, financial. political or diplomatic support' The

infonition revolution alone is changing the parameters

oi urr..t*.nts and decision-making for national

security. This is increasingly leading to the need for

i*prouea crisis management, besides long-term

planning and the formulation of strategy'

Strategic and poliry planning staff in the key

ministries-of Defence, Interior, and Finance needs to

U. ..t up and the existing poliry planning division in the

ministries need to be strengthened' The one under the

Ministry of Defence, working directly under the

Minister of Defence should be the futuristic strategic

think tank and perspective planning staffproviding the

n...rrur1'coordination lvithin the ministry as well as

,-ong other ministries. The over arching national

.."uri,y staff which is necessary to provide the

n...r.ur1 inputs for the potitical executive will require

suctr nodai staff for inter agency and inter-

dlpur,*.n,ul coordination' The Service Chiefs and the

in'"ttig.n . Chief should be advisers of the National

Securlty Council (NSC) to ensure that the top

politicai leadership gets the necessary defence and

iecu.ity inputs. itre politicians have to be the

decision -uk.tt. Sen'ice chiefs and Public Sen'ants



can only advise and have no mandate from the public
to decide on their security.

The Defence Minister's Committee or Defence
Council works out the Defence Strategies subject to
the approval of the National Security Council.

- Defence preparedness to meet challenges in the
future requires commitment of resouraa, of energy,
money, manpower, technology, etc. This function can
be performed only by the Government. Defence is
the responsibility of the Government. HigherDefence
Organisation is the instrument through.hi.h this ca,
be ensured. The highest military leidership must be
part of the advisory element othenarise it will result in
disjunction and slip shod reactions.

The Defence planning process and system sufers on
account ofinherent lack ofcoordination and integration.

lndependent ttreat perceptions and planning by the
Service Chiefs and some down grading Jf op.rt
Tlitu.y opinion by bureaucrats, can take a triary toit of
the country's defence preparedness. Mind boggling
advances in weapon technology have taken place and
are taking place. Weapon costs are shooting up.
Weapons are also becoming obsolete within two to
three years as against the l5 to 20 years which was
the earlier pattern. Therefore e*p"itise is required
to ensure that appropriate weaponry is purchased,
especially by a country which has no defence or
armaments industry. In this context a Defence
Procurement establishment is essential.

Objective assessment about strategic and security
environment, and techno-operational environment are
essential and these need to cover comprehensive
defence planning covering the three areai of Money,
Manpower and Machines. (technology and , weapon
systems). The disjunction of time gap between
formulation ofnational plan and defence plan has got
to be removed.

Unlike in many countries where civil servants
working in Defence Ministries are educated in
Military establishments such as Staff Colleges,
National Defence Colleges, etc, the civil servants in
Colombo's Ministry of Defence are mere birds of
passage, with hardly any knowledge of Defence and
Security issues. Defence policy and Foreign policy

t

are two sides of the coin, yet there is no interface
between the two. The Financial Advisers most often
become decision.,blockers,, and are not accountable.
Quite often the Ministry of Defence acts as a mere
post office between the Service Headquarters and
Ministry of Finance, because there is no onecompetent to evaluate any service
recommendations.

There has been no structured Higher Defence
Organisatron in Sri Lanka. Everythingias been .,ad
hoc". Even the present Nationai Secuiity Council is
gazetted under the prevention of Terrorism Act and
is confined to counter terrorist operations. The whole
structure has to be reorganized in the light of the
mistakes made and experiences which ihoutd,be
lessons for the future. The main objective is to
concentrate on ..Conflict prer.ention,, because
conflict is costly in lives and monel.and hinders the
nation's progress. The Armed Forcis camed out rtus"conflict prevention,, task effectivell.rmol a failur.e in
"intelligence" and Higher Direction tld to ttre conJlict
in 1983 lasting nearly two decades to the detnmenr
of the nation.

We live in a volatile era as evident from tle oents
affecting the entire world and no country can remain
isolated or immune from the ripples of war or terronst
activity anlrvhere. To ..be 

prepared,, fo, any evenhralih.
a proper structure of national searity must be in placl
and be effective.

Athree tiered sfiucture to make theNational securih.
process more effective than it has been hitherto is zuggested
- The three tiers are:

a- The National Security Council _ poliry Making

b. Defence Council - Strategy and Resource
Allocation

c. Joint Chiefs of StatrCommittee _ Operational
Plans &Training

There has to be an "Intelligence,' input at all three levels.

The sooner proper sfructures are put in place the counuy
will be better prepared to meet any contingercy.



An Appreciation of ARFRO's Project at Ranaviru Gama iir Kosgoda
A DREAM COME TRUE THROUGH

COLLECTIVE EFFORT
(..VIRU KEKULU" EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE )

Today will remain in our minds, bereaved war

widows, their children and dependants, the disabled

brave soldiers rvho sacrificed their lives and limbs

to save our motherland from terrorism.

This building is not a gift from heaven. It is a
tribute to the Ranaviru Family Counselling Services.

It concerted hard selfless effort and work put in by a

band of men and women, irrespective of rank,
religion and education who with a single unswerving
purpose made this dream come true. !

There are nearly one hundred and seven

deserving families who occupy houses at
Ranavirugama, Akaravita, Kosgama. As a teacher by

profession, I saw rny olvn younger sister, widowed

by the cruel war and struggling alone with her three

little children, and realised that something had to be

done ifthese children were to be educated and their
mothers rehabilitated. In 2001 I had the opportunitl'

of becoming a counsellor for the widows of rvar

heroes under the R. F. C. S. of ARFRO.

I was alloted the section on education and I
decided to conduct a Montessori class for the pre-

school children.

Lt. Gen. Denis Perera, President of the A.R.F.R.O

inaugurated a pre-school named VIRU KEKULU on

the 25th [an. 2002 under the patronage of former

A.V.M.H Goonatilaka Chairman of the R.F.C.S. and

Gen. Gerry De Silva.

This pre-school was held in a section of the

common community hall and soon became clear the

location was not environmentally suitable. The hall
lacked space and ventilation and certain facilities and

amenities for the children. Moreover, the building
was used by other institutions NG0's and at times

for political meetings. The children did not appear

to be happy and we too realized that the location was

not conducive to the welfare and education of the

little ones.

When it became clear to us that the Nursery on

25tlr January 2002 for the children of Ranavjrugama

Akaravita in a common community hail, rvas not

suitable, the germ of having a building of our own
grew in our minds.

But to bring this idea to fruition seemed easy on

the surface, but during the process of construction,
it was proved that the road success is never paved

with roses. However. the purpose or objective was

altruistic, it was for the benefit of the offspring of
men and women left orphaned, helpless and destitute

by the ravages of a cruel war and acts of criminal
terrorism , These innocent children were blameless

and so were the men and women left disabled. It was

bound in duty left to us to succour and assist them to
get on in life and be useful citizens in our country.

From the inception, our former President of the

Ranaviru Family Counselling Service, Air Vice
Marshall H. Goonathilake, Gen. G.H.De Silva and

Gen. J.E.D.Perera who concertedly put their hearts

and minds in to the project set high standards,
encouraged and gave to us the courage to pursue

relentlessly but compassionately, the steps requested

for the ultimate realization of our objective. Actually,

we can only now see what veritable leaders you all
are, how you always gave us your blessings,
guidance, the tempering and strenglh to withstand
obstacles and impliments in achieving our goals.

In overcoming practical difficulties of actual
construction work on a shoe-string budget, we saw

how the soldiers sent by E. S. R. Panagoda and the

fatigue team of Salawa Army camp gave of their
labour and services ungrudgingly and tirelessly with
a sincerity ofpurpose.

Today when we look back on the arduous thorny
path that we had come be set with uncertainity set

back obstacles, and at times by some misguided
hecklers who tried to instil conflicts. But as Oliver
Goldsmith has said "those who came to scoff: remain

to pray".

This is hou the decision to have a separate

building rvas born. We also rvanted to incorporate a

day-care certre which rvould enable the widorled
mothers to engage in sorne sort of employment while
their children 11ere looked after. I have already told

1,ou of the guidance and encouragement from our



-
leaders; the selfless untiring effort of our Soldiers
the generous donations in cash and kind from several
philanthropic civic minded gentlemen all of which
has today made our dream came true.

I take the opportunity to place on record, on
behalf of the Ranaviru Family Counsellors, our
grateful thanks and sincere appreciation of the many
ways in which assistance, co-operation, guidance
was given to bring to an end a really momentous
and magnanimous task. We have now completed a
part ofour project and while we can show concrete
utility by conducting the Virukekulu Early
Childhood Care and Development Centre, we are still
left with the construction of the rear side of the
building. The appeal we now make is to complete
this portion also, we know that we are in throes of
one of the most disastrous national calamities in
history and while contributing to that, please help
us also for the sake of these innocent children
displaced by a war for which they could not be even
remotely held responsible.

I hope your support to settle down the following
problems.

1. As the boundries ofthe land have not been
clearly demarcated, please survey it for us.

2. Please get us the water connection fromihe
mains.

3. Please obtain an independent power supply
connection.

4. Any suggestions to maintain this building in
a proper way.

My heart felt gratitude goes out to all ofyou who
encouraged me in numerous ways for this worthy
course .

Thank you very much

Miss. D.Dilrukshi Rajapaksha
(Co-ordinator)

RANAVIRUGAMA
SALAV/A
KOSGAMA
28101 I 200s
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The Auspicious Opening of the Montessori in Kosgada
by Lt. Gen. J. E. D. Perera (Founder president) on 2gtr,.January 2005


